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Abstract 

 

This thesis reviews, extends and applies to urban traffic analysis the entropy concept of 

Shannon and Luce's mathematical psychology in a fairly complex and mathematically 

demanding model of human decision making, if it is solved as a deeply nested structure 

of logit calculus. Recognising consumers' different preferences and the universal pro-

pensity to seek the best choice when going to some desired goal (k), a transparent 

mathematical program (MP) is developed: the equivalent of a nested multinomial logit 

model without its inherent computational difficulty. The MP model makes a statistical 

assessment of individual decisions based on a randomised (measurable) utility within a 

given choice structure: some path through a diagram (Rk, Dk), designed a priori, of a 

finite number of sequential choices. The Equivalence Theorem (ET) formalises the 

process and states a non-linear MP with linear constraints that maximises collective 

satisfaction: utility plus weighted entropy, where the weight (1/θn) is a behavioural 

parameter to be calibrated in each case, eg for the Perth CBD. An optimisation subject 

to feasible routes through the (Rk, Dk) network thus captures the rational behaviour of 

consumers on their individually different best-choice decision paths towards their 

respective goals (k). 

 

This theory has been applied to urban traffic assignment before: a Stochastic User Equi-

librium (SUE). What sets this thesis apart is its focus on MP models that can be solved 

with standard Operations Research software (eg MINOS), models for which the ET is a 

conditio sine qua non. A brief list of SUE examples in the literature includes Fisk's logit 

SUE model in (impractically many) route flows. Dial's STOCH algorithm obviates path 

enumeration, yet is a logit multi-path assignment procedure, not an MP model; it is nei-

ther destination oriented nor an optimisation towards a SUE. A revision of Dial's 

method is provided, named STOCH[k], that computes primal variables (node and link 

flows) and Lagrangian duals (the satisfaction difference n→k). Sheffi & Powell pre-

sented an unconstrained optimisation problem, but favoured a probit SUE, defying 

closed formulae and standard OR software. Their model corresponds to the (con-

strained) dual model here, yet the specifics of our primary MP model and its dual are 

possible only if one restricts himself to logit SUE models, including the ET, which is 

logit-specific.  



 iv 

A real world application needs decomposition, and the Perth CBD example is iteratively 

solved by Partial Linearisation, switching from (measured) disutility minimisation to 

Sheffi & Powell's Method of Successive Averages near the optimum. 

 

The methodology is demonstrated on the Perth Central Business District (CBD). To that 

end, parameter θ is calibrated on Main Roads' traffic count data over the years 1997/98 

and 1998/99. The method is a revision of Liu & Fricker's simultaneous estimation of not 

only θ but an appropriate trip matrix also. Our method handles the more difficult vari-

able costs (congestion), incomplete data (missing observations) and observation errors 

(wrong data). 

 

Finally, again based on Main Roads' data (a sub-area trip matrix), a Perth CBD traffic 

assignment is computed, (a) as a logit SUE and - for comparison - (b) as a DUE (using 

the PARTAN method of Florian, Guélat and Spiess). The results are only superficially 

similar. 

 

In conclusion, the methodology has the potential to replace current DUE models and to 

deepen transport policy analysis, taking into account individual behaviour and a money-

metric utility that quantifies 'social benefits', for instance in a cost-benefit-analysis. 
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Notation 

Network 

G = (N,A) directed network of nodes and arcs (links), 

N set of all nodes,  n∈N 

A set of all arcs,  a∈A  (see also alternatives a, a∈Cn) 

Bn backward star a∈Bn : all arcs feeding into node n 

Cn forward star a∈Cn : all arcs starting at n, alias choice set Cn or nest n 

L counted traffic links (a subset of A, L ⊆ A) 

Z traffic zones (Z ⊆ N) alias centroids 

k∈Z target (destination k) alias commodity k (multi-commodity flow model) 

Rk envelope of all reasonable routes (Rk ⊆ G) towards k [see matrix Rk] 

Dk decision point: the forward star (Cn | a∈Rk) has at least 2 arcs 

α(a) an operator that picks the start-node of arc a (i→j), i = α(a) 

ω(a) an operator that picks the end-node of arc a (i→j), j = ω(a) 



 xi

Parameters 

εa error term, deviation from mean Va in consumers' utilities  - equ. (3.2) 

λ°, λ¹ line search factors in PARTAN (convex combination) 

ρ line search factor in PARTAN (convex combination) 

γa road class of arc a   (appendix A9) 

µa number of lanes of arc a  (appendix A9) 

κ a (κ n) link (or node) capacity  (appendix A9) 

θn distribution parameter of the logit model (at node n)  - equ. (2.17) 

τa (τn) minimum link-cost (a time) - or node delay - at zero traffic volume 

ϕa traffic count (total flow observed on link a) 

χa vehicle density (on arc a)  - equ. (7.4) 

Ua consumer's (assumed) utility for alternative a, a random variable  - (3.2) 

Va expected utility, Va = E(Ua | ∀ alternatives a∈Cn) - a constant  - (3.2) 

Functions 

gik(ρk
i) demand function; trip rate as a function of the min path cost ρk

i  (i → k) 

H entropy (H ~ Helmholtz); H(x) ≅ H(y, x) alias H(y, p) 

g-1
ik(Tik) inverse of demand function; min travel cost as a function of the trip rate 

z (usually) the objective function in a mathematical program 

Indices 

(i,j) generic row and column indices; also from and to node of arc a 

k reserved for a commodity (see above); column index of trip matrix T 

l iteration index 

m (n) linearised trip matrix index in T-THET (all Tik ≠0 in column major order) 

n iteration index in T-THET 

n° record of iteration n at which a new θ starts in T-THET 

n* (n*+1) = divisor in cost averaging in T-THET 

r a route index; eg r(n,k):= a route r from n to k within network Rk(N,A) 

P price space; eg satisfaction s, link cost c, (probability p) 

Q quantity space (volumes); eg link flows x or v, node flows y 



 xii 

Vectors 

c cost vector,  c = [ca], usually a link-time ca = fct(va) 

δij
r route-arc incidence vector (r: i→j; δa = 1 if a∈r else δa = 0) 

d shortest distance in STOCH[k] (an alias for ρk) 

d direction of descent, difference vector (PARLIN, PARTAN) 

h, hik path flow (from origin i to destination k: vector of reasonable routes) 

λ dual (Lagrangian factor, eg on conservation of flows (3.4) or on the sign 

constraint q ≥ 0 in ch. 6, theta calibration) 

p, pk
n probability vector : (flow) distribution factors for choice set Cn

q aggregate node flow in node delay (appendix A9) q = [qn] = ∑k yk

q flow in general (eg citing the literature), specifically T-matrix as vector 

ρk shortest distance (potential at point n), ρ = [ρn] | n∈Rk(N,A) 

sk satisfaction vector (node potential differences n→k) - duals on equ. (3.4) 

tk k-th column of trip matrix T (all trips destined for k) without row k | k∈Z 

v aggregate link flow,        v = [va] = ∑k xk

w auxiliary assignment: aggregate link flow,   w = [wa] = ∑k xk

x, xk link flow (nest n or commodity k)    xk = [xa] | a∈Rk(N,A) 

y, yk node flow (nest n or commodity k)     yk = [yn] | n∈Dk

Matrices 

∆k arc-path incidence matrix of routes (and arcs) within network Rk

Λk(p) arc-probability matrix (split factors) in log's: Λan = ln pa where n = α(a) 

Rk node-arc incidence matrix: Rna= 1 for α(a) = n; Rna = -1 for ω(a) = n;  

 else Rna= 0. The k-th row is omitted, giving Rk full rank. 

T trip matrix T = [Tik] with columns tk | k∈Z 

 also written in sequence ⇒ vector q (in conformance with the literature) 
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1. Introduction 

 

This thesis is about mathematical programming and modelling principles. It combines a 

planner's view - system aggregates - with individual choices that are confined to a single 

all-or-nothing alternative and reflect varied tastes and preferences. The theory draws on 

various sources which are cited as the relevant arguments are developed. At this point, a 

few key texts are mentioned: Luce (1959), Luce & Suppes (1965) for the development 

of mathematical psychology, where Luce's choice theorem is a premise, from which 

logit probabilities follow. Wilson (1970) extensively used entropy in transport models. 

Seminal texts on discrete choice analysis and random utility maximisation are Domen-

cich and McFadden (1975) or Williams (1977). A fundamental result by the latter is the 

partial derivation of satisfaction with respect to the (systematic) utility value, giving the 

probability of choice for that alternative. This result arises purely from consumers mak-

ing optimal choices - maximising their random utility - and therefore it is not specific to 

a particular model such as logit or probit, it holds in general. 

 

Dial (1971) developed STOCH, a pioneering algorithm that made stochastic traffic as-

signment - assuming logit route choices - a practical proposition. STOCH is confined to 

constant costs and this thesis will extend its scope (i) into models of non-cooperative 

Nash equilibria of urban traffic (mathematical programs), (ii) into a revised algorithm 

that is decision-theoretically based. Optimising the future and ignoring the irrevocable 

past, our algorithm STOCH[k] computes not only flows, but also satisfaction: the duals 

of the mathematical program to be presented. Such duals are expressed in a money-met-

ric utility; in the case of traffic assignment often taken as "generalised cost", a disutility 

in terms of travel time. This thesis will argue that satisfaction, based on individual pref-

erences measured in objectively quantifiable terms (money-metric utility), might replace 

current input data for cost-benefit analysis. It would provide a more cautious assessment 

of benefits derived from transport infrastructure investment and thus improve the 

evaluation. 

 

The work of Beckmann, McGuire & Winsten (1956) is fundamental in having cast 

Wardrop's first principle into mathematical programming format (a deterministic user 

equilibrium or DUE). Daganzo & Sheffi (1977) redefined Wardrop within stochastic 

user equilibria (SUE), favouring a probit model. Fisk (1980) stated a logit SUE model 
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in MP format (in route variables); Akamatsu (1997) transformed Fisk's model into a 

more efficient model in link variables. This thesis is a generalisation of previous work 

(Beckmann et al. 1956) and - being independently developed - an alternative model to 

Akamatsu (1997) with different theoretical foundations and a different MP as a result. 

 

In book form, many of the issues have been set out in Ben-Akiva and Lerman (1985), 

Florian (1984), Sheffi (1985), Patriksson (1994), or Bierlaire (1998). Varian (1984) is 

different, a reference for the micro-economic consumer theory employed in this thesis. 

 

1.1 Contributions of this thesis to the existing body of knowledge 

The book by Oppenheim (1995) and his programmatic idea of devising a unified model 

of consumer optimising behaviour in the context of urban traffic (trip generation, trip 

distribution, mode and route choices) were seminal to this study. The concepts and 

mathematical programs of this thesis pursue and achieve a similar generality, although 

the major theme is traffic assignment. Yet this study deviates from Oppenheim and ven-

tures into uncharted territory. Its main contributions are: 

• P-SUE: the primal Equivalence Theorem (ET), specifically the traffic assignment 

model. The distinctions from Oppenheim (1995) and Akamatsu (1997) are (a) the 

concept and analytical formulae for entropy, (b) the rejection of a budget con-

straint as superfluous, misleading and a potential source for erroneous model 

designs, (c) a persistent design that treats the decision maker as a modelled ab-

straction (homo economicus) whose behaviour is statistically deduced, whereby 

(d) probabilities are attributed to the planner (the model designer), not the con-

sumer/decision maker, and whereby (e) rational behaviour is future oriented. (The 

model consistently observes the arrow of time). Last but not least, in contrast to 

Akamatsu, the feasible region excludes cyclic paths and solutions are sought via 

standard software (GAMS, AMPL). Using Dial’s (1971) idea of a staged decision 

process, our model distinguishes between decision nodes (D) and forced options 

(no choice), the arrow of time being consciously and intentionally built into the 

structure of the diagrams (networks). Rational choices must take the irrevocable 

past as given and consider best options from that point onwards (the future). It is 

another model difference to Akamatsu (1997). 
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• D-DUE: the Equivalence Theorem (ET) in price space is the dual model to the pri-

mal model P-SUE in quantities. A precedent in the literature is Sheffi & Powell 

(1982), who devised a probit model that defies closed formulae and thus requires 

simulation for its solution or Maher’s (1992) SAM. The dual model D-SUE of this 

thesis, being the logit sub-case of Sheffi’s & Powell’s general model design, is 

distinguished from their procedure in the following ways:  

- it has closed formulae, being a strict or classical mathematical program that 

can be solved as such and does not require simulation; 

- it reshapes the objective function (using opposite signs and only two terms); 

- it states explicitly a set of constraints, the feasible region of D-SUE; hence, it 

demonstrates that Sheffi & Powell - seemingly unconstrained - de facto, has a 

whole range of presuppositions. 

• Based on the mathematical programming models developed in this thesis, satis-

faction (s) is understood as the dual variable on conservation of flow constraints. 

Specifically, a formula is derived that allows a recursive computation (s: n→k), 

the expected min-route-cost at node n given destination k. It corresponds with the 

classical complementary slackness conditions in MP models of shortest routes 

(Dirkse & Ferris 1998), a formula that links satisfaction (sk
n) with the satisfaction 

at the successor node (j), the link cost (ca) and choice probability (pk
a), conditional 

on a distribution parameter θ and on goal (k), the purpose to which a given arc (a) 

of a network (N) can (or cannot) be put. Phrased in link costs (ca) rather than route 

costs, it contrasts with formula (21) of Akamatsu (1997). Put differently, whereas 

the classical case is a concise mathematical formula for Wardrop’s first principle 

in a DUE, the formula derived here is the optimality condition for a logit SUE.  

• STOCH[k] combines the observance of the arrow of time with the computation of 

satisfaction. It is a goal k oriented revised algorithm of Dial (1971), applicable to 

logit traffic assignments under constant costs that may serve as a sub-program for 

iterative equilibrium computations. Yet in the first place, STOCH[k] is a mathe-

matical program, a special case of the model P-SUE based on Dial’s idea of 

staged decisions that obviate route enumeration. Akamatsu (1997) has similar 

ideas when he transforms Fisk’s (1980) logit model from route variables to links. 

Fisk is “intractable for any non-trivial network because of the property that every 
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route is utilized” (Patriksson 1994, p. 64). Given the similarity to this thesis, the 

major conceptual distinctions to Akamatsu (1997) should be named: 

- The entropy of a forward star vs. Akamatsu’s definition of a path entropy HP 

(15) composed of node entropy HN(p) and link entropy HL(p), defined as 

functions in probabilities p, yet later used (54) as a formula in link flows x. 

- The feasible region defined in acyclic and destination specific road maps Rk 

vs. Akamatsu’s effort to avoid the cumbersome task of their specification by 

using the global net instead, even if it means that cyclic paths are allowed and 

used; alternatively, he suggests that Dial’s (1971) proposition of reasonable 

routes may be used. In that case, loops are precluded; yet their actual cost-de-

pendent definition, relying on node distances, implies that a choice set may 

dynamically change as the computation progresses. It is neither an unchang-

ing choice set, a priori defined, nor a goal oriented decision structure as this 

thesis advocates and the next point illustrates. 

- The arrow of time as built into destination seeking decisions vs. Akamatsu’s 

origin based model (citing Markov like Dial) that is a logit type diversion and 

distribution of path flows, not a goal oriented model of optimising behaviour. 

- The solution strategy of classical MP software that at the same time computes 

duals vs. Akamatsu’s (1996) proposed Markov Chain Assignment. 

- Concerning all the finer details, Akamatsu (1997) is in fact a different mathe-

matical program as the comparison of his model [SUE-arc(MM)], equ. (64) 

s.t. (58), (59), (60) vs. our model P-SUE, equ. (3.2) s.t. (3.3) .. (3.6), reveals. 

Notably, Akamatsu does not require that the x vector be strictly positive. 

• The Equivalence Theorem raises a range of theoretical issues that are investigated 

and answered in this thesis:  

- The meaning of the objective function in the MP models. We examine Beck-

mann et al (1956), Gartner (1980 a and b), a Nash equilibrium vs. Wardrop’s 

first principle (Haurie & Marcotte, 1985), and Oppenheim’s (1995) assertion, 

that it is a representative traveller’s utility maximisation.  

- How our results (D-SUE) relate to previous analyses on duality and comput-

ing schemes in a DUE (Fukushima 1984, Carey 1985, Hearn & Lawphong-

panich 1990, Larsson, Liu & Patriksson 1997). 
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- A budget constraint is superfluous in our instance, not an essential ingredient 

(Wilson 1969, McFadden 1981, Oppenheim 1995). 

- Parameter θ is an exogenous data input, not a Lagrangian dual on a budget 

constraint and therefore endogenous, as Akamatsu’s (1997) introduction 

suggests [maximising entropy s.t. a budget]. 

- Whether cascade loading top-down (starting at the origin) is to be preferred 

to bottom-up (backward), and whether there is a connection between rational-

ity of route choices and the arrow of time, in this instance. 

- Whether probabilities should be attributed to a decision maker or to the de-

ductions of a planner/model designer interested in an equilibrium. Specifi-

cally, whether it is a traffic game. 

- The relationship between this thesis and the relevant literature on random 

utility maximisation, discrete choice analysis and logit models, eg. Luce & 

Raiffa (1957), Luce (1959), Luce & Suppes (1965), Ben-Akiva and Lerman 

(1985), Bierlaire (1998); with repsect to traffic assignments or probit models, 

Daganzo (1977, 1979, 1982), Daganzo & Sheffi (1977), Sheffi (1985).  

 

1.2 Characteristics of traffic equilibria – deterministic vs. probabilistic criteria 

Wardrop (1952, p. 345) established from a ‘selfish’ user attitude his first principle, the 

characterisation of a deterministic user equilibrium (DUE): a state of the system where 

“the journey times on all the routes actually used are equal, and less than those which 

would be experienced by a single vehicle on any unused route”. Beckmann, McGuire & 

Winsten (1956) ingeniously devised a mathematical program with linear constraints, a 

convex problem, where the necessary and sufficient first order KKT conditions of opti-

mality capture Wardrop’s first principle in mathematical form. The nonlinear objective 

is a ‘selfish’ cost minimisation of total travel. An inherent (0|1) requirement of route 

choices is relaxed and the problem is solved in reals (x∈ℜ+). It can be justified on three 

grounds. Firstly a traffic system has usually large numbers of participants; each person’s 

route can then be taken as an ‘infinitesimal element’ of the whole. Secondly mixed inte-

ger problems pose difficulties in finding a solution plus proving that there are no other 

better ones - often an extensive branch-and-bound search. It leads mathematicians to 

treat it as a non-integer problem, whenever integer requirements seem non-essential. 

Economists call it a divisibility assumption. The true integer optimum would be 
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(slightly) worse as it must meet more stringent feasibility conditions; but in instances 

like here, the effect seems negligible. A third argument points out that traffic is mod-

elled as a multi-commodity network flow problem where ‘commodities’ denote an O/D 

pair (ij) or in our case, a specific destination (k). The x-variables are flow rates that 

need be neither integer nor rational numbers. Following Beckmann’s tradition, the 

models in this thesis are stated as multi-commodity network flow problems in reals 

(x∈ℜ+).  

 

Optimal solutions of Beckmann’s mathematical program have an unattractive feature. 

Whereas link costs (ca
*) and aggregate volumes (va

*) are unique, commodity flows (route 

variables hik
r or in our case, arc flows xk) are indeterminate. Conservation of flow poses 

a linear system of equations that has more variables than constraints. Together with a 

sense that exclusion of routes other than the shortest is over-restrictive, it has motivated 

research into stochastic user equilibria (SUE). The fundamental model postulates are: 

[Dial 1971, propositions (i) .. (iii)]  

(i) All reasonable paths between a given origin and destination should have a non-

zero probability of use, whereas all unreasonable paths should be excluded (have 

a zero probability). 

(ii) All reasonable paths of equal length should have an equal probability of use. 

(iii) When there are two or more reasonable paths of unequal length, the shorter 

should have the higher probability of use. 

 

Bierlaire (1998) writes: “An important characteristic of models dealing with uncertainty 

is that, instead of identifying one alternative as the chosen option, they assign to each 

alternative a probability to be chosen” (p 209); and “the multinomial logit model can be 

derived both from random utility theory and from the choice axiom” (p 218) proposed 

by Luce (1959). Supplementing Dial (1971), we postulate: 

(iv) Each traveller [each node pair (i,j)] has a finite choice set Cij of reasonable 

routes i→j where routes r∉Cij have probability pij
r = 0, and routes r∈Cij have the 

optimal choice probability  
∑
∈

−
−

=
ijCr

r
T

r
T

ij
rp

)exp(
)exp(
δc

δc
θ

θ  (1.1) 
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Theta denotes a behavioural parameter to be calibrated; cT the transposed vector of link 

costs [ca] (a∈A) and δr is the route-arc incidence vector (δa = 1 if a∈r else δa = 0). Opti-

mal means the minimisation of the expected value of route costs (alias satisfaction), 

 with randomised costs (c + ε) (to be explained in section 2.4). }])({min[ r
T

Cr ij
E δεc+

∈

 

Of course, travellers don’t evaluate probabilities and make ‘randomised route choices’ 

accordingly. Rather the situation is one of trial and error. Whereas the probabilities p 

are for the planner to compute – he is interested in the system as a whole and its equi-

librium - a precise definition is needed, where and when route switching occurs, if any. 

Smith (1979, p. 296) puts it nicely: “a time scale of some sort is required to discuss 

change. We shall use the simplest time-scale with only two epochs which, for conven-

ience, we shall call today and tomorrow.” It is natural to think of the process as a kind 

of traffic game, where – according to Smith - car drivers make a route choice tomorrow 

(including all partial routes r: i→j) based on the link price vector (c) they noted today. 

In such a picture, pure strategies are a single route and probabilities (a mixed strategy) 

are the frequencies of route choices that crystallize according to Bernoulli’s Theorem, 

the ‘weak law of large numbers’, effected by the multitude of users and the daily repeti-

tion of the ‘game’, ie in the long run. Analysing non-cooperative n-person games, Nash 

(1951) derived an optimal mixed strategy p for a single player on the proviso - similarly 

to Smith - that others would not change their strategies. - Consumers are price takers 

(using today’s cost). 

 

The existence of a fixed point (an equilibrium) is known as Nash’s Theorem, described 

as “a theorem in game theory which guarantees the existence of a set of mixed strategies 

for finite, non-cooperative games of two or more players in which no player can im-

prove his payoff by unilaterally changing strategy” (http://mathworld.wolfram.com). 

Haurie & Marcotte (1985) have applied this theorem to Wardrop’s DUE. 

 

It is tempting to see the models developed here in such a light, identifying the minimax 

solution (a saddle point) with our primal model P-SUE and its dual D-SUE. Rather than 

an n-person game, it would be structured as two persons, a single trip maker against the 

agglomerate of all other participants (his environment): the scenario of some network, 

its link performance or cost-functions c, the travel times under congestion. The first 
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player tries for a maximal payoff, here minimising his expected losses (all players com-

bined: P-SUE). D-SUE, his opponent’s model, aims for the opposite: maximising the 

first player’s loss (dissatisfaction - again all together), the rational choice criterion of the 

first. In such a 2-person game, the first player controls p whereas his opponent controls 

c, and the optimal solution of such a minimax problem has the familiar saddle point 

property as known from non-linear duality theorems.  

 

Yet game theoretical foundations have not been rigorously pursued in this thesis; they 

are left for further research. Therefore, no further references to a Nash equilibrium or 

associated claims will be made. Instead, this thesis is based on the postulates (i) to (v), 

where the equilibrium condition, postulate (v), is stated below, in section 1.3. Dial 

(1971, p. 89) calls the first three a “common-sense functional specification”; they apply 

equally to logit or probit models. Economically, equilibrium means the classical con-

cept of a market, balancing demand (a consumer model P-SUE) with supply (a producer 

model D-SUE). This thesis investigates travel behaviour, decisions with uncertainty. 

Calling it a ‘traffic game’ or by any other name, probabilistic paradigms are still re-

quired: von Neumann & Morgenstern (1947), Luce & Raiffa (1957), Baumol (1977, ch. 

18 - 19), Aubin (1998) [or Bühlmann, Loeffel & Nievergelt (1969)].  

 

The demand side controls the p-vector (choice probabilities) and the supply side vector 

c (link costs). There exist various hypotheses on a user’s perceived cost, modelled as a 

random variable with error terms ε around the true or measured cost. Consequently, dif-

ferent equilibria are derived such as the DUE (a border case because, strictly speaking, 

uncertainties and probabilities don’t apply), the logit SUE, the probit SUE. Bierlaire 

(1998) writes: “The probit model is motivated by the Central Limit Theorem, assuming 

that the error terms are the sum of independent unobserved quantities. Unfortunately, 

the probability function has no closed analytical form, which limits practical use of this 

model. We refer the reader to Daganzo (1979) for a comprehensive development of 

probit models.” This thesis revisits the probit vs. logit debate, specifically Sheffi’s 

(1985) arguments against logit models, and designs its models in logit format. 

 

In logit models, distribution parameter θ and standard deviation are inversely related. It 

means, that the ‘error’ (ε) becomes zero and users’ perception of link costs c is perfect if 
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theta approaches infinity – no randomness anymore. Within our framework, the DUE is 

thus just a special case, the limit θ→∞. Readers’ attention will repeatedly be drawn to 

that fact. Yet there is a catch: decisions under uncertainty, route flows reflecting choice 

probabilities, are outside the scope of a DUE. For an SUE, postulate (ii) holds even at 

the limit (θ→∞); in a DUE, this is not required. There is a discontinuity at θ = ∞.  

 

1.3 Satisfaction and route switching in an SUE context 
 
The notion that individuals make different choices is, in SUE models, traced back to a 

modification of the usual micro-economic theory understood as a consumer maximising 

his utility subject to a budget constraint. Here the limiting budget is replaced by a finite 

set of a consumer’s discrete choices. The different outcomes (an all-or-nothing choice) 

are modelled by randomising the consumer’s utility (eg the value Ua of travelling some 

given arc a in the network). The min-disutility (a cost) or expected max-utility (EMU) 

plays a central role in our models. In the literature, it is known by various names: EMU, 

composite utility, inclusive value, accessibility and satisfaction (sn) - the term adopted 

here. Daganzo (1979, p. 128) defines it as an attribute of a homogeneous group,  

 )maxE()( aCan Us
n∈

=θ  (1.2) 

where Ua are random variables (consumer utilities of alternatives a), θ is a probability 

distribution parameter (as in logit models) and subscript n indicates the nest (the node) 

of the choice set Cn concerned [to be more fully explained in section 2.1]. 

 

For any homogeneous group (eg travellers with the same O/D) or a single participant in 

the ‘traffic game’, a partial equilibrium (at any given cost c - not necessarily a market 

equilibrium) can be stated in route format as: [see also Akamatsu (1997), equ. (21)] 

(v) Taking link costs c as given, the (dis)satisfaction sij for any trip starting at node 

(i) and ending at node (j) is equal for any reasonable route (r: i→j) where for a 

logit model the following equation holds: 

  ∀r∈Cθ/)(ln ij
r

ij
rij pcs += ij  (i,j)∈N (1.3) 

cij
r denotes the travel cost (cT δij

r) of route r and pij
r the logit probability of choos-

ing route r - formula (1.1).  
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Condition (v) is the futility of switching routes, restated in the context of a SUE, where 

the logit form of probability p – evident by solving (1.3) for p – presupposes Luce’s 

choice theorem or a Weibull-Gumbel distribution of error terms in perceived costs (c+ε) 

[Bierlaire (1998)]. The point of formula (1.3) is: to the extent that routes are reasonable 

(used at all, r∈Cij) the associated (dis-)satisfaction sij is a node potential, irrespective of 

any particular route r (i→j) travelled. The system is in equilibrium (conditioned on c) 

where any (infinitesimal) route switching is disadvantageous. In game theoretical terms, 

the mixed strategy p is optimal, maximising the expected payoff (the satisfaction) given 

by Daganzo’s generic formula (1.2). A point of rest (a partial equilibrium) is attained, 

conditioned on c (presumed fixed, ie only considering unilateral changes). In the logit 

case, this condition can be stated in closed form: (1.3) or condition (3.17) (de facto an 

equality). It is called a ‘partial’ equilibrium because a single player (or homogeneous 

group) is satisfied on condition of his choice determinant (c), but the cost vector c is not 

universally equilibrated. The market equilibrium requires consideration of all players 

together: the price effect of route switching.  

 

Existence and uniqueness of a traffic equilibrium will be established in section 3.2.3 (in 

our case). Universal prices (c) exist and are such that a minimax problem is solved (a 

saddle point). A saddle point reflects the geometry of two-person games (Baumol 1977, 

ch.18/8, pp. 446-449) as well as fundamental duality relations in linear and non-linear 

optimisation. This thesis will present two models that compute this saddle point of equi-

librium: P-SUE (demand) and D-SUE (supply) – or first player [all together] (P-SUE) 

vs opponent (D-SUE). Similar to Beckmann et al. (1956), the price conditions of equi-

librium equate to KKT conditions (3.17). Stated in route format, it is condition (1.3) but 

this time seen (for logit models) as a condition on the universal market price c . 

The relation deterministic vs probabilistic model (DUE ↔ SUE) and associated equilib-

rium conditions (KKT) will be studied in section 3.3. In principle, the DUE arises from 

an SUE by letting θ→∞. Yet uncertainties and choice probabilities (determined by the 

cost vector c ) are no longer applicable terms, hence postulate (ii) becomes invalid for a 

DUE, a case that will be studied at the end of section 3.2.3.  
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In sum, our logit SUE models take Dial’s (1971) pioneering work to another level: his 

algorithm STOCH is neither a mathematical program nor a stochastic user equilibrium, 

whereas our models P-SUE or D-SUE are faithful implementations of all the postulates 

(i)…(v) as this thesis will demonstrate.  

 

1.4  An overview of the thesis 
 
The thesis is arranged as follows: First, there is a straightforward, start to finish, deriva-

tion of the proposed model. The first of the main ingredients (chapter 2) is the planner 

in charge of a model's design, with a discerning judgement about scenario items to in-

corporate or to leave out, solving the model, and finally the analytical interpretation of 

results; he is the central figure. Taking a planner's view, we introduce concepts like dis-

crete choice analysis, dealing with uncertainty and probabilistic surmises of people's 

choices. This section includes a generalised definition of entropy, introduces a planner's 

view of a modelled artificial decision maker (DM), dubbed homo economicus (HE), and 

schematic drawings of a DM's choice set: an R-net with decision-points D to be defined 

for the purpose of this thesis and its MP models. It is a ‘reasonable road map’ (R) for a 

rational person to pick an optimal path through such network towards his target (k). 

 

The second model ingredient, homo economicus (HE), and the third, the market with its 

cost-equilibrating hypotheses, are also presented in chapter 2. Wardrop's first principle, 

a DUE (shortest routes), and its counterpart within a stochastic user equilibrium (SUE - 

Daganzo & Sheffi, 1977) will be studied and the principles governing a (selfish) DUE 

extended to cover an SUE.  

 

With these preparations, chapter 3 states and proves the Equivalence Theorem. Regard-

ing traffic assignments, a primal MP model (P-SUE) of an stochastic user equilibrium is 

posed, a stationary point within an urban transport scenario. It is a logit SUE model that, 

in Dial's (1971) words, "obviates path enumeration". 

 

Whereas P-SUE is a primal problem (in route or rather link flows x, node flows y and 

total link flow volumes v), solving the expected perceived travel cost minimisation of 

all ‘selfish’ users of the traffic system combined, the dual problem D-SUE, presented in 

chapter 4, poses a price c, satisfaction s and probabilities p finding problem. A maximi-
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sation, it is the Equivalence Theorem in disguise. The relevant mathematical theory is 

Lagrangian duality [Bazaraa, Sherali & Shetti (1993), ch. 6]. P-SUE is associated with 

demand (consumers), D-SUE with supply (producers); these are opposing market 

forces. Matching volumes (demand = supply if the price is right) is the usual economic 

characterisation of equilibrium – true also for urban traffic. In addition, the driving 

forces must balance, where the controlled variables are vector p (probabilities) for the 

demand and vector c (link costs) for the opposition (supply). At equilibrium, the optimal 

values p* and c* are stationary; there is no incentive for change and the status quo would 

reproduce itself if the daily switching process (as first described by Smith) continued. In 

other words: the multi-commodity network flow is in a timeless steady state where all 

partial derivatives ∂(.)/∂t are zero. 

 

In sum, chapters 2 to 4 comprise a straightforward derivation of this thesis' proposition. 

This is followed in chapter 5 with an exploration of similarities and differences to other 

SUE models in the literature - a rather extensive review that also exposes some of the 

more contentious features of the model and argues its causes and merits. 

 

Chapter 6 is devoted to Calibrating Theta in the Perth CBD instance from traffic counts. 

Liu & Fricker's (1996) method is revised and extended (a) to include non-constant link 

performance costs, (b) to align inconsistencies in the estimators for the trip matrix T and 

parameter θ, (c) to cope with incomplete traffic counts (missing data) or (d) measure-

ment errors (wrong data), and finally (e) to correct the published formulae. Based on 

Main Roads' traffic counts (1997/98 and 1998/99), θ is estimated for the AM peak, PM 

peak, and off-peak periods in the Perth CBD. 

 

In chapter 7, the proposed SUE methodology is applied to a non-trivial case study: the 

Perth CBD, a network of 229 nodes (including 70 centroids) and 551 links, where the 

70 × 70 trip matrix is assigned under both paradigms, a conventional DUE and a logit 

SUE. The results are displayed and compared. In any real world application, traffic as-

signment models, be it a DUE or an SUE, exceed comfortable solvability dimensions. 

Decomposition and iteration are required strategies, a multi-commodity network flow 

problem to be processed one commodity at a time. In the P-SUE case, Partial Lineari-

sation is used as proposed by Evans (1976) and methodically analysed in Larsson, Mig-
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dalas & Patriksson (1993) or Patriksson (1993). In the DUE case the efficient PARTAN 

method of Florian, Guélat & Spiess (1987) has been programmed. The convergence of 

both methods is presented and discussed. 

 

In conclusion, chapter 8 summarises the findings and indicates scope for further re-

search. This is followed by a bibliography and several appendices, special theoretical 

issues and a documentation of the algorithms used:  

 

A1:  looks at cyclic networks, a modelling proposition that is found in the literature. 

A2:  extends the theory to variable trip demand or to combined models of route choice 

and trip distribution: Wilson's (1970) gravity model and entropy maximisation 

without a budget constraint. 

A3: lists modelling tools - EMACS, GAMS, AMPL, MINOS, ArcView (spidernet). 

A4: shows numerical results for Robillard's (1974) test net that has been repeatedly 

used in the literature and is small enough for back-of-the-envelope calculations. 

The numbers are an illustrative example of the Equivalence Theorem, its primal 

and dual models, and the respective primal variables and Lagrangian duals, where 

the results re-enforce the contentions of this thesis.  

 

Appendices 5 to 8 present various algorithms: 

A5: STOCH[k] - a goal-oriented (improved and extended) version of Dial (1971). 

A6: PARLIN, the implemented version of Partial Linearisation - solving an SUE. 

A7: PARTAN, the implemented version to solve a DUE. 

A8: T-THET is a revised (improved and extended) version of Liu & Fricker's (1996) 

"OD⋅Theta" algorithm where the name T-Thet tries to acknowledge its lineage. 

 

A9: finally details the link performance and node delay functions employed in our 

Perth CBD case study, and how prohibited turns have been incorporated in the 

model [in the theta calibration case, where it was essential to model reality 

closely]. 

 

A10: is an extension of the methodology into asymmetric costs. The algorithm A-SUE 

is outlined, but its implementation has been left for future research. 
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2. Theoretical Concepts and Mathematical Model Foundations 
 
In this chapter, the premises will be studied on which the MP models (mathematical 

programs) rest. A central figure is the planner cum model designer, our first topic. He 

deals with representative decision makers, homines economici, that behave with eco-

nomic rationality and are treated as individuals. Yet because the planner is (partially) 

ignorant of the decision makers' motives, he resorts to random utility as the modelled 

values being maximised by consumers. In aggregate, it will lead to entropy terms to be 

defined over choice sets and their flows (expected volumes). The third ingredient of the 

MP model is the market equilibrium, travellers playing a non-cooperative traffic game 

as explained in the Introduction. It represents the demand side. In our models, capacity 

restrained link performance functions give unlimited supply with a penalty when nomi-

nal capacity is exceeded. Examples are the Bureau of Public Roads (USA) functions or 

those used in this thesis (appendix A.9). All three model ingredients are essential and 

will be presented in that sequence. 

 

2.1 The Planner's View - a probabilistic surmise of people's choices 
 
Consumers' rational behaviour is described in economics as 'maximising utility s.t. a 

budget constraint'. This is the decision maker's view presented in section 2.4. As a fact 

of life, however, different persons will (in general) make different choices - not because 

they obey a different maxim, but because preferences, tastes and personal attributes (in-

cluding income) differ: they attach different utilities Ua to the choice alternatives a∈C 

they face. In modelling terms, the imputed unobservable utility Ua is random around 

some mean Va [see section 2.4] allowing for the derivation of a choice probability pa . It 

can be deduced, that if alternative a is chosen, then  . i
ai
Cia UU
≠
∈

≥ max

From a planner's point of view, the situation can be seen as an N-times repeated random 

draw of a representative traveller, each bound to make a single choice a, where choice 

probability pa selects alternative a∈C. In that case, the outcome Xa - how often choice a 

is observed - is a random variable, where prob(|Xa/N - pa| < ε) → 1 for N→∞ according 

to Bernoulli's Law of Large Numbers ; in words, the more experiments are performed, 

(N large), the more likely is an observed result, Xa , which is close to N times pa . We 

are not simulating but using mathematical programs (MP). Instead of random variables 
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Xa we take the expected value xa = E(Xa), allow N to be non-integer (writing y in its 

place) and arrive at our fundamental relationship: 

Xa we take the expected value xa = E(Xa), allow N to be non-integer (writing y in its 

place) and arrive at our fundamental relationship: 

 xa = pa y  ∀ a∈C  (2.1)  xa = pa y  ∀ a∈C  (2.1) 

where trivially y = ∑a xa (because ∑a pa = 1) (2.2) where trivially y = ∑a xa (because ∑a pa = 1) (2.2) 

  

Visualised as a graph, this is a flow diagram: a source or node throughput (y) feeding 

distributary branches (a∈C) with split factors pa respectively with flow volumes xa [Fig. 

2.1]. We will study such decision diagrams in more detail; before, however, we need 

another fundamental entity. 

Visualised as a graph, this is a flow diagram: a source or node throughput (y) feeding 

distributary branches (a∈C) with split factors pa respectively with flow volumes xa [Fig. 

2.1]. We will study such decision diagrams in more detail; before, however, we need 

another fundamental entity. 
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Fig. 2.1 A basic choice diagram (a single source y and distributary flows xa, a∈C) Fig. 2.1 A basic choice diagram (a single source y and distributary flows xa, a∈C) 

  

2.2 Entropy 2.2 Entropy 
  
Entropy is a term in physics, usually denoted H in recognition of the German mathe-

matician and physicist Hermann Ludwig Ferdinand von Helmholtz (1821-1894). Con-

ceptually, entropy measures how many different micro-states conform with a (given) 

macro-state of the system. This concept has been transferred to other disciplines, e.g. to 

informatics (Shannon, 1949). 

Entropy is a term in physics, usually denoted H in recognition of the German mathe-

matician and physicist Hermann Ludwig Ferdinand von Helmholtz (1821-1894). Con-

ceptually, entropy measures how many different micro-states conform with a (given) 

macro-state of the system. This concept has been transferred to other disciplines, e.g. to 

informatics (Shannon, 1949). 

∑
∈

−≡
nCa

aann
x
n xxyyyH lnln),( x  (2.3) By definition, entropy: By definition, entropy: 

Term (2.3) defines entropy for a single nest Cn [Fig. 2.1], with reference to a macro-

state (y,x), seen as a network flow. These result from many elementary individual deci-

sions (single AON choices) by a group of decision makers. This function Hx
n(y,x) is de-

fined in positive space, (y,x) ∈ ℜ+, and is continuous (if we set x ln x = 0 as the limit 

x→0 suggests). Definition (2.3) conforms with common entropy formulae in the litera-

ture. Letting y = 1, it is Shannon's (1949) definition (writing probability pa for xa). In 

integers, (y,x)∈ℑ+, it is an approximate measure of micro-states within the given (y,x) 
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macro-state. For a brief derivation: all permutations Py
x of y elements in |Cn| groups, 

with xa elements each, are Py
x = yn! / ∏a xa! ; taking logarithms and using Stirling's 

approximation, ln N! ≈ N (ln N - 1), gives Hx
n(y,x) ≈ ln Py

x. 

 

Hx
n(y,x) is actually a function of only |Cn| variables because of equation (2.2). Entropy 

will be written Hx
n(x) when y is substituted out, or as function Hp

n(y,p) of total volume 

(y) and split-factors (probabilities) p when flows x are substituted out in (2.3), using 

(2.1): 

Corollary: entropy: ∑
∈

−≡
nCa

aan
p

n ppyyH ln),( p  (2.4) 

Note: Despite different formulae, the physical (or statistical) entity is the same down to 

its numerical value, regardless of whether entropy is computed via formula (2.3) – a 

function in (x,y) – or via (2.4) – a function in (y,p). What matters is the entropy (H) as 

such; how it is computed is secondary. 

 

It can be shown, that the following relations hold (and are essential for our model): 

• Entropy H is additive,  ∑∑ ==
n

p
n

n

x
n yHyHH ),(),( px  (2.5) 

It follows immediately from (2.4) and the independence of probabilities pn at nests 

Cn; pn is independent of pm for n ≠ m - and, of course, volumes y are additive. 

• Hp
n(y|p const) is homogeneous of degree 1 in y:  (2.6) 

It is evident, given (2.4). 

),(),( pp yHttyH p
n

p
n =

• Corollary: Hp
n(y|p const) is additive:   (2.7) ),(),(),( 2121 ppp yyHyHyH p

n
p

n
p

n +=+

• Hp
n(p|y const) is strictly concave in p for  (2.8) ||C

++ℜ∈p

Proof: without loss of generality, let y = 1, then the Hessian of Hp
n(p|1) is populated 

on its main diagonal only [∂²H/∂pa² = -1/pa; else 0], proving a negative definite ma-

trix. This result extends to any volume when we take y as a scale parameter or nu-

meraire - see (2.4).  (q.e.d.) 

Corollary: Total entropy H as a sum (2.5) of concave functions Hp
n(y,p) is itself linear in 

volumes (yn) and strictly concave in distribution factors (probabilities pn). Maximising 
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H over a compact convex set has therefore a unique and global optimum, even when 

formula Hx
n(y,x) (2.3) is used. 

H over a compact convex set has therefore a unique and global optimum, even when 

formula Hx
n(y,x) (2.3) is used. 

So far, entropy has been defined and analysed with respect to a simple bundle of choices 

(Fig. 2.1). We turn now to more complex decision diagrams. 

So far, entropy has been defined and analysed with respect to a simple bundle of choices 

(Fig. 2.1). We turn now to more complex decision diagrams. 

  

2.3 Decision Diagrams - graphical representation of a choice set 2.3 Decision Diagrams - graphical representation of a choice set 
  
Fig. 2.1 shows a choice set C in its most elementary form. Important premises are:  Fig. 2.1 shows a choice set C in its most elementary form. Important premises are:  

• C is a finite set (2.9) • C is a finite set (2.9) 

  o   yn
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• C is parsimoniously designed, viz. arcs a that have zero flow (xa = 0, pa = 0) are 

excluded from the choice set C (by definition and methodological necessity). (2.10) 

• C is parsimoniously designed, viz. arcs a that have zero flow (x

  

  

a = 0, pa = 0) are 

excluded from the choice set C (by definition and methodological necessity). (2.10) 
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Fig. 2.2: nested choices (a∈Cn, a∈Cm) Fig. 2.3: a general rationale (Rk, Dk) Fig. 2.2: nested choices (a∈Cn, a∈Cm) Fig. 2.3: a general rationale (Rk, Dk) 
  
  
Fig. 2.2 illustrates what is known as the hierarchical logit model (HL), where decisions 

are taken top-down, one step at a time and in principle any depth may occur (not neces-

sarily everywhere down to the same level). The diagram shows just two nests: Cn ⊃ Cm. 

An example might be mode choice, where first the decision could be between {walk, bi-

cycle, car, public transport}, and then PT is further divided into {bus, tram, metro}. 

Fig. 2.2 illustrates what is known as the hierarchical logit model (HL), where decisions 

are taken top-down, one step at a time and in principle any depth may occur (not neces-

sarily everywhere down to the same level). The diagram shows just two nests: Cn ⊃ Cm. 

An example might be mode choice, where first the decision could be between {walk, bi-

cycle, car, public transport}, and then PT is further divided into {bus, tram, metro}. 

  

A general decision diagram (Fig. 2.3) is a network, where a user may take decisions one 

step at a time, but in the end, he/she is confined to a single all-or-nothing (AON) route. 

Rk is the envelope of all such reasonable routes, k designating the goal (or destination), 

alias the commodity k of the network flow. In the example, all reasonable routes to point 

A general decision diagram (Fig. 2.3) is a network, where a user may take decisions one 

step at a time, but in the end, he/she is confined to a single all-or-nothing (AON) route. 

Rk is the envelope of all such reasonable routes, k designating the goal (or destination), 

alias the commodity k of the network flow. In the example, all reasonable routes to point 
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8 are circumscribed by the rectangle R8 = [1,2,7,8]. As regards probabilities p, we dis-

tinguish between a border case, pn
a = 1, [there is no choice, the cardinality of set Cn is 1 

and the outcome is certain] and on the other hand true decision nodes, n∈Dk, were we 

have a genuine bundle, |Cn| > 1. In the example, decision points for travellers bound for 

8, are the nodes D8 = {1,4}; in case of k = 9, D9 = {1,2,4,5}. As pn
a = 0 is precluded by 

design (2.10), there is a strictly positive choice probability for every arc a , ie entropy 

(2.3), (2.4) and its logarithms are well defined with non-trivial values, 0 < pn
a < 1, only 

occurring for decision nodes, n∈Dk . It also means that choice-entropy (in the model) 

need only be considered for nodes n∈Dk, because entropy H is zero in all other cases 

(Hn = 0 ∀n∉Dk; ie for pn
a = 0 and pn

a = 1). As an aside, because , we could 

allow a feasible region x ≥ 0 mathematically; in practice, however, w.r.t. model solvers 

(MINOS) and conciseness, strict adherence to (2.10) is needed (x > 0). Conversely, in 

terms of methodology, entropy maximisation will not reject a choice given. p

0lnlim
0

=
→

xx
x

n
a > 0 for 

all alternatives a (∀a∈Cn). Hence vector x is always an interior point (x > 0) and there-

fore the choice set must be tightly specified - see (2.10). 

 

Emphasising a destination (k) makes modelling sense: probabilities reflect an arrow of 

time (only the future is probable, the past is ascertainable). Past decisions (good or bad) 

are irrevocable. Putting the past behind, decision makers optimise in a forward looking 

way towards their respective goals (k). Note then that Rk is abstract (not necessarily a 

road net) and acyclic because one can never step back in time. It is also the case that all 

decision makers at the same node (n) and with the same goal (k) share the same choice 

probabilities pk
n. To the planner, they are indistinguishable.  

 

Summarising the issues, decision diagrams (Rk) are general structures, as prototyped in 

Fig. 2.1 - 2.3. A modelled decision maker is bound to choose a single path through such 

a structure, one step at a time, and in a forward fashion (top down), even when the dia-

gram is - for good reasons - construed bottom up, viz. backward from a destination (k). 

Designing Rk is an a priori task for the modeller, a task for which no general rules are 

given here. [Dial (1971) has proposed a rule that is adapted and reported in appendix 

A5.2 - specifying Rk could be automated, if planners wish.] In contrast to usual mathe-

matical programs, where x = 0 is part of the feasible region and shortest route networks 

may allow cycles (never to be used at the optimum), Rk defines a feasible region, a 
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(nested) choice set, where (a) the modelled flow is strictly positive, xa > 0 for every arc 

a∈Rk , and (b) the di-graph Rk precludes any cycles. [The issue of cycles is argued in 

Appendix A.1]. Apart from the question whether blind rules that automate the task of 

defining Rk will yield satisfactory networks, Rk depends on the trip matrix, otherwise the 

requirement xa > 0 for all arcs a∈Rk could be infeasible.  

 

This concludes the section on the planner, his role as a model designer, his interest in 

aggregate results (flows, entropy, ie dispersion), his ignorance (dependence on prob-

abilistic surmises) and his duty to define a priori the scenario and choice set faced by 

the modelled decision makers, which is the topic that will be addressed now. 

 

2.4 Homo Economicus - an artefact of the Decision Maker 
 
In this section, the second ingredient is presented: a model of a decision maker as befits 

the theoretical concepts of discrete choice analysis (DCA) and random utility maximisa-

tion (RUM). It is an offspring of classic microeconomic theory, where a consumer is 

described as 'maximising his (or her) utility s.t. a budget constraint'. The deviating ele-

ments are firstly the enforcement of a single (AON) choice, not a consumption bundle, 

and secondly, a feasible region (choice set) delineated not by a budget constraint, but by 

a just one limit within an explicitly enumerated finite list of discrete alternatives a∈C. 

 

RUM - the theoretical investigation of random utility maximisation and individualistic 

micro-economics of consumers - is indelibly connected with the name of McFadden as 

evidenced by Domencich & McFadden (1975; in our context, chapter 4 in particular: A 

Theory of Population Travel Demand Behaviour), or McFadden (1978, 1981), where a 

Generalized Extreme Value Model is developed that includes multinomial logit or 

nested logit as special cases (Bierlaire 1998) and has been generalised from µ = 1 to any 

µ > 0 by Ben-Akiva & François (1983). Because the microeconomic theory of RUM is 

well studied and researched in the literature, this thesis just presents the bits needed for 

its models. 

 

The tenets of DCA impose a strict binary condition (pr = 0|1) on a utility maximising 

individual whereby the sequence of his/her choices forms a single route (r) through a 

digraph Rk(N,A) of nodes (N) and arcs (A) as described in the previous section. Such an 
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individual is an artificial construct (a mental picture by the planner) and we adopt from 

the literature the term homo economicus (HE) to underline this fact. Being ignorant of 

the true reasons for HE's behaviour, his utility is taken to be random 

 Ua = Va + εa (2.11) 

and presumed additive: ∑
∈

=
ra

ar UU  (all arcs a forming the path r∈Rk) (2.12) 

Value Va represents a systematic (non-random) component and εa an added random er-

ror term with zero mean. 'Perceived utility' (Ua) and 'measured utility' (Va) are common 

labels, contrasting HE's point of view versus the analyst's, where the latter term repre-

sents the expected utility value, E[Ua] = Va. 

 

HE is optimising (within his choice set): a goal oriented decision maker (let k∈Z⊆N be 

his target). In terms of the graph Rk(N,A), optimal decisions recursively follow a bottom 

up approach where at each node (n) HE looks ahead and chooses an option, a single re-

maining path r (n→k), that in his view is best. Whilst HE makes no random choices, our 

planner - ignorant of the real motive - notes the result in terms of a probability pr that Ur 

is maximal:  

  (2.13) k
i

ri
rr RirUUp ∈≥=

≠
),(  ]maxPr[

Depending on the PDF of ε - Normal or Weibull-Gumbel being popular assumptions - 

one obtains the probit model (from the first) or in our case the logit model (see below). 

Concerning disutilities, a cost ca replaces the utility value Va in the formulae. 

 

2.5 Logit Choice Probabilities and Satisfaction 
 
From formulae (2.11) to (2.13), one obtains recursive formulae [in the logit case] for the 

choice probability pk
a and satisfaction sk

n:  

Choice Probability p: 
∑
∈

ω

ω

+θ−

+θ−
=

k
nCa

k
aa

k
n

k
aa

k
nk

a sc
sc

p
))(exp(

))(exp(

)(

)(  (2.14) 

Satisfaction s: ∑
∈

ω+θ−
θ
−

=
k
nCa

k
aa

k
nk

n

k
n scs ))(exp(ln1

)(  (2.15) 
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In these formulae, satisfaction denotes a familiar term [ch. 1, equ. (1.2)], an expectation 

of (perceived) route costs that HE has minimised by his choice, sk
n = E[min cost n→k]. 

Costs are a disutility; this explains the minus signs in (2.14) and (2.15). Usual formulae 

[eg (1.2)] take positive values (Va) as a numeric measure of utility. In the literature,  sat-

isfaction is variously called composite utility, expected maximum utility, inclusive value 

or accessibility. 

 

2.5.1  Satisfaction - a node potential (a generalisation of shortest distance) 
 
To interpret satisfaction, we consider a route r∈Rk; let i denote the origin, k the destina-

tion, and n any intermediate node (r: i→ .. →n→ .. →k). If r (i→k) is a shortest route 

that passes n, it implies that i→n and n→k are likewise shortest routes because of the 

additivity of costs. An analogous relation holds for expected shortest routes, the satis-

faction, and for the same reason, minimising behaviour (route choice) and additivity of 

(perceived) cost. (2.12) implies sk
i = sn

i + sk
n , subscripts denoting the origin and super-

scripts the destination. The paradigm shift from determinism to probabilities, from DUE 

to SUE, is a generalisation where shortest routes [due to perfect judgement, error ε = 0 

in (2.11)] and minimal distance (i→k) turn into satisfaction: the expectation of minimal 

distances, evaluated in perceived cost (having error terms ε ≠ 0) over a set of reasonable 

routes that – at the time they are travelled - are ‘shortest in subjective costs’.  

 

Turning to formulae (2.14-15): cost ca carries no superscript, being common to all com-

modity flows k . It applies to all travellers using arc a regardless of their destination k. 

Satisfaction sk is a node potential (with reference to a specific goal k, where it is zero). 

The term (ca + εa + sk
ω(a)) is the minimal (expected) perceived route cost n→k on condi-

tion that a is chosen as the next leg of the trip - that it is perceived a shortest route. This 

condition implies E[min(ca + εa)] ≤ ca to be detailed in the context of the MP models. In 

contrast, homo economicus has no use for probabilities or a random choice. His route 

cost is not an expectation over many paths; his costs relate to a single route [expres-

sions (2.11-12), substituting cost ca for Va]. It is the planner who - ignorant of HE's true 

motives - needs to take an expectation into account, E[min route cost], when he evalu-

ates probabilistically what a randomly drawn 'representative' presumably has chosen.  
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2.5.2  Recursion - the logit formulae (2.14), (2.15) in practice 
 
The formula-pair (2.14-15) allows one recursively (bottom up from k) to compute pk

a 

and - given demands yk
n - flows xk

a from (2.1) in any of the cases depicted in Fig. 2.1 to 

2.3. They provide the logit calculus to use for a whole statistical population being con-

sidered (modelled). n is the current node defining a choice set a∈Ck
n. θk

n is a distribution 

parameter (possibly specific to node n and commodity flow k) to be applied to all arcs a 

of a given choice set (a∈Ck
n). This parameter θk

n within the range (0 ≤ θk
n ≤ ∞) is at the 

discretion of the model designer, to be calibrated from travel surveys or traffic counts.  

 

In nested cases - take Fig. 2.2 - model consistency requires 

 θn ≤ θm  (for Cn ⊇ Cm) (2.16) 

because in such a configuration, random utilities of the lower nest are correlated: they 

share an upper branch. 

Correlation (in nested logit models): 2)/(1),corr( mnajai UU θθ−=  (2.17) 

where [Fig. 2.2] a∈Cn and (i,j)∈Cm, (i ≠ j).  

 

Correlation coefficients are valid for the interval [0,1], a condition that is met by (2.17) 

on the proviso (2.16). Identical values (θn = θm) are permitted, a case where correlation 

breaks down and the hierarchical model is "indistinguishable from a uni-parametric 

multinomial logit model" (Ortúzar & Willumsen, 1994). In other words, sequential 

choices (link by link), in stepping through a network, or alternatively choosing a whole 

route all-at-once, has identical results (in the logit case). This feature will be exploited 

in our mathematical programming models to come. 

 

In general, recursively computing logit models according to (2.14-15) becomes increas-

ingly complex and involved as inclusive values of inclusive values of ... arise. An 'easy' 

and transparent alternative is the MP model as proposed in this thesis: an Equivalence 

Theorem to be presented in chapters 3 and 4 for primal and dual models of logit choices.  

 

Leaving homo economicus behind - and the probabilistic assessments of the planner's 

model of such an artificial decision maker - we turn to the third model ingredient, the 

cost-equilibrating market forces. It is the topic to be studied now. 
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2.6  The Market (tenets of route cost equilibration) - a review by example 
 
In this section, market forces and various hypotheses about cost equilibration will be 

analysed by way of a small but instructive example: a scenario where travellers have 

three choices: 

• going through town; 

• using a bypass; 

• taking a leisurely scenic drive. 

 

SUPPLY Town 
(Route a) 

Bypass 
(Route b) 

Scenic Dr 
(Route c) 

length 10 km 15 km 20 km 
free speed v0 60 km/h 100 km/h 80 km/h 
min time τ (at v0) 10 min 9 min 15 min 
link capacity κa 
veh/min 
[veh/h] 

 
30 

[1800] 

 
40 

[2400] 

 
20 

[1200] 
 

Fig. 2.4: Illustrating Traffic Equilibria in a Town/Bypass/Scenic Drive Scenario 

Let DEMAND be 20 veh/min [1200 veh/h] and link performance functions 
aa

a
a x

c
κ−

τ
=

/1
 

(∀a∈A) where xa is the link-flow concerned.  
 

The hypotheses, illustrated in Fig. 2.4, are: 

(1) Shortest Route: (no congestion)  All vehicles use the bypass, no other route is chosen. 

(2) Wardrop: His first principle asserts that in congested networks traffic arranges itself 

such that no individual can better his (dis)utility by unilaterally switching 

to another route; hence all used routes have minimal and equal cost, and 

routes with greater cost are not used. This proposition forms the basis for 

a deterministic user equilibrium. Under such a premise, the equalised 

(minimal) travel time is ca = cb = 13.20 [min] and the flows xa = 7.27 

[veh/min], xb = 12.73 [veh/min], xc = 0 - zero flow assigned to the scenic 

drive because cc (τc = 15 [min]) > minimal travel cost (of 13.20 [min]). 

(3) Logit SUE: Daganzo & Sheffi (1977) propose to apply Wardrop's principle to per-

ceived cost, whereby a DUE became an SUE. In the logit case [(2.14) and 

(2.15)], let θ = 0.5, then flows xa:xb:xc = 7.35:11.05:1.60 [veh/min], costs 

ca:cb:cc = 13.25:12.43: 16.30 [min], and satisfaction s = 11.25 [perceived 

'minutes'] for every route. 
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2.6.1  Analysis and Conclusions from this example 
 
Summarising the results, we note:  

(a) For any given O/D pair, a shortest route calculus (eg Dijkstra 1959) will settle on 

a single path, even when several equally good alternatives exist. In equilibrium, 

however, there are usually several shortest routes, as the example illustrates, that 

need to be found and flow volumes assigned. Solving a simultaneous set of equa-

tions (a mathematical program) is one way of doing this. 

(b) In a DUE, a topological node characteristic is the shortest distance to some desti-

nation or origin. In the example, the start node is 13.20 [min] away from the end. 

This distance (a measured cost) is equal for both shortest routes (ca = cb = 13.20) 

and less than the third option with cc = 15 [min]. Concordant with Wardrop’s first 

principle, there is zero flow on route c (xc = 0) but the flows of route a (xa = 7.27) 

and b (xb = 12.73) [veh/min] cannot be deduced from the fact that both routes are 

shortest. Costs are equal yet flows are unequal.  

(c) In an SUE, a corresponding node characteristic is the satisfaction sk
n , an expected 

value of shortest distance n→k (in perceived cost). We may check formula (1.3). 

Using (θ = 0.5) and deriving probability p from the ratio of flows [formula (2.1)] 

satisfaction sa : sb : sc = {13.25 + 2 ln (7.35/20)} : {12.43 + 2 ln (11.05/20)} : 

{16.30 + 2 ln (1.60/20)} = 11.25 [min] for every route. This result agrees with 

postulate (v). An equal utility value highlights the stationary point characteristic 

of the traffic game in equilibrium: switching to another route – a change in the 

mixed strategy (vector p) - is pointless. Another noteworthy fact is that this utility 

value (11.25 min) is less than the corresponding DUE value (13.20 min). This 

result is not anecdotal, but holds in general: in formula (1.3) ln p is a negative 

term added to the ‘true’ or measured cost (c). Conversely, in this SUE example 

none of the measurable costs (c) of routes being used is equal, which is not consis-

tent with Wardrop’s first principle. 

 

From a modeller’s point of view, these results raise the question, which paradigms 

should one use, the well established practice of DUE, consistent with Wardrop, or the 
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SUE postulates (i)..(v) which this thesis advocates? Essentially, a state of equilibrium 

for a traffic system (DUE or SUE) rests on two propositions: 

 

(1) A behavioural proposition says: drivers will (selfishly) optimise their route choices 

until all avenues for improvement are exhausted. In a traffic equilibrium, no individ-

ual driver can better his current personal utility by unilaterally changing to another 

route. How this personal utility is defined decides whether the model is a DUE or an 

SUE whereby the DUE can be seen as a special case (θ→∞) of an SUE but for the 

discontinuity at θ = ∞, as already explained in the introduction (p. 8).  

(2) A (multi-commodity) network flow proposition says: in equilibrium, the system is in 

a steady state - an equilibrium exhibits a timeless flow pattern [∂x/∂t = 0 for all x].  

 

Recalling the macro- and micro-aspects of a traffic system, both propositions are, de 

facto, stating the same thing, (1) from a micro, (2) from a macro perspective. An equi-

librium is a fixed point, an arresting status quo of the market, both in volumes (demand 

= supply, if the price is right) and in the ‘driving forces’. It means that choice vector p 

(controlled by consumers) and price vector c (controlled by producers) must match. In 

Smith’s (1979) language: the route choices made for tomorrow (the mixed strategies p) 

based on the cost vector of today (cº) must be such that the generated cost vector of 

tomorrow (c¹) reproduces today’s cost: c¹ ≡ cº. In physical language, it is condition (2), 

network flows and all other variables (c, p) being in a timeless steady state: ∂(.)/∂t = 0 

for all variables of the model. 

 

This concludes the treatise on the three model ingredients: 

• a planner (probabilistic assessments, decision diagrams, choice entropy);  

• a homo economicus (random utility maximisation under a discrete choice paradigm);  

• a market (and its equilibrium conditions). 

 

We are now ready for the Equivalence Theorem, an MP model that combines the big 

picture (network flows) with the micro-aspects of individual behaviour, equations (2.1) 

and (2.2) with the logit probability formulae (2.14) and (2.15) of an individualised value 

system.  
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3.  The Equivalence Theorem - a primal MP (P-SUE) 
 
In this chapter, a mathematical program (MP) of logit choices in general (in an urban 

traffic context), a stochastic user equilibrium - a logit SUE - will be stated. This is a 

primal MP model 'P-SUE'. The problem equates to a steady state flow x over a decision 

diagram, a network R with a single source and many terminal sinks [Fig. 2.1, Fig. 2.2], 

or many sources ending in a single outlet k [Fig. 2.3], each a flow of commodity k over a 

net Rk. Input and output into the system are denoted by a vector t with components tn 

(n∈N), where tn > 0 for a source, and tn <0 for a sink. Steady state conditions imply ∑n tn 

= 0. For example, vector tk might represent the k-th column of a trip matrix T, amended 

by the sum (a negative column total in the k-th position) and conveniently expanded to 

dimension |N| [tk
n = 0 ∀n∉Z , ie for nodes n that are not a centroid and therefore not 

defined in T]. Let Hx
n(y,x) denote the entropy (2.3), defined for any node n∈R and its 

forward star Cn, then the Equivalence Theorem (in quantities) is as follows. 

 

3.1  Equivalence Theorem in quantities (a primal MP) 
 
Disaggregate demands xk

a (2.1) in a nested multi-nomial logit model of probabilities pk
a 

(2.14) with inclusive values sk
n (2.15) can be computed by the following mathematical 

program, where (3.1) is the OBJ for constant costs, and (3.2) its counterpart in a con-

gested net, a market equilibrium of 'selfish' users. 

Constant cost case:   (3.1) ∑ ∑∑ ⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
−≡

∈∈k Dn

k
n

kkx
n

Ra

k
aa

kk

kk

yHxcz θ/),(),(min xxy

Congested case: 

P-SUE (traffic assignment): ∑∫ ∑∑
∈

−≡
a

v

k Dn

kkx
na

a

k

xyHdvvcz
0

),(1)(),,(min
θ

xyv  (3.2) 

s.t.  nest totals (y):  (weighted) marginal entropy (∂Hkkk
D yxR = x

n/∂yn)/θ (3.3) 

 transhipment (xk):  [alias flow conservation] satisfaction skkk txR = k
n (3.4) 

 link totals (v): vx ≤∑
k

k  link cost ca (3.5) 

 sign constraints:   (3.6) 0x >k

 

Labels on the left of the constraints indicate their purpose within the MP model; on the 

right, it is the dual (the Lagrangian factor), that is identified by a label. These duals can 
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be understood as the (negative marginal) change in the OBJ per unit change of the RHS 

concerned. For instance, consider Fig. 2.3, the sub-net R8 and an added unit in the RHS 

of x8
7 + x8

8 = y8
4 [equ. (3.3) referring to a choice set at decision node 4∈D8 = {1,4}], 

where arc 7 = (4→5) and arc 8 = (4→7) in a lexicographic numbering scheme of the 

total net [see Fig. 2.3 and the input listing of the model, appendix A.4]. Changing the 

RHS to (y8
4 + 1) is an increase in y8

4 by one unit. From formula (2.3) one obtains for the 

partial derivative ∂Hx
4(y8,x8)/∂y8

4 = (ln y8
4 + 1)/θ. Taken at the optimum (y8

4 = 81.5645 = 

x8
7 + x8

8 ; see appendix A.4.3) and divided by θ = 1.25, one obtains 4.3211 for the dual 

on that constraint (exactly as observed in the model output but not listed in A.4). 

 

The dual on constraint (3.4) is satisfaction in the strict sense of the definition (1.2): the 

effect of a single traveller (his perceived expected minimal route cost n→k). As will be 

shown, it computes recursively as sk
n = ca + (ln pk

a)/θ + sk
j, where nodes n and j are start 

respectively end node of arc a = n→j. Taking the previous example (arc 8), i.e. n = α(8) 

= 4, j = ω(8) = 7, p8
13 = 1 (arc 13 = 7→8 has probability 'one' because there is no choice 

at 7), hence s8
7 = c13 = 2.2929 [appendix A.4], and s8

4 = c8 + ln (x8
8/y8

4)/θ + s8
7 = 2.2929 + 

ln (0.748154)/1.25 + 2.2929 = 4.3537 [see appendix A.4]. 

 

The effect of a single unit change in the RHS of (3.5) is the cost of an incremental flow 

over the link concerned. In the example, link costs are assumed linear: ca = t0
a (1+βava). 

For arc 8, the data are [appendix A.4], t0
8 = 1, β8 = 0.006, and optimal flow v8 = x8

8 + x9
8 

= 215.4821; the result is c8 = 2.292893 as can be checked in appendix A.4. 

 

3.1.1 Analysis and Interpretation of the Equivalence Theorem 
 
(3.1) states a general case of a choice diagram, allowing parameter θk

n to be different for 

every node n and commodity k, the only condition being (2.16). A uniform theta as in 

(3.2) (θk
n ≡ θ) lets the hierarchical logit model collapse; it is a prerequisite for sequential 

choices (nested logits) to be identical with a single level logit model, where routes are 

chosen in toto. The structure of objective (3.1) or (3.2) mirrors on a macro-scale the 

structure of random utility (2.11) on a micro-scale: first, a system-wide cost term V (a 

measured disutility) that is additively modified by randomness (entropy). The latter is 

weighted by 1/θn, a factor proportional to the standard deviation of the ε-distribution in 
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(2.11) - see (5.3). The cost or value terms V in (3.2) (the integrals) embody the elegant 

proposition pioneered by Beckmann, McGuire & Winsten (1956) for a DUE. Evidently, 

letting θ→∞, entropy terms vanish and de facto, Beckmann's et al. model is retrieved, 

except for yk (now dummy variables) and their definition (3.3). Henceforth, whenever 

the case θ→∞ is considered, we also imply that equations (3.3) are dropped from the 

model. The DUE is conceptually just a special case in this thesis' framework. The signs 

in the objectives (3.1) or (3.2) ensure a minimisation of route costs and a maximisation 

of weighted entropy. Subtracting entropy reduces cost and is - in the ultimate analysis - 

a reflection of people's optimising behaviour. They 'utilise' ε to their advantage, that is 

to reduce the expected minimal cost (maximising their satisfaction), as will be shown - 

eg (3.9), (3.12). 

 

Rk is the node-arc incidence matrix without row k. This achieves full rank for the matrix 

and saves adding up the RHS (recall the requirement ∑n tn = 0). Rk
D collects (as a node-

arc incidence matrix) all forward stars Cn | n∈Dk ; it is a sub-matrix of Rk: (Rna)k
D = 1 for 

α(a) = n, else 0. Hx
n(y,x) is zero except for true decision nodes (n∈Dk). A concise model 

needs equations (3.3) and entropy terms Hx
n(y,x), therefore, for n∈Dk only, where Dk 

has been defined in chapter 2 [Fig. 2.3].  

 

Equations (3.3) and (3.5) are definitional; they define auxiliary variables (y, v) for a 

convenient, effective objective function statement (3.2), but they do not constrain the 

model in any way. The sole decision variables are vectors xk, governed by conservation 

of flows (3.4). As stated, it is a cascade loading of trips tk over net Rk towards k (a sole 

destination): a transhipment model. Condition (3.5) has been stated as an inequality; it 

has numerical advantages (given a limited accuracy for computers) and is more specific 

about the sign-constraint of the associated dual variables; yet principally, (3.5) is an 

equation (and will be at the optimum - no slacks). 

 

Because , the sign constraints could be stated x0lnlim
0

=
→

xx
x

k ≥ 0. Yet x is a known in-

terior point and, despite (3.6) appearing redundant (never binding conditions), it is not. 

Software like MINOS uses lower bounds for initial values - x = 0 in the example - and 

would exit with an error message (on account of the logarithmic terms defining entropy) 

unless (3.6) were modified to x ≥ ε , with a suitably small lower bound ε. 
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Listed on the right of the constraints (3.3) .. (3.5) are the Lagrangian factors, the duals 

of model P-SUE. They are the primal variables in the dual model, D-SUE, to be studied 

in the next chapter.  

 

3.2  Proof of the Equivalence Theorem 
 

Taking a partial derivative ∂Va/∂xk
a of the cost (or value) term  with re-

spect to commodity flow x

∫=
av

aa vvcV
0

d)(

k
a gives ∂Va/∂xk

a = (∂Va/∂va)(∂va/∂xk
a) = ca(va) δk

a where the 

Kronecker symbol δk
a (= 0|1) indicates, whether va is affected by xk

a. If link a is an 

element of Rk, xk
a is non-zero (δk

a = 1) otherwise a∉Rk and (δk
a = 0). This result is no 

different from taking a partial derivative ∂Va/∂xk
a of the cost term (V) in the objective 

function (3.1). The distinction between (3.1) or (3.2) is only in the V-terms, but when 

we form the first order condition of optimisation, be it case (3.1) or (3.2), we obtain 

current link costs ca(va) as an intermediate result. We may therefore - without loss of 

generality - prove the constant cost case (3.1), where the problem decomposes so that it 

suffices to consider a single commodity k, a superscript we omit for convenience; but 

the notion of (possibly) different θn for different nodes n is kept. 

 

As an aside, from a decision maker's point of view link costs ca(va) are firstly given (and 

constant at current levels), secondly additive (route costs = the sum of link costs).  

 

Substituting the auxiliaries (y,v), we obtain a mathematical program purely in flows (x) 

with constraints (3.4). Let λ denote the vector of Lagrange multipliers, then: 

Lagrangian L(x): λtxRxx T

Aa Dn
n

x
naa HxcL )(/)()( −−−≡ ∑ ∑

∈ ∈

θ  (3.7) 

Setting 0)(
=

∂
∂

ax
L x  [using 

a

x
n

a

x
n

a

x
n

x
yH

x
y

y
yH

x
H

∂
∂

+
∂
∂

∂
∂

=
∂

∂ ),(),()( xxx ] we find 

  - δ)()( aaac ωα λ+λ− n [ nan xy θ/)ln(ln − ] = 0 (3.8) 

where δn (= 0|1) is a Kronecker symbol indicating whether node n - the start node of arc 

a, n = α(a) - is a decision node (n∈D) or not. Let us consider such a node n∈D and its 

associated nest Cn . All arcs a∈Cn share α(a) = n.  
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We also note a
n

a
na p

y
xyx lnlnlnln ==−  so that we can rewrite (3.8) for such a nest Cn: 

 0ln1
)( =

θ
+λ+λ− ω a

n
ana pc  ∀ a∈Cn  (3.9) 

This formula holds even for n∉D where pa = 1; a qualification n∈D (or δn) is redundant. 

 

3.2.1 Solving (3.9) for a single nest Cn

Solving (3.9) for split factor pa and abbreviating a common factor by K, we find: 

))(exp())(exp( )()( aananana cKcp ωω λ+θ−=λ+λ−θ−=  where K = exp(θnλn) (3.10) 

From ∑a pa = 1 (for nest Cn), it follows that ∑
∈

ωλ+θ−=
nCa

aan cK ))(exp(/1 )(  or our first 

result: At the optimum, pa is given by formula (2.14) when we identify the Lagrangian 

multipliers λ with satisfaction s [a by-product of this proof]. We also retrieve (2.15) 

from K and (3.10) [on right]:  

 [sn
k =] ∑

∈
ωλ+θ−

θ
−

=
θ

=λ
nCa

aan
nn

n cK ))(exp(ln1ln
)(   (3.11) 

 

3.2.2 Solving (3.9) for a whole network Rk

Having solved a single nest, we investigate now the solvability of the total system (3.9) 

for a commodity flow k and network Rk. To that end, we use matrix (or vector) notation, 

continue to omit superscript k, let n denote the from node of arcs a, n = α(a), and define:  

• a |A| vector p with elements pa = xa/yn  (pa < 1 for n∈D, else pa = 1) 

p is a ratio, a vector of split factors.  (We may call it a probability, if we wish.) 

• a |A|×|N| matrix Λ(p) with elements  Λan = ln pa  for n=α(a)  and 0 otherwise 

• a |N| vector θ-1 with elements   θn
-1 = 1/θn for n∈D and 0 otherwise 

Writing s for λ , the equation system (3.9) now reads (for a given commodity k): 

dual feasibility condition:  (3.12) 1)( −+= θpΛcsRT

The main point of (3.12) is that there is no longer a qualification ("if n∈D"). It holds for 

any arc a, specifying the potential difference sα(a)-sω(a) (if pa = 1, it is just the link cost ca). 

Again (3.12) is valid on the proviso that zero flows are disallowed, i.e. that split factors 
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pa are strictly positive (as is the case by model design), otherwise the logarithmic terms 

in (3.12) are not well defined. 

 

We investigate the solvability of (3.12). Counting variables, there are |N| unknowns of s. 

p is known for nodes n that are not a point of divergence (n∉D): pa = 1 regardless, being 

a feature of the net's topology. For points of divergence (n∈D : true splits with pa < 1), 

there are  unknown variables p to compute in all. Counting ∑
∈Dn

nC || equations, (3.12) 

comprises |A| equations, augmented by |D| summation checks:  ∑
∈

=
nCa

ap 1. Satisfaction s 

is translation indeterminate (as is well known in the literature): the columns of RT add to 

zero and therefore a uniform shift of all components s has no affect on system (3.12). As 

detailed below, we will fix one component and thereby remove the indeterminism. 

 

Solving (as detailed above) for pa and sn of a single nest Cn takes |Cn| equations of (3.12) 

and one summation (∑a pa = 1). Accounting for all nests Cn, n∈D, there are |N|-|D| equa-

tions left, their indices defined by the node set {from} of all arcs Υ
Dn

nCa
∈

∉ . To fix the 

translation problem, a possible prescription is: select any node k∉D and set sk = 0. In all 

our later traffic assignment models, such a node k will invariably be the destination. In 

conformance, we will also omit row k in system (3.4), writing matrix Rk and vector tk to 

indicate it. That way, all equation systems and variables will be determinate. After such 

modifications, the revised matrix Rk has full rank and the remaining unknown variables 

sn (n∉D, n ≠ k) can be uniquely computed from (Rk)T. 

 

In deriving (3.12), we used pa as synonym for xa/yn : a ratio or split-factor, not a logit 

probability. Vector p defines such split factors for every arc a. The transhipment model 

(3.4) loads net Rk with a feasible flow pattern xk, a pattern that is identified by vector pk 

[recall equ. (2.1)]. For non-decision points (n∉Dk), pk is trivially determined by the net 

topology, (pa = 1) - including the validity of formulae (2.14), (2.15) for any theta value. 

For true splits (pa < 1, n∈Dk), we have shown that at the optimum, the "split pa" equals 

the "logit probability pa" as stated in (2.14), (2.15). This proves the identity of results, be 

they computed via nested multinomial logits or the MP model P-SUE above.  (q.e.d.) 
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3.2.3 Proving existence and uniqueness of the solution 

The existence of a (local) minimum of the MP problem follows from the continuity of 

the OBJ function over a nonempty, compact set [Weierstrass’ Theorem, see Bazaraa, 

Sherali and Shetty (1993), p. 41]. This existence is evidenced above by a constructive 

solution to the first order conditions. Because the objective (3.1) or (3.2) is convex (a 

linear combination of convex functions with positive weighting factors 1/θk
n or 1/θ) the 

local minimum – that we know to exist - is a global minimum. 

 

Let us now prove uniqueness of the optimal solution, vectors (c*, v*, yk*, xk*), recapping 

first the essential facts in the DUE case. Expressed in vectors, a Wardrop equilibrium 

can be stated as a variational inequality [Patriksson (1994), Th. 3.14 (b)]:   

  for all feasible flow variations, ∆v0** ≥∆vc T * = (v – v*) (3.13) 

where superscripts T denote transposition and * the respective values at the equilibrium. 

In case costs c(v) are symmetric (a reference to the Jacobian, J = [∂ca/∂vb]) – particularly 

true for separable costs ca(va) - this can be restated as a mathematical program [TAP]: 

min z(v) s.t. linear constraints that define feasibility (in route flows h or – as in our case 

– in link flows xk also called commodities k). The objective function z(v) is convex and 

its gradient ∇v z(v) is the cost vector c . The coupling variables (v) are the sums of route 

flows (h) or commodity flows (x). Consequently the cost vector (c) is also obtained, if 

we differentiate with respect to h or x: ∇h z(v) = c = ∇x z(v) [chain rule]. A local mini-

mum of a differentiable function is characterised by [Bazaraa, Sherali & Shetty (1993), 

p. 104]: 

  (3.14) 0)( * ≥=∇ kTk
x ddz xcxv

where dxk is a (possibly infinitesimal) feasible direction, dxk = (xk – xk*). 

 

Bazaraa, Sherali & Shetty (1993, p. 187, Lemma 5.1.4) show “that if the constraints are 

linear, then the Abadie constraint qualification is automatically true. This also implies 

that the KKT conditions are always necessary for problems with linear constraints 

whether the objective function is linear or nonlinear”. These KKT conditions will be 

studied in the next section 3.3. 
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Patriksson [1994, p. 43, Th. 2.5 (a)] finally derives from the monotonicity of costs c(v) 

the convexity of the objective function [in TAP] with respect to route flows. [We may 

add: the same is true for commodity flows xk]. It follows that the gradient ∇h z(v) [or  

∇x z(v)] is constant on the optimal solution set, ie that c* is unique [Bazaraa, Sherali & 

Shetty (1993), p. 104, Th. 3.4.4]. This is a remarkable result as multiple solutions are 

common: at the optimum, the coupling variable (v*) is unique, its constituents are not. 

The indeterminism of route (or commodity) flows is a well recognised property of TAP. 

It is a stark contrast to the SUE case, our next point. 

 

The feasible region is no different from the DUE case. In the transition from a DUE to 

our P-SUE model, the only significant change is within the objective function, where 

entropy terms are added. (The defining equations for y are irrelevant in this context.) 

Entropy is concave but its negative is used. The objective (3.1) or (3.2) in toto remains 

convex: a linear combination of convex functions. Along the same line of reasoning as 

before, it can be deduced that the gradient of our objective function is unique: the mini-

misation of a convex function subject to linear constraints. Substituting for the auxilia-

ries (v, y), ie turning z(c,v,x,y) into a function ž(c,x), we find in the P-SUE case [chain 

rule – cf. section 3.2]:   

  ∀k∈Z (3.15) kRa
k
aax pcz

∈
+=∇ ]/)(ln[ θ

That is, the gradient ∇x z has the dimension |Rk| and depends on the commodity case (xk) 

considered. The logarithm is a monotone mapping, i.e. from (3.15) it follows not only 

that the equilibrium cost vector c* is unique, but also the equilibrium probability vectors 

pk* (for all k) which are logit and use a universal θ. In that case, the staged decision pro-

cess is identical with choosing routes at once (the hierarchy collapses under a uniform 

theta). Given fixed trip demands (Tik), formula (1.1) implies unique route flows (hik*
r), 

where trivially unique link flows (xk*) and aggregates (yk*, v*) follow. This is not surpris-

ing, given the strict convexity of -Hp(.,p) – formula (2.8) – and a logit model P-SUE that 

implements postulates (i) to (v). Indeed, formula (1.1) [a mixed strategy] states unique 

route flows regardless of whether costs are optimal or not.  

 

Postulate (ii) is the behavioural content that distinguishes our SUE model from a DUE, 

where the build-up of congestion may lead to several shortest routes of equal travel time 
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according to Wardrop’s first principle; but the flow volumes are not equal. Thus letting 

θ approach infinity, does not necessarily reproduce DUE results. In P-SUE, postulate 

(ii) holds for the limit θ→∞. In a DUE, entropy and parameter θ have no place, neither 

have route choice probabilities, the signs of ‘uncertainty’. The lack of a firm relation be-

tween costs and probability (flow volumes) is the reason for arbitrary multiple solutions 

for route flows in a DUE despite a unique equilibrium cost vector. Setting θ = ∞ lets the 

discriminating elements between our SUE model and Beckmann’s DUE disappear, yet 

there is a discontinuity between the limit (θ→∞) and the DUE case (θ = ∞). Nonethe-

less, DUE and SUE converge to the same equilibrium costs (c*) for θ→∞, as can be 

seen by comparing the gradient formulae (3.15) and (3.14). It follows, that they also 

converge to the same link flows (v*), the argument of c(v) – on the proviso of continuity 

and monotonicity of link performance functions. 
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3.3  Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions 

 
From optimisation theory, the first order necessary KKT conditions can be summarised 

in two conditions (Bazaraa, Sherali & Shetty, 1993, p. 151):  

Primal:  ⊥   (a vector of free variables) (3.16) kkk txR0 −= ks

Dual:  ⊥  (3.17) kRa
k
ax

∈
< ][0 0sR ≥−+

∈∈
kTk

Ra
k
aRaaa kk pvc )(]/)[(ln)]([ θ

The first has primal feasibility conditions (PF) on the left and their Lagrangians or duals 

sk on the right; the second has the primal variables xk on the left and the dual feasibility 

conditions (DF) on the right: a re-write of (3.9) or (3.12). In either case the product of 

slacks (if there are any) must be zero (component by component), a condition indicated 

by the orthogonality sign ⊥ and usually known as complementary slackness.  

 

For comparison, let us consider the DUE case, a cost minimisation (3.2) without entropy 

terms s.t. (3.5) and modified versions of (3.4) and (3.6). Re conservation of flows (3.4), 

we pose Rk xk ≥ tk , where Rk is the node-arc incidence matrix taken as the complete net-

work except row k. Re sign constraints (3.6), we include zero and pose xk ≥ 0. Consider 

(3.4'), the modified system. The Lagrangian factors are sk
n , shortest distances (in cost) 

from node n to destination k. The KKT optimality conditions for this DUE case are the 

following complementary slackness relations:  (for all k∈Z) 

Primal CS:  ⊥ ≥ 0  (shortest distances to k) (3.18) kkk txR0 −≤ ks

Dual CS:  ⊥   (3.19) kx0 ≤ 0sRvc ≥− kTk )()(

Relation (3.18) states flow conservation as a (≥) requirement: node-output minus node-

input exceeds or equals the source tk
n at node n (if any). Because the model is cost-mini-

mising (traffic is assigned to shortest routes), there will be no slacks and in fact equality 

(3.16) holds. Conversely, for costs c ≥ 0 shortest distances n→k are within the positive 

orthant, s∈ℜN
+. Thus, given a sign constrained dual, an equality may be replaced by its 

appropriate inequality relation, (3.16)⇒(3.18) [Bazaraa, Sherali & Shetty 1993, p.165.].  

 

Returning to the case (3.16)/(3.17), complementary slackness would be a misnomer; 

nonetheless the notation has been chosen such that the parallelism to the DUE case is 
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evident as is the border case θ→∞, where ‘satisfaction’ becomes ‘shortest distance’. But 

SUE presumes specially defined networks Rk, whereas the DUE does not need those. 

In the SUE case, a tendency to minimise flows (because of costs) meets an opposing 

tendency to maximise flows (because of weighted entropy maximisation). Stating flow-

conservation as equalities (3.16) is therefore mandatory. Shortest distances become 

satisfaction (1.2), an expectation of minimal trip costs (or travel time). As a numeric 

value, an index of a person’s preferences, utility s is only determined up to a factor and 

a constant (a shift). We have normalised by setting s to zero at the destination (k) and 

using a ‘money metric utility’ which fixes the numeraire. In sum, satisfaction s will 

resemble shortest distances, a negative value being an exception rather than the norm, 

but counter examples can be construed, as we see now.  

 

Investigating sign conditions on satisfaction s, a simple case includes only 2 links n→k, 

each of (nearly) equal cost ca, hence about equal choice probability, pa ≈ ½ (regardless 

of theta). sk is zero (by definition) and therefore, from (3.9), sk
n = ca + (ln pa)/θ. The log-

arithm of a number less than one is negative (ln pa ≈ -0.693 in the example); suitable 

combinations of ca and θ will render sk
n negative. The positive case of expected min-

route costs is trivial, due to its similarity to shortest distance. This little case study illus-

trates that indeed s is a free variable. This result is in stark contrast to shortest distances 

that will never be negative, given that costs (by presumption) are greater-equal zero. 

 

The dual feasibility condition (3.17) will form the core of the dual model, the alternative 

formulation of the Equivalence Theorem that is to be presented in the next chapter. The 

primal model P-SUE is stated in Q-space (quantities or volumes) whereas its dual model 

D-SUE will be stated in P-space (prices, cost, satisfaction, probabilities). The primal 

model has variables in Q and duals in P, whereas the converse is true for the dual model 

to be studied next.  

 

A final comment before we leave this chapter: the primal model P-SUE is governed by 

vector x (and only by x), constrained by the primal feasibility conditions (3.4), although 

there are auxiliary vectors (y, v) and definitional equations. Similar conditions apply to 

the dual model that will be studied next. The essential point is that there are just two 

primal-dual key relations, and these are the two KKT conditions stated in (3.16) and 
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(3.17). All other variables and relations are secondary in nature; they don't 'drive' the 

model.  
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4.  The Equivalence Theorem - a dual MP (D-SUE) 
 
In this chapter, the equivalence between nested multi-nomial logit models and an MP 

model of appropriate design will be stated once again, but this time in dual variables. 

Whereas the primal model P-SUE used quantities (flows xk, yk, v) and was focused on 

links, with dual variables being 'prices' (satisfaction sk, cost c), here the dual model D-

SUE will be stated in 'prices' as primal variables, will focus on nodes (a potential sk
n) 

and will have volumes (xk, yk/θ) as Lagrangian factors, alias dual variables, on the dual 

feasibility (3.12) or (3.17) and other constraints.  

 

The dual model is understood as the Lagrangian dual (Bazaraa, Sherali & Sheffi, 1993), 

that is, the primal-dual relations evolve around the necessary first order Karush-Kuhn-

Tucker (KKT) conditions, the primal and dual feasibility conditions encountered in the 

previous chapter that are repeated here for convenience:  

Primal:  ⊥   (a vector of free variables) (3.16) kkk txR0 −= ks

Dual:  ⊥  (3.17) kRa
k
ax

∈
< ][0 0sR ≥−+

∈∈
kTk

Ra
k
aRaaa kk pvc )(]/)[(ln)]([ θ

Lagrangians equate to the (negative) marginal rate of change in objective function value 

with an increase in the RHS of the constraint concerned (Bazaraa et al. p. 202). They are 

an effect per unit (or per capita) - a price, a cost, a (money-metric) disutility effect in 

generalised cost (in our case taken as travel time), a satisfaction (= a node potential 

n→k). Looking at (3.17), the primal variables of the dual model are s, c, and p; looking 

at the primal model P-SUE, we may verify: 

• cost vector c is the dual on link flow accumulation constraint (3.5). 

• satisfaction s is the dual on conservation of flow constraints (3.4), where the trans-

lation-invariance (s relates to a potential difference and hence a constant shift has 

no effect) is resolved by deleting row k in (3.4), that is setting sk = 0 by definition.  

• split factor p (probability) is not the dual on nest totals of elementary decisions Cn . 

However, these conditions have been introduced on behalf of entropy. As formula 

(2.4) reveals, entropy Hp(y,p) has a volume effect y and a pure distributional effect 

captured by split factors p. pk
a is not a price (or cost) per se, but it has the property 

of being defined per unit (per capita) - a discrete choice expressed as probability. 

Moreover, its (1/θ)-weighted logarithm (a negative term, hence a cost deduction) 

acts as a price-element in changing measured cost c into perceived cost (the expec-
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tation of a random variable) - (3.17). Using p as the corresponding variable in the 

dual model - an entity related to choice sets Cn and entropy Hp(y,p) - is thus appro-

priate as indicated by the key relationship (3.17). 

 

For a short reference to the primal and dual feasible region, let us introduce Q (quantity) 

and P (price) for the respective multi-dimensional spaces in volumes or prices, bounded 

by the hyper-planes and other functional forms that delineate the feasible region; ie we 

study (xk,yk,v)∈Q and (sk,pk,c)∈P.  

 

The dual model D-SUE is not a mechanical mathematical transcription of the primal 

into a Lagrangian; besides, it would be an unconstrained problem as the Lagrange func-

tion suggests. Rather the exposition of our model D-SUE shows it to be a variant of a 

well-studied general SUE model, where - contrary to the contention of this thesis - the 

model is commonly labelled 'unconstrained' in the literature. 

 

The primal model P-SUE takes a consumer's perspective. It minimises (selfishly) each 

agent's individual disutility (perceived travel cost) based on everyone else's choices: it is 

a non-cooperative equilibrium  of demand, the total expected mini-

mal travel expenditure measured in a randomised price set of individual cost. The dual 

model D-SUE (to be developed) takes a producer's perspective. It maximises (virtual) 

profits, or rather total travel revenue, , (a payment by consumers - if it ex-

isted), in a market equilibrium where short-run production functions of supply [c

),,(min
),,(

vyx kk

Qvyx
z

∈

),(max
),,(

csk

Ppcs
z

∈

a(va)], 

consumers' willingness to pay (randomised cost, satisfaction s) and individual choice 

preferences (p) determine the outcome. In the absence of payment collection, all trans-

actions are virtual, retained by consumers, where the neglected social cost of travel 

amounts to an outright subsidy (or rather a free ride - Gartner 1980a, p. 182). In the ob-

jective function (4.1) below, this will show as a producer surplus to be handed back to 

consumers: an entity to be subtracted from total (individualised) travel revenue, trips × 

satisfaction (an expected minimum of random route cost origin → destination). 

 

In sum, the dual model presented here is not a mechanical transcription of the primal; it 

is a restatement of the economic content of a non-cooperative equilibrium (P-SUE) in 

the proper dual variables (c, sk, pk). In economic terms, whether a consumer minimises 
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his cost or a producer maximises his profit, there is a unique market equilibrium, a price 

point where total expenses (from the demand side) equal total revenue (from supplies). 

In stochastic equilibria, this price is distributed; it revolves around each person's indi-

viduality. Nonetheless, the previous chapter proved existence and uniqueness of a non-

cooperative equilibrium even under stochastic circumstances. This result carries over to 

the dual model. It is this dual perspective of consumer versus producer, of min-cost vs. 

max-profit that is reflected in the models P-SUE and D-SUE. Consequently, we will 

prove our D-SUE on the one hand by an accounting identity (later - Fig. 4.1), and on the 

other hand simply by the evidence that our D-SUE is but a special case - the logit choice 

model - of a well-recognised 'unconstrained' general SUE model in the literature. 

 

4.1 Equivalence Theorem in prices (a dual MP) 

The model below, named D-SUE, can be shown to be the dual of P-SUE. It follows, that 

it is a logit SUE model expressed in price variables; it runs: 

Constant cost case:  ∑
∈

≡
Zk

kTkkz sts )()(max   (4.1) 

Congested case: 

D-SUE (traffic assignment):  (4.2) ∑∫∑
∈

τ
∈

−≡
Aa

c

a
Zk

kTkk dccvz a

a

)()(),(max stcs

s.t. nest totals (p):  (weighted) node total y1pR =kk
D n

k/θ (4.3) 

 perceived cost (sk):  link flow xkkk DaRa
k
aRaa

kTk pc
∈α∈∈

θ+≤
)(,

]/)[(ln][)( sR k
a (4.4) 

 transhipment (fk):  zero (ε) (4.5) kkk tfR =

 link totals (v): ∑
∈

≥
Zk

kfv  zero (ε) (4.6) 

 link cost (c):  (cost as some function of v) zero (ε) (4.7) )(vcc =

 lower bounds: c ≥ τ (pk > 0) fk ≥ 0 (4.8) 

As before, labels on the left of the constraints indicate their purpose within the dual 

model; on the right, it is the Lagrangian (the primal variable), that is identified. The 

explanation is postponed; an investigation of these duals is presented in section 4.4. 

 

4.1.1 Analysis and interpretation of the model D-SUE 
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Total revenue in perceived cost is simply demand (tk) multiplied by perceived route cost 

(satisfaction sk). This explains the profit maximising objective (4.1) under constant cost. 

Under variable cost assumptions, producer surplus - the integrals ∫vadc from free flow 

cost τa to ca(va) - is handed back to trip makers (the free ride alluded to before). This will 

be explained later in more detail [Fig. 4.1]. The supply curve va(ca) is the capacity - pro-

vided at cost ca(va) - to allow the link flow va. This function va(ca) is defined for ca ≥ τa 

(the free flow cost on link a) and - as inverse cost function - is well defined under the 

usual continuity and monotonicity assumptions on link cost functions ca(va). 

 

Equation (4.3) concerns elementary choices, a nest Ck
n , and states a (trivial) adding-up 

condition. It is the analogue of (3.3) in the primal model. In the dual model, vector p is 

only needed for true decisions (pk
a < 1), for arcs where the from node [n= α(a)] belongs 

to a decision point (n∈Dk). Thus index a must (i) be part of the choice diagram (a∈Rk), 

and (ii) its start node n must be a decision node (n∈Dk). This explains the subscripts in 

(4.3) and (4.4).  

 

Constraint (4.4) is the central KKT condition (3.17). It defines an upper bound for satis-

faction values sk
n that will be reached because the maximisation (4.1) or (4.2) squeezes 

out any slack. The effect is an equalisation between perceived route costs. For any node 

n there are (possibly) many constraints (4.4): |Ck
n| i.e. as many as the choice bundle Ck

n 

has branches. sk
n obeys all relevant upper bounds (4.4); it has become independent of a 

particular choice. Wardrop's first principle, that either flows xk
a are zero or the adapted 

SUE formula (3.17) [= (4.4)] is a true equality, is fulfilled at the maximum z∈P. It re-

affirms the earlier contention that node potentials n→k are equalised for all reasonable 

routes n→k. Therefore at the equilibrium a generalised Wardrop principle asserts that 

no traveller can improve his utility - his satisfaction - by switching (unilaterally) to an-

other route. 

 

Equality (4.4) combined with (4.3) also means - and this is the same result as for the pri-

mal model P-SUE [see proof of the Equivalence Theorem] - that at the optimum, the 

split-factors pk are logit probabilities (2.14).  
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The third component in (4.4) - after sk and pk - is producer's supply cost, vector c. These 

costs may contain node delays [as detailed for the Perth CBD in appendix A.9] and re-

spond to capacity demanded (link flow volumes va). That is, for proper specification, the 

required equations include (4.5), a cascade loading of trips onto reasonable routes Rk 

(all flow vectors fk), (4.6) for the accumulation of link flows (vector v) and, finally, (4.7) 

for the (separable) cost functions ca(va) itself. Flow vectors fk together are a feasible as-

signment of the whole trip matrix T onto a given net but, in general, fk is not the logit-

distributed assignment xk , as will be further discussed below. 

 

The lower bounds (4.8) specify minimal costs (at free flow) for c, exclude pa = 0 [an im-

possibly binding condition postulating that pk be an interior point] and stipulate flows fk 

to be non-negative. Further exploration and explanation of the model is deferred to sec-

tions 4.3 and 4.4. A numerical example is given in appendix A.4. 

 

4.2 A general mathematical program of an SUE (in prices) in the literature 
 
Sheffi & Powell (1982) state their SUE as "an unconstrained MP". It is equivalent to D-

SUE as will become evident. Patriksson (1994, p. 62) is precise in the mathematical 

formulation (here quoted with notational changes to conform with this thesis): 
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The program (4.9) is general because it uses a generic definition (1.2) of satisfaction; it 

applies to logit, probit or other models of choice probability. The proof for (4.9) being 

an SUE is in the literature. Here, it provides the basis for the proof of D-SUE by demon-

strating that it is a logit-specific variant of the general mathematical program (4.9). 

Whilst (4.9) looks unconstrained, such a statement must be taken with a grain of com-

mon sense; many conditions and qualifications are pre-requisites for formula (4.9), such 

as: 

• a trip matrix T (a fixed demand, where Tij denotes an element of T); 

• a network topology (available route choices Rij to travel from i to j); and  

• additivity of route costs (Cijr) conditional on c(h), the link cost vector arising from 

route flows (h) of all other co-travellers on the net, viz. their route choices;  
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• an expectation E[min Cijr] over the user-minimised path costs, i.e. some rule of a 

traveller's decision making in choosing a route (ijr); a rule that - using (2.13) - 

• requires a (hypothesized) PDF for the ε-terms (e.g. Weibull-Gumbel ⇒ logit); 

• an accumulated link flow vector (v); and last, but not least,  

• the link performance functions ca(va), a (presumed) functional relation (congestion 

cost or short term production function) between capacity supplied (a flow volume) 

and associated cost (a travel time) - a link cost specification that is fundamental for 

the route costs Cijr and all other terms in the objective function (4.9). 

Given all these prerequisites, there is indeed no further constraint required, and (4.9) (in 

route flows h) obeys - as prescribed for an unconstrained problem - all necessary first 

order conditions ∇hz = 0, a fact well researched, proved and verified in the literature. 

This list of prerequisites replicates all the constraints that have been incorporated into 

D-SUE, the conditions under which the objective (4.2) [equivalent to (4.9) as will be 

shown] or the special case (4.1) is being maximised. 

 

4.2.1 Satisfaction and the first order conditions of the general SUE model 
 
Because a probit model defies closed formulae, the proof that (4.9) solves ∇hz = 0 has to 

rely on a theoretical result [Williams 1977, p. 342, equ. (A23) - here taken from Patriks-

son 1994, p. 62, equ. (2.56)] 

 )())(|}{min( chc ijrijrRr
ijr

pCE
c ij

=
∂
∂

∈
 (4.10) 

Results consistent with (4.10) come from micro-economics. For homo economicus to be 

a consistent model of an optimising individual making sequential discrete choices based 

on additive and independent utility segments [ch. 2.4], commensurability of the utility 

concept is mandatory, particularly across inhomogeneous choice sets, in case the nested 

model has those. For such instances, this thesis proposes to use the money metric utility 

(Varian 1984, p. 124). It then follows (4.10) that the Hicksian demand equals ∂sj
i/∂cijr = 

pijr [Varian, p. 123: property (5) of the expenditure function - here applicable, because 

the money metric utility is an expenditure function]. To verify (4.10) (restated for link 

choice probabilities) in the logit case, differentiation of formula (2.15) gives: 
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Once (4.10) has been established, the stationary point result for the optimal solution of 

(4.9) is a straightforward derivation [eg Patriksson 1994, p. 63, equ. (2.57)]: 

 ijrijijr pTh =  ∀r∈Rij, ∀(i,j)∈Z (4.12) 

where hijr is a flow i→j along route r, pijr the probability that this route is chosen, and all 

other symbols have been explained before.  

 

(4.12) is a stationary point; it meets ∇hz = 0, flows, choice probabilities and route costs 

are consistent (there is no pull of route flows h away from current levels). Result (4.12) 

replicates (for route flows h) our formula (2.1) for elementary choices (a∈Cn). It implies 

that route flows hijr add up to trip demand Tij - a conservation of flow condition holds. It 

is Sheffi's (1985, section 12.1, or Fig. 12.2 on p. 316) point that conservation of flows 

need not be imposed on program (4.9), it holds at the optimum 'all by itself' - another 

reason why (4.9) is called 'unconstrained'. As an aside, numerically evaluating the ex-

pectation E[min route cost] by Monte Carlo simulation and Burrell paths automatically 

meets conservation of flows at each round of iterative traffic assignment. 

 

4.2.2 D-SUE and the general SUE model (4.9) 
 
This thesis focuses on mathematical programming (MP) from start to finish, from model 

design to solvers (eg MINOS). It cannot use implicit conditions or what may be loosely 

termed descriptive MP. In our case, implicit conditions within the objective (4.9) must 

be made explicit. Taking matters of course for granted is not allowed, nor are broad de-

scriptions of feasible regions such as (xk,yk,v)∈Q, quantities, or (sk,pk,c)∈P, prices. It is 

convenient, and will be used for making a point, but it is not strict MP, a model that can 

be taken 'as is' for a computer input. When the prerequisites of (4.9) are scrutinised, it is 

clear that the model D-SUE, with its constraint set, exactly mirrors the implicit content 

of the MP (4.9), but it is stated in link flows (fk) rather than route flows (hij).  

 

As regards the objective (4.2), integration by parts of the integral terms produces two 

expressions. When signs and the direction of optimisation are reversed, objective (4.2) 

becomes (4.9), which shows that our model D-SUE is a logit-specific variant of Sheffi 

and Powell’s generic model (4.9).  
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D-SUE has been proved to be an SUE; it is a maximising model in prices, the Lagran-

gians sk, c (and pk) of the primal model P-SUE. Because there is only one equilibrium 

point, the solution to P-SUE exists, is unique and a global minimum, as has been shown. 

Therefore both models must be equivalent. This is on the proviso of identical objective 

values and scenarios: trip matrix T, net topology, choice sets (envelopes Rk of reason-

able routes), link performance functions. Equal OBJ's (absence of a duality gap) implies 

an accounting identity between primal and dual objectives to be proven below in 4.3, an 

identity between consumers' total travel expenditure and producers' total travel (virtual) 

revenue. 

 

At the core of models (4.9) and D-SUE is the computation of satisfaction s. In D-SUE, 

this is achieved by (4.4) [taken as an equality]. Sheffi (1985, p. 324), considering the 

first term in (4.9), says: "The expected perceived O-D travel time can only be formu-

lated in terms of paths and its calculation requires, therefore, path enumeration. Alterna-

tively, it can be estimated by a simulation process .." This explains why Burrell paths, a 

subsidiary for MSA, are used to solve a probit model (4.9). In contrast, the MP models 

proposed here compute sk directly, without path enumeration, by simultaneous equa-

tions [(3.4) or (4.4)] or manually by using the expressions (2.14-15) recursively, back-

ward from a destination k. As Dial (1971) noted, path enumeration is not required in a 

logit model of sequential steps through a network. 

 

4.2.3 The role of flow vector fk in the dual model D-SUE 
 
Solving (4.5), the network commodity flow fk is an auxiliary vector, distinct from the 

probabilistically distributed SUE flow xk [an example is given in appendix A4]. Usually 

the system (4.5) has many more variables (fk) than constraints (the number of nodes in 

Rk but one); hence vector fk is rather arbitrary. The way D-SUE is formulated, variables 

pk and flows fk are unrelated. The equilibrium cost vector c, however, is unique and part 

of the objective in P-SUE or its dual D-SUE, where this unique optimal vector c = c(v) 

is based on commodity flows fk (fk ≠ xk). Clearly, a unique vector c - a monotone func-

tion c(v)- implies a unique sum v = ∑k fk = ∑k xk, but this condition on sums is insuffi-

cient for an identity fk ≡ xk. In D-SUE, the stochastic vector xk is found (exclusively) as 

the Lagrangian on restrictions (4.4), exactly as complementary slackness condition 

(3.17) asserts.  
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There are more variables than constraints in the linear equations (4.5) or (3.4) and the 

result is somewhat arbitrary. The same effect occurs even in a tiny case with two origins 

and two destinations (Robillard's net, Fig. 2.3, the numerical example of appendix A.4). 

It illustrates once more that cost vector c is unique but commodity flows fk have degrees 

of freedom. This little example illustrates a potential fallacy in Daganzo (1982, p. 347): 

"maximisation of ∑r,s qrs S(c(x)∆rs) [more precisely, OBJ (4.2)] subject to the flow con-

servation equations would yield a stochastic optimum flow pattern". If understood as a 

statement about link flows (Daganzo’s vector x, written v in this thesis), it is true; but if 

seen as a blanket proposition that the route flow pattern hrs (the commodity flows xk of 

this thesis) would be computed in such a maximisation of ∑rs qrs Srs, subject to flow con-

servation, it is demonstrably false - see the little case study of appendix A.4: fk is not the 

stochastic flow xk. These pointss warrant a exploration. 

 

It is well established in optimisation theory that the flow conservation constraints are 

the necessary and sufficient optimality conditions for the dual optimization problem. 

Previous analyses [Larsson/Liu/Patriksson (1997), Hearn/Lawphongpanich (1990), 

Carey (1985), Fukushima (1984)] for the DUE problem refer to primal feasibility as 

being equivalent to dual optimality, and the same is true here: (3.16)/(3.17) . They are 

the standard results for Lagrangian duality: the primal-dual optimality conditions (pri-

mal and dual feasibility and complementarity) in nonlinear programming state that if 

there is no duality gap and the problem has a solution, then every solution to the primal-

dual problem is found as a solution to that system. But this is not a recipe for finding 

one. The classical procedure is to solve the dual and then use the “primal Lagrangian 

subproblem” to retrieve the primal optimal solution. The theory states that solution is 

possible and that all primal solutions are solutions to the system when the dual vector is 

fixed to any optimal dual solution. But, unless the primal optimum is unique, one may 

have to search through an infinite number of points where some are not complementary 

or primal feasible. (Some researchers refer to this as the non-coordinability phenome-

non.) Larsson, Liu & Patriksson (1997) [proposition 4, or p. 5]: “An inherent property 

of the dual objective is its non-differentiability, which is a consequence of the fact that 

the objective of [the primal] is identically zero, that is, linear in the route flow variables 

(and hence not strictly convex in the joint arc and route flow space)” – see also Patriks-

son (1994), section 2.3.3. Going through the numerical exercise of dual methods in 

[DUE] traffic assignments, iterative link costs (c) are driving the process, but link flows 
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(the inverse v = c-1) do not necessarily obey conservation of flows (except at the point of 

convergence).  

 

Sheffi (1985, p. 315, Fig. 12.2) likewise asserts that conservation of flows need not be 

imposed on his (dual) probit model (4.9), it holds at the optimum ‘all by itself’. 

 

In sum, conservation of flows (4.5) is a necessary ingredient of the dual model D-SUE. 

Otherwise equilibrium costs (vector c) would be mis-specified, ie neither taking net-

work topology nor the trip matrix (travel demand) into account. But the identity fk ≡ xk 

does not follow. The reason is that in a price model like the D-SUE above, quantities 

such as the flow vector xk are the duals of the problem. They belong to space Q (the 

dual region to space P) and thus cannot be incorporated into explicit side constraints 

such as the conservation of flows. Yet xk , the dual on (4.4), meets flow conservation, of 

course. 

 

4.2.4 Strict mathematical programs (MP) versus descriptive MP 
 
In descriptive MP, things are different. Firstly, when simulation and successive averages 

(MSA) are used to solve (4.9) and compute the crucial term E(min Cijr) (approximately 

by Monte Carlo), such a simulation de facto ensures that all side constraints are ob-

served: O/D trip demands, a network, probabilistic route choices, congestion, etc. Sec-

ondly, there is no dichotomy between primal and dual models, between primal variables 

(quantities) and duals (prices). They are all part of the simulation, all part of the descrip-

tive MP. Thirdly, proof that program (4.9) is an SUE relies on (4.10), a relation that 

holds only for the point of equilibrium, because it is derived from the premise that con-

sumer optimise their route choices. Consequently, the conservation of flows [for a 

model in routes (4.9), condition ∑r hijr = Tij] is ensured at the optimum (and only at the 

optimum). This makes an explicitly stated conservation of flows redundant. It is the 

point made by various authors of unconstrained models (Daganzo 1982, Sheffi and 

Powell 1982, Sheffi 1985). In descriptive MP, if there is no gulf between dual and 

primal variable space and the computation process (simulation) guarantees the identity 

fk ≡ xk, where ∑k fk denotes the cost determinant and xk the stochastically (at cost c) 

distributed flow, Daganzo's contention certainly holds, even at disaggregate route flow 

level hrs (or commodity flow level xk). 
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4.3 Strong Duality - identical optima for the primal and dual model 

This section deals with the proof of strong duality between P-SUE and D-SUE: 
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k = sk(pk,c) and c = c(h)] (4.13) 

To that end, a sketch of a representative link performance function, Fig. 4.1, shows on 

its ordinate measured cost ca(va) and perceived cost E[min ca]. The latter is (from the 

planner's point of view) an expectation over random variables, being the individual dis-

utility of travellers that have, after careful consideration of their route options, chosen to 

use link a (a∈Rk).  
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.1, their proposition amounts to computing the area 0FDB under the 

precisely: a system-wide minimum of all those areas (a sum over all 

re modified by a random term ε (2.11) that is 'used' by consumers to 

inimising their disutility, the perceived cost is less than the measured 

 is complicated as - according to (3.12) - the measured cost ca is re-

 [a negative term for pk
a < 1]. It means that the same link a has a dif-

ding on the traveller's choice set and destination. For instance, take 

le, Fig. 2.3 [also Appendix A.4] and consider a traveller at node 5, 
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looking at link 5→8 [arc 10]: if his destination is 8, he has no choice (pa = 1) and the 

expected (min) cost is the mean, a (dis)satisfaction of s8
5 = 2.3854 being the measured 

link cost c10 = 2.3854. If a traveller (at intersection 5) is bound for 9, his choice set com-

prises 3 links (arcs 9, 10, 11) and the (expected min cost) value of link 10 is s9
5 - s9

8 = 

3.8562 - 2.7183 = 1.1379. [In this example, theta was set at 1.25.] 

 

In an oversimplification of such diffusion, this cost-reduction is shown in Fig. 4.1 by the 

straight line AE. It accords with the P-SUE objective (3.2), where a DUE objective of 

selfish user cost is reduced by the entropy terms, so that in essence the area AEDB of 

perceived cost is computed (system-wide). 'Selfish' means users ignore the social cost of 

their actions; the triangular area BCD is not charged out. Mathematically, it shows in 

the integrals [the first terms in (3.2)], an incremental expenditure ca(v) dv being totalled 

by integration. P-SUE thus computes private disutility across the system, a total (subsi-

dised) expenditure on travel, being a sum of individually minimised travel costs (meas-

ured in satisfaction). In market economic terms, it is the demand side and the consumer 

perspective is reflected in a (subjective) travel cost-minimising objective (3.2). 

 

From a producer perspective - the supply side - model D-SUE seeks to maximise travel 

revenue (after handing back a subsidy). Explaining the objective (4.2) in terms of Fig. 

4.1, the sum of trip demands tk
i times satisfaction sk

i amounts to the rectangle AEDC (a 

system total of those). This is the expected min-route-costs over all travellers i→k, con-

sidered in aggregate at the level of a single link. The integrals in (4.2) compute a pro-

ducer surplus that is handed back. When it is subtracted from the rectangle AEDC, the 

objective (4.2) derives the total sum of areas AEDB as for the primal model, but this 

time viewed from the supply side: total (virtual) revenue from travel, measured in indi-

vidualised cost (satisfaction). 

 

Thus a (trivial) accounting identity has been demonstrated: travel expenditure (demand) 

≡ travel revenue (supply) and hence primal and dual objectives are the same. There is no 

duality gap and strong duality prevails.  

 

However, transcribing a function of quantities, z∈Q, into (supposedly) the same func-

tion, but expressed in another set of variables, z∈P, does not guarantee identical values, 
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unless the variables match. This fact remains to be shown: minimising z in Q-space or 

maximising z in P-space computes the same traffic equilibrium (a logit SUE model). 

We already know for the P-SUE model that such an optimum exists, is global and has 

unique arguments (as proven in 3.2.3 from the convexity of z∈Q). 

 

In establishing the Equivalence Theorem, analysing the objective (3.2), it was also 

shown that the associated cost structure is described by (3.12). It is the less-equal condi-

tion (4.4) of the model D-SUE, defining a logit-probability boundary as can be seen by 

solving for p. Objective (4.2) maximises sk and has two effects: (i) It squeezes out any 

slack. Together with (4.3) it reproduces the result of the primal model P-SUE, namely 

that at the optimum, the split-factors pk are logit probabilities (2.14). A second effect is 

(ii) an equalisation between perceived route cost. For any node n there are (possibly) 

many constraints (4.4) - |Ck
n| as many as the choice set Ck

n has branches. sk
n obeys all 

relevant upper boundaries (4.4) and therefore this ‘node potential’ has become inde-

pendent of a particular route. All expected min route costs n→k are the same and there 

is no point in switching routes. This is Wardrop's first principle, that all routes being 

used should have equal costs, adapted for an SUE and expressed as a condition on links. 

The condition is fulfilled at the maximum z∈P, where all constraints (4.4) are binding.  

 

But sk, computed from (4.4), depends on two other vectors: pk and c. For the split factors 

pk the logit result has been derived already. It remains to demonstrate the identical cost 

vector c for primal and dual model. This is trivial given that constraints (4.5), (4.6) and 

(4.7) replicate the conditions of the primal model, if cost minimisation can be shown. 

But this is self-evident because, with a change of sign, maximisation is de facto a mini-

misation with respect to the upper integral bound ca(va). It is the final piece needed. 

 

The usual assumptions for cost functions ca(va) give the general shape shown in Fig. 4.1: 

they are convex, monotone increasing from some (positive) minimal value τa, continu-

ous (and differentiable). The inverse function, supply va(ca), is concave, but the integral 

∫va(ca) dca (the area BCD) as a function of its upper bound ca(va) is convex. With a minus 

sign, such terms are concave and the objective (4.2) in toto is strictly concave and con-

tinuous, defined over a nonempty compact set. We conclude that the solution to the dual 
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problem D-SUE exists, is unique, a global maximum of the objective and identical with 

the primal optimum.  

 

In the next section, we will investigate primal-dual relations: the Lagrangian factors on 

the constraint sets. It will prove helpful to think of models as an expression within the 

other space, z∈Q ⇔ z∈P, and develop conclusions from there, from an identity (4.13) 

that now has been proved. 

 

4.4 Interpretation of the Lagrangians on the constraints of the dual model D-SUE 
 
In interpreting the Lagrangians (duals) on the constraint set (4.3) to (4.7), two principles 

will be utilised: (i) mentally casting the model into the other space, P ⇔ Q, and (ii) a 

theoretical result (Bazaraa, Sherali & Shetty, 1993, p. 202) that the marginal rate of 

change in the objective function as a result of an increase in the RHS concerned [posed 

as a less equal constraint g(x) ≤ 0] is the negative Lagrangian multiplier at optimality. 

[Such an RHS change is by assumption a change of one unit.] The resulting change in 

the OBJ may be envisaged in the other space, given the identity (4.13).  

 

The central relation (3.17) has been repeatedly referenced and exploited. That the duals 

on (4.4) represent the logit flow pattern xk needs no further proof or explanation.  

 

The constraints (4.3) refer to decision points n∈Dk. They are equivalent to (3.3) [divid-

ing by its RHS, yk
n]. They state a boundary condition for entropy maximisation within a 

nest Ck
n [Fig. 2.1]. This being the case, we may think of a unit change in the RHS of 

(4.3) as a doubling of the entropy Hp
n(1,p), a doubling that in Q-space means yk

n → 2yk
n, 

given the constant to scale property (2.4) of entropy Hp
n(y,p). With entropy being fac-

tored by 1/θ in the objective function (3.2), the dual on (4.3) - the effect in volume 

space Q - is the node throughput (yk
n) divided by θ; and due to the minus sign in front of 

entropy in (3.2), the negative change in the objective becomes positive. Because node 

throughput yk
n is strictly positive at all nodes n∈Dk (as for the omitted ones, n∉Dk), we 

could have made the same relational change as in (4.4) and could have stated Rk
D pk ≤ 1. 

This is a clear indication that in D-SUE the factors p are as large as possible and an 

equal sign will always be ensured at the optimum.  
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The duals on (4.5) to (4.7) are all zero (ε in practical computing). Ultimately it is due to 

Gartner’s (1980a) ‘free ride’: any cost increment (adding to producers’ surplus) is 

handed back to consumers.  

 

4.5 Conclusion 
 
Comparing P-SUE and D-SUE, the dual model is considerably larger; it has non-linear 

constraints; and it replicates in (4.5) to (4.7) parts of the primal model. Because primal 

and dual models, including Lagrangians, both compute the same set of variables - all 

that may interest a planner - there is no apparent advantage in using D-SUE. On the 

contrary, for compactness and mathematical reasons, the primal mathematical program 

is to be preferred because all constraints of P-SUE are linear and only the objective is 

non-linear. 

 

This concludes the chapter on the dual model D-SUE. In the next, we turn to a literature 

review, comparing the MP models presented here - their properties, similarities and dif-

ferences - with other MP models. Such analysis will also clarify various issues that have 

been postponed for the sake of a straightforward development of a primal model P-SUE 

and its dual D-SUE, the Equivalence Theorem in the shape of two mathematically equi-

valent formulations. 
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5.  Theoretical points on which this thesis diverges from previous work 
 
This chapter provides a brief a survey of the similarities and differences between the 

propositions of this thesis and their published counterparts: the features, properties and 

conceptual bases of other MP models. The issues to be addressed are: 

• Entropy maximisation subject to a budget constraint 

• Theta - a crucial exogenous model parameter 

• Collapsing hierarchies in nested logit models 

• Wardrop's First Principle and MP models of market economics (DUE, SUE) 

• Route Enumeration versus Networks - STOCH in MP format 

• Markov Chains and a product formula for probabilities 

• Importance of the Nash equilibrium - probit versus logit 

• Network topology and correlation - a famous example 

• Relative and absolute errors in decision making 

• Summary of modelling tenets 

 

5.1 Entropy maximisation subject to a budget constraint 

Oppenheim (1995) is a proponent of various logit MP models to represent the "utility 

maximisation problem of a representative traveller". Following micro-economic con-

sumer theory and a substantial tradition of entropy maximisation in transport modelling 

(Wilson 1970), Oppenheim's MP models include a budget constraint. This thesis has no 

need for a budget in its model design. The objective functions (3.2) or (4.2) agree with 

Daganzo (1982), Patrikkson's (1994, p. 42) and other published interpretations that they 

are system-wide social welfare functions (Gartner 1980a, 1980b) or associated with 

such. The objective computes a 'selfish' user optimum that neglects the social costs of 

congestion and thereby includes a subsidy to motorists or rather a free ride (Gartner 

1980a, p. 182). The variable demand case (below and appendix A.2) maximises a social 

surplus (Gartner), defined as the combined consumer and producer surplus including a 

consideration of individuality in preferences (a weighted entropy maximisation). The 

latter is not applicable to an individual, a single consumer, but is a system-wide feature. 

Whereas the variable demand model maximises a social surplus, formally, by a change 

of signs, it is stated as a minimisation. That way, the logit model to be presented in sec-

tion 5.4 is a generalisation of the fixed demand case P-SUE. 
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In essence, Oppenheim has a redundant constraint (the budget) to be met by a superflu-

ous variable (expenditure on other goods, ie non-transport items). In a nutshell, maxi-

mising entropy (2.3) s.t. an adding-up condition (2.2), a budget ∑a c a x a ≤ b, and x ≥ 0 

leads to a consumption bundle (x) with single nested multinomial logit shares.  

 

Illustrating this point, let θ be the Lagrangian on the budget constraint, then - by partial 

dualisation - this problem is:  

)(),(),,(max byHyz Tx −−≡ xcxx θθ  s.t. ∑ =
a

a yx  and x ≥ 0 (5.1) 

As was done in proving the (primal) Equivalence Theorem [consult (3.7), (3.8)], y is 

substituted out. Entropy - and the whole problem (5.1) - then turns into a function of x 

only (plus θ), where the first order conditions are: 

:0=
∂
∂

ax
z  0lnln =θ−− aa cxy  or - when we introduce pa = xa/y and divide by θ: 

 0ln1
=

θ
+ aa pc  (5.2) 

Comparison with (3.9) shows that this condition leads to a solution in logit probabilities 

(2.14) where the inclusive value (the Lagrangian λ renamed satisfaction s) is absent, be-

cause the miniature problem (5.1) is one of a single choice set with no nesting, hence no 

‘inclusive value’. Couched in terms of the general case, we may say all inclusive values 

are zero. This little exercise shows that if a logit model has a budget constraint, then its 

role is to provide both the (constant) mean cost values ca of the choice set (a∈C) and the 

distribution parameter θ, here obtained as the dual on the budget constraint (Akamatsu 

1997, p. 350), an endogenous model item. Neither role is required in our model design. 

Besides, it is outside the discrete choice paradigm: a consumption bundle x is not an all-

or-nothing choice. (At most, it could be taken as all chosen options of a mixed strategy.) 

Using a budget for the exclusion of costly options would also be inappropriate; it would 

contravene the tenets of a logit model: each component of vector x is strictly positive, 

every choice is taken up - xa = 0 is infeasible. 
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5.2 Theta - a crucial exogenous model parameter 

The previous section explained that, in our design, theta is not endogenous (the dual on 

a budget constraint) but exogenous, a crucial distribution parameter at the discretion of 

the modeller. Let us study its role with reference to a diagram [Fig. 5.1]. 

Binary Logit Model
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Fig. 5.1: Logit Probabilities and Parameter Theta (0≤θ≤∞): )))(exp(1/(1 211 VVp −−+= θ  

The depicted situation is a binary choice, where (measured) utility values (V1, V2) and 

random ε terms determine the (logit) probability p1 for choosing the first option. The 

formula is shown underneath: a function of θ and the utility difference (V1-V2). The 

range of theta is 0 ≤ θ ≤ ∞. For θ→0, the cost-sensitivity disappears - see model (5.1). 

In P-SUE, objective (3.2) would have just entropy left for maximisation [a minimisation 

of negative terms]. For θ→∞, the entropy terms disappear; a stochastic user equilibrium 

P-SUE turns into the classic deterministic equilibrium (see section 5.4). What Fig. 5.1 

exhibits is the family of smooth S-shaped curves between the extremes θ = 0 (p1 = 0.5 - 

a horizontal line) and θ = ∞ [the step function: p1 = 0 for (V1-V2) < 0 jumps to p1 = 1 for 

(V1-V2) > 0]. 

 

In the model design of this study, theta is at the discretion of the modeller with the 

standard deviation σ of the random ε term (2.11) reciprocal to theta (Ben-Akiva & 

Lerman 1985, p. 105): 
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6θ

π
=σ  (Standard Deviation) (5.3) 

By choosing (and calibrating) θ according to the intended analysis, a planner can tune 

the modelled decision process, the 'error margin of judgement', between perfect (σ = 0) 

and total cost oblivion (σ = ∞). In particular, a DUE is a special case of the logit model 

P-SUE. Letting θ→∞ (σ = 0) retrieves the DUE, as will be repeatedly demonstrated in 

the material to come. With the variance zero (5.3), there is no error in judgement; all 

travellers choose a shortest route (of which there might be several). In terms of Fig. 5.1, 

there is a jumpy reaction within the transport system as congestion builds up (θ→∞ ≅ 

the step function). It is a reason why the model P-SUE with its smooth cost-flow rela-

tions may be preferred to a DUE model (the currently dominant planning practice). 

In P-SUE the macro-state of the system is described by two opposing forces: a concen-

tration towards shortest routes (the minimisation of travel cost) and a dispersion away 

from shortest routes (the maximisation of entropy). The balancing factor θ (its recipro-

cal 1/θ) defines to which degree each of the opposing forces prevails, where the system 

settles at equilibrium. This model parameter θ is exogenous. 

 

5.3 Collapsing hierarchies in nested logit models 
 
What Fig. 5.1 cannot show is a hierarchical model: the important third case of nested 

logits with (Cn ⊇ Cm, θn ≤ θm) becoming in the limit identical thetas (θn = θm) where the 

hierarchy collapses. This has been presented in chapter 2 [formulae (2.16) and (2.17) - 

correlation disappears], and is exploited in P-SUE. It is the crucial model feature that a 

sequence of choices (a hierarchy) produces results identical to a single level logit model, 

where routes are chosen at once. Dial (1971) derives the same result algebraically. He is 

not considering nested logits with different thetas; therefore, the borderline case of 

thetas becoming identical does not arise in Dial (1971). 

 

With the mathematical tools of the Equivalence Theorem, this collapse can be verified. 

Consider Fig. 2.2 and the corresponding entropy terms within (3.2) or (3.1): the sum 

Hx
n(yn,xn)/θn + Hx

m(ym,xm)/θm . The sub- and superscripts (n,m) indicate, to which nest Cn 

or Cm the various variables, parameters and choice-entropy belong. If we single out the 
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flow xn
j (the hierarchical connection n→m), and use the identity ym = xn

j in the definition 

(2.3), we obtain for Hx
n(yn,xn)/θn + Hx

m(ym,xm)/θm : 
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Clearly, for θn = θm, the middle term vanishes in (5.4) and the resulting expression is the 

same as for a single nest entropy: a node flow yn to be distributed into all options except 

j - i.e. into Cn∪Cm\{j}. As Ortúzar & Willumsen (1994, p. 218) phrase it: "there is no 

correlation left and the [resulting] model is indistinguishable from the MNL." Yet this 

collapse does not affect costs, the first term in (2.11). The measured utility value stays at 

(Vn
j + Vm

a) ∀a∈Cm, be it a hierarchical logit model or a re-arranged single nest. In other 

words, computing the choice probabilities pm
a (a∈Cm) at decision point n can be done in 

two steps, using the formulae (2.14) and (2.15) [Ortúzar & Willumsen 1994 (p. 217) w. 

reference to Williams 1977, Daly & Zachary 1978; Ben-Akiva & Lerman 1985]. The 

resulting probability multiplication is usually prefaced "on the proviso of choice prob-

abilities being independent". This issue is investigated in section 5.6, where the prereq-

uisite for multiplication of factors p is examined. Here the point is that the outcome is 

the same for a hierarchy or a flat nest, for multiplied factors p or a single value. 

 

5.4 Wardrop's First Principle and MP models of market economics (DUE, SUE) 

Section 5.2 showed that a deterministic user equilibrium (a DUE) is a special case 

within the general P-SUE model, obtained by letting θ→∞.  

Beckmann, McGuire and Winsten (1956) pioneered an MP formulation of Wardrop's 

first principle by identifying the KKT first order conditions of optimality with his char-

acterisation of a DUE: "the journey times on all the routes actually used are equal, and 

less than those which would be experienced by a single vehicle on any unused route" 

(Wardrop 1952, p. 345; quoted in Patriksson 1994, p. 31).  

 

Fig. 5.2 is familiar to economists who draw curves in (q,p) space [quantities q for the 

abscissa, price p for the ordinate]. The market equilibrium is at point C (at price pD), 

where demand q = d(p) and supply q = s(p) intersect. Consumer surplus is the demand 

area above the line DC and producer surplus the area between DC and the supply curve. 
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Fig. 5.2: Demand and Supply Curves - a Market Equilibrium at point C 

 

Beckmann, McGuire & Winsten (1956) recognised that the intersection (C) - the market 

equilibrium - is the point of maximal selfish net benefit (the area ABC) defined as the 

(system-wide) total consumer and producer surplus. This area is bounded from above 

by a downward sloping (inverse) demand curve - price as a function g-1
ik of trip demand 

[Tik = gik(cost)] - and analogously from below by an upward sloping (inverse) supply 

curve. In an urban traffic context, production capital (the road net) is short run (fixed), 

but link cost ca and the expected minimal route cost i→k, E[min cr], are monotone cost 

curves of volumes (q) that reflect the fundamental diagram of traffic, a flow-density 

curve. Flow (q) may increase, but at a cost in travel time; speed decreases from some 

free flow value as q goes up. In a DUE, the expected cost E[min cr] equals ρk
i: the short-

est distance i→k in time (or generalised cost). In terms of the general SUE model, 

where E[min cr] denotes the satisfaction sk
i, DUE is the special case (θ→∞). Following 

Beckmann et al., the equilibrium condition of price-identity (g-1
ik = sk

i) at which markets 

clear is a mathematical program that maximises the area between both curves, demand 

(g-1
ik) and supply (sk

i): 
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 s.t. (3.3), (3.4), (3.5) and (3.6) 
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Sign reversal turns this problem into minimisation, the variable demand model P-SUE-

VD, for which appendix A2.1 provides a numerical example (Robillard's net). Bringing 

notation (temporarily) more in line with the literature, let us write qik for the trip matrix 

element Tik - underlining the fact that Tik is a variable here - and let us change k from 

superscript to subscript (in places) - stressing the egalitarian quality of origins (i) and 

destinations (k) rather than a different commodity flow (k). Expression (5.5) is then 

z(x,q), with the arguments (x,q) 'driving' the model, whereas y and v are convenient 

short hand (sums of x), but not drivers or independent variables; s is the Lagrangian.  

 

With these conventions, the Lagrangian L(x,q,s) of P-SUE-VD is now: 
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with auxiliary definitions/conditions: , kkk
D yxR = ∑

∈

≤
Zk

k vx , xk ≥ 0, qk ≥ 0 (5.7) 

The condition on v in (5.7) presumes (a) that vector xk has been expanded [with zero 

components for arcs a∉Rk], and (b) that link costs ca are strictly positive. Consequently, 

as is known from optimisation theory, the ≤ relation is de facto an equality - and not just 

at the optimum. However, for computational reasons (rounding errors) and theoretical 

clarity of signs, it is advisable to state MP conditions as inequalities, whenever possible. 

 

Consulting the Equivalence Theorem proof [ch. 3], it can easily be verified that the first 

order KKT conditions of problem (5.6), (5.7) are 3 complementary slackness conditions 

(CS) as follows, where the last actually reduces to a primal feasibility (PF) condition: 

CS condition w.r.t. x:     ⊥  (5.8) kx0 ≤ 0sR ≥++−
∈∈

θ/][ln][)( kk Ra
k
aRaa

kTk pc

CS condition w.r.t. q:     ⊥  ∀(ik)∈Z×Z (5.9) ikq≤0 0)(1 ≥− −
ikikik qgs

PF condition w.r.t. s:  (the dual skkk qxR = k is a free variable) (5.10) 

(5.8) and (5.10) are conditions that we had before. In a DUE, letting θ→∞, the probabil-

ity terms disappear and so does any randomness. Vector sk becomes ρk, the vector of 

shortest node distances n→k. In such a DUE case, it is unnecessary to construct cycle 

free networks; Rk can be the total net R in the formulae above. Returning to the SUE, 

the RHS of (5.9) can be restated as an equality, and therefore 
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 )( ikikik sgq =  (5.11) 
 

This is a remarkable result: it implies that demand is not forthcoming as a function of 

objective market prices (ρik) but of subjective satisfaction (sik). Yet demand as a function 

of (statistically aggregated, individually optimised) consumer utility is no surprise to 

economists. What is important, though, is that SUE models follow a paradigm that 

makes a distinction between market price (travel time) and satisfaction – a money 

metric utility – whereas DUE models don’t. As concerns (inverse) production functions, 

they are the familiar cost curves of supply, c = c(v). 

 

Generalising Wardrop, (5.9) then says in economic terms: the (dis)satisfaction sik either 

exceeds the minimal inverse demand [Fig. 5.2: point B] – in which case the flow qik is 

zero – or trip demand qik is given by (5.11). When expectation of route costs, E(min cr) 

= sik, is replaced by shortest distance ρik, (5.11) reverts to Wardrop’s DUE, a postulate 

that traffic use only links (routes) that have minimal cost. Other links (routes) have 

greater cost and thus are not used (have zero flow). It is the complementary slackness 

condition (5.8) [specialised for a DUE] on which Beckmann et al. rested their case. It is 

also the great equaliser between perceived route costs, as has been analysed in ch. 4. 

Expressed in satisfaction, all route choices (n→k) have equal cost. 

 

The original work of Beckmann McGuire & Winsten (1956, ch. 3) concerned a DUE. It 

had bi-directional arcs i↔j with capacity restraints (symmetric congestion costs cij = cji). 

As a matter of interest, cost was a function of combined flows, xij + xji. It introduces no 

harm because (by necessity in shortest distance calculus) one would have to be zero. In 

contrast, this thesis uses directional arcs for its SUE model. The model P-SUE-VD is a 

generalisation: letting θ→∞, Beckmann's DUE case is retrieved as the entropy terms 

vanish and computing y (5.7) becomes redundant.  

 

More recent examples of network equilibrium models with hierarchical logit demand 

functions are Fernández et al. (1994) and Fernández, de Cea & Soto (2003). They refer 

to (nested) logit models of up to two levels and are mathematical programs. 
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Beckmann & Kapur (1972) have also explored duality; they proved a strong duality for 

their model of maximising net benefit, defined as the sum of consumer’s and producer’s 

surplus - an affirmation of this thesis' findings. Yet the work was theoretical; it predated 

the paradigms of disaggregate discrete demand and stochastic user equilibria so that a 

dual model comparable to the (constrained) D-SUE of this thesis was absent.  

 

Nonlinear duality is normally stated as the Lagrange function of the primal problem: a 

(partial) relaxation that associates multipliers (µ ≥ 0, here the cost vector c) with the 

coupling constraints (3.5) [Patriksson 1994, pp. 44-48; Bazaraa, Sherali & Shetty 1993, 

pp. 200-203; Hearn & Lawphongpanich 1990; Carey 1985; Fukushima 1984]. It is also 

known as the max-min dual problem and is essentially unconstrained to the extent that 

constraints have been elevated into the objective function. Concerning traffic assign-

ments for a DUE, duality solves for the optimal link cost vector (c*), where the primal 

flow vectors (xk*) are usually not unique, but may be retrieved by solving the primal 

Lagrangian subproblem at optimal costs c*. Likewise, satisfaction vectors (sk) – shortest 

distances in that case – are a by-product in the examples cited above, when subproblems 

of shortest routes are solved at (iterated) costs (cl). 

 

Beckmann & Kapur (1972) use perturbation and conjugate functions to explain their 

Lagrangian dual model. Our dual model D-SUE relates to Sheffi & Powell (1982). It 

concurs with their proposition (1981) that traffic modelling should state an SUE where 

not objective market prices (shortest distances) but satisfaction is determinant. This sat-

isfaction is the expectation of (random) subjective utility which consumers maximise 

and from which a producer surplus has to be deducted, given selfish behaviour. Fixed 

demand is a special case without consumer surplus (in the model - D-SUE (4.2)), de-

ducting just producer surplus from (total) satisfaction. Regarding the primal model P-

SUE, (5.5) is a generalisation, but for reversed signs and maximisation. 

 

Daganzo & Sheffi (1977, p. 255) varied and generalised Wardrop's principle as already 

studied in section 1.3. In economic terms, a market equilibrium seeks a price (c*) that 

balances supply with demand. For traffic assignment (Daganzo, 1982), it was studied in 

section 2.6, where consumers' price-responsive demand (5.11) is an addendum. This 

thesis contends that satisfaction (s) and probabilities (p) are concepts the planner uses – 
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being features of his models – but not the user, who is rather ignorant in that regard. 

Such finer points of conceptual distinction are sometimes blurred in the literature.  

 

This thesis also differs from the literature on the question of whether an SUE is "uncon-

strained" (Daganzo 1982, Sheffi & Powell 1982, Sheffi 1985, also cited eg in Patriksson 

1994, p. 62). This has already been studied in 4.2; it is mentioned here for completeness. 

In short, unconstrained models rely on descriptive MP whereas this study uses strict MP 

and standard NLP solving software (MINOS).  

 

5.5 Route Enumeration versus Networks - STOCH in MP format 

Feasible regions may be specified variously. Patriksson (1994, 2.2.2) provided a concise 

summary on the relevant points of using a network versus an exhaustive route list. The 

main difference is that efficient routes do not contain any loops, whereas networks 

(normally) don't exclude cycles - an exception being the specification of nets Rk in this 

thesis. Both definitions of a feasible region are thus not eo ipso the same, yet in the pre-

sent case they can be made identical. It is easily verified that the constant cost case (3.1) 

s.t. (3.3)..(3.6) is a mathematical program that achieves the same assignment as Dial’s 

(1971) STOCH or rather the revised algorithm STOCH[k] – appendix A5. But the tools 

developed here go further and incorporate variable costs and compute an SUE without 

having to use route variables like Fisk’s (1980) model, that becomes “intractable for any 

non-trivial network” (Patriksson 1994, p. 64). Akamatsu (1997) has similar ideas, yet a 

close scrutiny will discover significant differences that have already been listed on p. 4.  

 

This is not a petty case of trifling distinctions; rather it concerns fundamental theoretical 

concepts that differ, entropy (here conceived in flow volumes of a forward star), the 

relevance of the arrow of time in a decision maker’s quest for optimal choices, and the 

fact that a dual model like our D-SUE or an investigation of dual variables is absent in 

Akamatsu (1997) – understandably when Markov Chain Assignment is advocated rather 

than classical MP solving software. 
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The proof of an equivalence between Fisk's model in routes and the primal logit model 

P-SUE in MP format rests  

• on the proof of the Equivalence Theorem;  

• on the proviso that the scenario is identical (and modelled correctly); 

• on the exclusion of cycles that makes the feasible region (a network) identical with 

Fisk's set of routes (if the exhaustive list is correspondingly specified);  

• and on the fact that a uniform parameter θ (across all hierarchies of the nested logit 

model) lets the hierarchy collapse: single step routes equal all-at-once choices. 

The last point is crucial: it removes any correlation between hierarchy levels and there-

by makes a nested model indistinguishable from a uni-parametric multinomial logit 

model. Thus, sequential stepwise choices (as in Dial's STOCH) or the alternative model 

of complete route choices give identical results. However, this identity is not found with 

SAM (Maher & Hughes, 1997, p. 344) - a probit assignment based on Clarke's (1961) 

approximation. 

 

Elaborating on the intermediate point properties: a shortest route r implies that its con-

stituents (i→n, n→k) are also shortest, and - because route costs are deemed additive - 

so is total route cost: c(i→k) = c(i→n)+c(n→k). In our stochastic model, these features 

are generalised. Firstly, we consider not a single route, but all paths (i→k) that are 'rea-

sonable' (r∈Rk) and pass through an intermediate node n. Such routes form a Cartesian 

product of {i→n} × {n→k} paths, where each segment (rin, rnk, rik)∈Rk. The choice prob-

ability of a specific route is p(i→k) = p(i→n)×p(n→k) as the multiplicative law (5.15) 

will show (next section). Secondly, in conventional DUE a route cost forms a node po-

tential (at n), a shortest distance c(n→k) that is independent of the shortest path taken (if 

there are more than one). Generalising, there is a corresponding node potential called 

satisfaction (the expected shortest distance) with an analogue additivity and path inde-

pendence: 

 s(i→k) = s(i→n) + s(n→k) (5.12) 

(5.12) relies on the additivity of utilities (2.12) (perceived route costs) and on homo 

economicus' optimising behaviour, where route switching (in a traffic game) occurs 

until there is no gain to be made any more and, consequently, the expected minimal 
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route cost is identical regardless of the path (n→m); it is the optimality criterion of 

postulate (v) – equ. (1.3) . Formula (5.12) is not dependent on which functional form of 

errors ε is chosen, a logit, a probit model, or something else. This result is general: it 

applies to satisfaction as a potential at nodes and utility-optimal paths through decision 

diagrams that may not necessarily be a road network. 

 

5.6 Markov Chains and a product formula for probabilities 

Some authors, including Akamatsu (1997, 1996), Maher (1998), Maher & Hughes 

(1997) and Dial (2001), see stochastic loading as instances of a Markovian process and 

a chosen route as a Markovian chain. Others, including Sheffi (1985), Patriksson (1994) 

and the present author, see traffic assignment either as a multi-commodity network flow 

problem in a timeless steady state, or a choice-theoretical quest for optimal strategies by 

non-cooperative competing individuals, ie in a rational behavioural context.  

 

When STOCH assignments are qualified "on the proviso, a Markov property holds", it 

implies that the system is viewed at definite points in time (t0 < t1 < .. < tn). This means 

that its state can be described as a stochastic process, and that the probability that the 

system is in state ξn =xn (at time tn) depends not on the history, just on the state ξn-1 = xn-1 

of the system at the preceding point in time (tn-1). Markov property thus defines a system 

that can be fully described by its one-step conditional transition probabilities Pr{ξn = xn | 

ξn-1 = xn-1 } of the system being in state xn at time tn, given it was in state xn-1 at tn-1 (Taha 

1987, p. 410). 

 

When Dial's STOCH is viewed in such terms [Akamatsu 1997, pp. 351- 352, equ. (14); 

Dial 2001, equ. (18), Trahan 1974, p.312], Markov property refers to the validity of a 

multiplication formula that mimics Dial's assignment process: a route as a chain of arcs 

and choice probability pr as the product of the associated link choice probabilities,  

  where ∏
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For faithfulness to the source, a changed notation is used in (5.13): (ij) is an arc (i→j), L 

the set of all links, and δij,r (a Kronecker symbol) is an element of the arc-route incidence 
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matrix: δij,r = 1, if route r passes through link (ij), otherwise δij,r = 0. q is the flow for the 

O/D pair under consideration (the trip matrix element), and xij the flow in arc (ij).  

Dial's (2001, in press) variant of formula (5.13) runs  
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P[ij|j] is "the conditional probability of a path using the arc given that it uses the node", 

"xij [is] the total flow on arc ij and zj [is] the flow into node j (initially, just destination 

demand vj =) ∑i xij " (Dial 2001, p. 6). The reason is that "each factor comes from an in-

dependent (conditional) probability distribution, P[ij|j]. Consequently, P[yp|d] [the prob-

ability of choosing path p on condition of destination d] is tantamount to the joint prob-

ability of independent events - one destination choice and one arc choice for each node 

in the path except the origin" (Dial 2001, p. 10). 

Product formulae (5.13) or (5.14), postulating a Markovian property, condition the cur-

rent state of the system on its immediate past. This thesis takes the view that history is 

irrelevant but the current node (immediate choice set) and ultimate destination matter. It 

reflects a decision maker's rationale that the past is irreversible and thus irrelevant for 

optimal decisions that must be forward looking to some goal. [The issue of prohibited 

turns is an exception to this rule of irrelevant past; it is studied and resolved in appendix 

A9.4.] This could be interpreted in a Markovian sense, but a cascade loading from the 

origin - a recursive application of formulae (5.13), (5.14) with respect to all the routes 

from a single origin to some current (intermediate and randomly chosen) node j - is con-

trary to the concepts advanced in this thesis. Its model design seeks an equilibrium, both 

as a steady state of a multi-commodity network flow (p seen as split factors) and as the 

optimal mixed strategy within a ‘traffic game’ (cf. Smith 1979): p seen as probabilistic 

best choices in decisions that involve uncertainty, ie an equilibrium from a behavioural 

perspective (a consumer seeking maximal satisfaction). Within such a dual framework, 

we may state that a route choice probability pr is the product of its constituents: 

Multiplicative Law ∏
∈

=
ra

k
ar pp  where r is a path i→k within a net Rk (5.15) 

Analysing formula (5.15) in both respects, network flow and traffic game, it is trivial for 

networks. Because the physical law conservation of flows is in force, the flow volume of 
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a single thread (a reasonable route r through some net Rk) is evidently the product of all 

the split-factors p (the sequential decisions) encountered along the way (top down). In 

(5.15) even non-decision points are included (pk
a = 1). Seen as a ‘traffic game’, we may 

interpret the position taken by each player as relying only on its current status (costs c) 

and variables pk under the control of the player. We are not interested in the transient 

dynamics of market adjustment. We seek a point of rest, an equilibrium that Nash has 

proven to exist in his case, but this thesis has not proven sufficiently that it could be ap-

plied here. In any case, at the equilibrium conditions specified on page 26, the commu-

nity of travellers have settled on optimal mixed strategies, vectors pk that optimise their 

expected return. The expected payoff is the choice criterion on which a rationalist places 

his decisions (pk). It is the satisfaction sk introduced in (1.2). Many hypotheses on p can 

be made. Daganzo (1979) proposes and studies probit models. In our case, we postulate 

(iv – see p. 7) and consider the probit versus logit issue in sections 5.7 and 5.8 below. 

Our models P-SUE and D-SUE faithfully implement all postulates (i .. v) computing 

logit p’s at the optimum as has been shown. But once it has been established that for-

mula (5.15) concerns logits, the collapse of a hierarchical (or nested) multinomial logit 

model into a single level, ie the validity of formula (5.15), is a well known consequence 

of a universal (identical) theta (section 5.3). In sum, this thesis has no need for making a 

Markovian presumption; (5.15) holds regardless. In a final note, (5.15) holds not just for 

a path r from start to finish, but also for any intermediate sections. Let r = i→n→k, then 

the product formula (5.15) holds separately for the route constituents a∈{i→n} and 

a∈{n→k} [as already indicated above]. 

 

In conclusion, models of this thesis seek a steady state where all variables (if they were 

expressed as functions over time), quantities or prices, are timeless, ie ∂x/∂t = ∂y/∂t = 

∂v/∂t = ∂c/∂t = ∂s/∂t = ∂p/∂t = 0 in all instances. A reference to Markov, language that 

implies transition from one state to another is potentially misleading and definitely not 

illuminating our case.  

 

Another reservation concerns the factors in formula (5.13). The application to the Perth 

CBD (chapter 7) indicates that some links (ij) are not suitable for a given O/D pair. Yet 

L is apparently the set (ij) of all links (defined on p. 350 of Akamatsu 1997). Thus the 

probability Pr(ij|j) in (5.13) for such links is zero, and so is its exponent δij,r. It is not a 
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well-defined expression mathematically. In all, there is scope for confusion when one 

learns (Akamatsu 1997, p. 352): "the [Markov] property does not necessarily hold for a 

set of simple paths, i.e., paths which do not pass through [the] same link more than 

once. The reason is that the definition of the path set and the Markov property (5.13) 

contradict each other." - Appendix A.1 investigates further Akamatsu's intention to 

incorporate cyclic routes. 

 

5.7 Gumbel - an approximation to the Normal Distribution 

This section and the next revisit the probit versus logit debate (Daganzo & Sheffi 1977, 

Sheffi 1985, Maher & Hughes 1997). It may well be that a modeller prefers the inherent 

plausibility, symmetry and aesthetics of a Normal PDF to the 'implausible' skewed func-

tional graph of a Weibull-Gumbel for the ε terms in (2.11). However the alleged defi-

ciencies of the logit model and superiority of the probit, because it has characteristics 

that are absent from a logit model, are not sustainable in the case of the model P-SUE as 

proposed in this thesis. Such assertions concern constant costs (STOCH) and can be re-

futed or at least ameliorated in this case. The model P-SUE computes a traffic equilib-

rium. Every single person's optimal (non-cooperative) route choice depends on the opti-

mal choice of everybody else. Whereas independence (lack of correlation) holds for 

constant costs, it is not true for a case where travellers impede each other. This also dis-

poses of the supposed mistreatment of overlapping routes. The correlation and interde-

pendence effects are clearly captured in the simultaneous equations (3.4). In sum, the 

fundamental relations (2.11) .. (2.13) are the same for probit or logit. The only issue 

then is the impact of the 'error' (ε) on model solutions. The Normal PDF and Weibull-

Gumbel possess sufficient similarities for the latter to be regarded an approximation to 

the former (Bierlaire 1998, p. 214); in particular, Williams’ [1977, p. 303, equ. (86)] 

relation is:  

 
πσ

≅
σ
π

=θ
2

4
6 NG

 (5.16) 

where σ denotes the standard deviation for logit (G ~ Gumbel) or probit (N ~ Normal).  
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5.8 Network topology and correlation - a famous example 
 
A key point in the probit versus logit debate is illustrated by a numerical example to be 

re-examined here - Sheffi (1985, pp. 294-297) or Maher & Hughes (1997, pp. 343-344):  

 1 
 
 
• ρ •
 
 ρ •   1-ρ 

     Fig. 5.3:   Overlapping Routes  

"The inability of logit-based assignment to account for network structure" (Sheffi  1985, 

caption Fig. 11.4) is illustrated by a diagram showing two routes (normalised to length 

1), where the second has two sub-variants of length ρ, 0≤ρ≤1 [Fig. 5.3]. Investigated is 

the choice probability p1 for the top route 1. The logit model (Dial 1971) gives p1 = 1/3 

throughout the range of ρ. The example has been countered by Bierlaire (1998) in a 

nested logit design that reproduces exactly Sheffi's probit feature of p1 ≈ 1/2 when ρ ≈ 0, 

p1 ≈ 1/3 when ρ ≈ 1, and a smooth transition between (0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1). In our design, the as-

sumption of a uniform theta removes any correlation (2.17), so that Bierlaire's counter 

example is not applicable because it hinges on different thetas for the correlation effect. 

The traffic equilibrium, however, the dependency of choice probabilities on costs (1.1), 

generates an interdependence not only between 'minor deviations' (routes 2a and 2b) 

and their overlap (1-ρ), but also between route 1 and the whole of route 2 - [Fig. 5.4]. 

 

Let links a be numbered top down, left to right [Fig. 5.3]. The routes {1, 2a, 2b} are:  

r1 = {a1}, r2a = {a2, a4}, r2b = {a3, a4}, where Bierlaire's (1998) idea of primary choice (P: 

1 or 2), secondary choice (S: 2a or 2b), and the corresponding labels have been adopted. 

 

Fig. 5.4 shows the choice probability functions p1(ρ) for the top route as follows: 
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Fig. 5.4:    Sheffi's example (2-3 routes - Fig. 5.3) - a methodological comparison  

 
i. STOCH: p1 = 1/3 for 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1 regardless. (5.17) 

This is the constant cost case, an unreasonable lack of sensitivity - Sheffi's (1985) 

point but not necessarily attributable to logit models generally.  

ii. Probit:  ⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛

ρ−π
ρ

Φ−=
2

11p  (5.18) 

where Φ(⋅) is the standard Normal cumulative function [Sheffi 1985, equ. (11.19)].  

iii. Logit:  
ρ+

=
21
1

1p  (5.19) 

This function can be derived from Bierlaire (1998), if we adopt Sheffi's procedure 

of specifying variance σ² proportional to trip length {ρ, 1-ρ, 1} as the case may be. 

The correlation 2
22 )/(11),corr( SPba UU θθ−=ρ−=  between primary (P) and 

secondary choice (S) can then be deduced, giving the ratio ρ=θθ SP : , where the 

theoretically required correlation interval 0 ≤ θP/θS ≤ 1 is observed for ρ in [0,1]. A 

difference between the probit and logit curves is hardly discernible (probit being 

slightly above logit), so close together are the curves. A dismissal of logit models 

per se is hence unwarranted, and the example also illustrates the point of section 

5.7, Gumbel to be seen as an approximation to the Normal distribution. 
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iv. SUE: This curve (the top line) is derived by stepping through the interval ρ∈[0,1] 

in increments of 0.05 and solving a P-SUE model. For convenience, y = 1000 was 

assumed (the input = output left and right), where the direction of flows is irrele-

vant. The constraints - the net topology (3.3), (3.4) - are not affected, but the objec-

tive (3.2) needs further consideration. A choice between two routes cannot become 

a choice between three routes, or vice versa. Our model design is such that varia-

tions of θ as in the Bierlaire case are ruled out in order to achieve equality with a 

choice model of routes chosen in toto, despite an apparent sequence of single steps. 

The 2-routes' entropy Hp
2(y,p1,p4) is a function in 3 variables, and the 3-routes' en-

tropy Hp
3(y,p1,p2,p3) a function in 4 variables. A gradual change from one functional 

form to the other is impossible in this model design; what has been implemented in 

modifying OBJ (3.2) is the convex combination of both: ρ⋅Hp
3 + (1-ρ)⋅Hp

2. Further 

model assumptions were θ=1 and a BPR cost formula: length×(1 + 0.15×(xa/capa)4), 

where link length is shown in Fig. 5.3 and 'cap' is a uniform capacity assumed at 

200 [ceteris paribus, ie no distinction between links]. 

 

The resulting curve is concave, and insensitivity to net topology is not in evidence (p1 = 

1/2 ⇒ p1 = 1/3 for ρ ranging 0→1). It is debatable whether the concave SUE curve or 

the convex probit curve is closer to reality, where small values of ρ have little effect in 

the logit SUE case, the choice probability p1 staying close to 1/2. In this example, the 

congestion effects have purposely been exaggerated; eg a capacity of 1000 would bring 

the SUE curve much closer to the logit or probit curves, closer to the straight line 1/2 ⇒ 

1/3. The congestion effects would be lessened but a smooth transition from a binary to a 

three-way choice model would be retained, due to the special OBJ construct. 

 

5.9 Relative and absolute errors in decision making 
 
Sheffi (1985, p. 303) argued "the second difficulty associated with logit is that it cannot 

account for the dependence between the perception variance and the measured path 

travel times. This means that a choice between a 5-minute-long path and a 10-minute-

long path would result in the same flow distribution as a choice between 120-minute 

and 125-minute long paths." This is true, as explained in connection with Fig. 5.1, but it 

is only half of the story. In micro-economic consumer theory, utility subjected to a 

monotone transform is likewise a valid functional representation of consumer prefer-
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ences. If cost were measured on a logarithmic scale, ∆U = (ln U1 - ln U2) = ln (U1/U2) 

would measure a relative error and the argument is refuted in this case, at least in prin-

ciple. A study by Qiu (2000) used a logit model based on relative costs with very satis-

factory results, indicating that a dismissal of logit models, on account of this argument 

alone, is at least debatable.  

 

5.10 Application of the theory 
 
This concludes the more theoretical part. We turn now to the task of putting theory into 

practice, calibrating the model parameter theta from observed data (from traffic counts), 

implementing a P-SUE model in the case of the Perth CBD. This task of coping with a 

model size that requires decomposition and iterative solution strategies is undertaken in 

the next chapters to demonstrate the practicality of this thesis' modelling propositions. 
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6. Calibrating Theta for the Perth CBD from Traffic Counts 
 
So far, we have been concerned with the theoretical aspects of stochastic user equilibria. 

Henceforth we look at the practical problems of implementing the theory in a real world 

application, the Perth Central Business District (CBD). It will require calibrating theta 

from traffic counts - the topic of this chapter - and computing urban traffic flows, eg for 

the morning peak, that will be presented in the next chapter. 

 

Trying to calibrate theta from traffic counts, Liu & Fricker (1996) pointed out that one 

cannot presume the trip matrix T to be given. It is a valid criticism of Robillard (1974). 

Consequently, if all the information is just count data, one has to estimate T simultane-

ously with θ. Fisk (1977) proposed a max-likelihood estimation of θ without repeated 

assignments implied in Robillard's (1974) procedure. Liu & Fricker rejected this propo-

sition also on the grounds of path enumeration being necessary (plus the Hessian of the 

OBJ), costly and impractical in a case where the network is large and multiple paths are 

considered (a SUE). We take Liu & Fricker's points and follow their two-tier iterative 

scheme, estimating at each cycle first T, then θ, a process to be repeated until some 

stopping criterion is met. However, we do not follow their algorithm, as published, for 

the following reasons: 

(1) some formulae need correction; 

(2) the methodology is inconsistent in using one estimator for T and another for θ; 

(3) the case of variable cost (congestion) is not considered; 

(4) the case of incomplete data is not covered, ie our method must be able to deal with 

the usual situation, where not every link of the network has been counted. 

In broad terms, Liu & Fricker's method needs to be tested whether it works under ad-

verse circumstances and how well it copes with data that may only partially support the 

hypothesized SUE model, whether the difficulty is due to measurement errors or some 

genuine contradiction of the hypothesis. For all these reasons, Liu & Fricker's method 

needs a make over, even if their ideas are followed by and large. The structure of this 

chapter thus covers: (i) a review of previous θ calibration methods; (ii) the theoretical 

design of our algorithm T-THET; (iii) a methodological check based on Robillard's test 

net, where the results are known (or can be exactly computed); (iv) the estimation of θ 

values (AM peak, PM peak, off-peak) for the Perth CBD case; (v) a critical reflection 

with respect to other propositions in the literature. 
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6.1 Precedents for Calibrating Theta in the Literature 
 
In our model, theta is an exogenous parameter at the discretion of the modeller that 

controls the standard deviation σ of the Gumbel variate [σ ~ 1/θ - formula (5.3)], re-

flecting the spread of users' choices. It is also the case that θ sets the scale for utility 

measurement where only (θVi) can be estimated (Ben-Akiva & Lerman 1997, p. 71). 

The calibration results are thus specific to the link performance functions used, to the 

formulae and units of measurement, to the choice set and the net configuration - they are 

unlikely to be transferable to other cities or other model scenarios. 

 

Robillard (1974) proposed a calibration method specifically designed for Dial's (1971) 

stochastic assignment model. It estimates the system parameter θ from observed traffic 

counts ϕ, assumes constant link costs (as Dial's method requires), and uses maximum 

likelihood for the estimating function: 

Maximise the log-likelihood L(θ): ∑∑
∈

=
ik Rr

ik
r

ik
r

ik

PhL )ln()(θ  (6.1) 

Here, i denotes the trip origin, k the destination, Rik the choice set (a finite number of 

reasonable routes r from i to k), hik
r the (discrete) flow along r, and Pik

r the probability 

that r is chosen, given (ik) and costs c. L(θ) is defined for (0≤θ≤∞), thus at the optimum, 

the first order condition ∂L/∂θ = 0 must hold (θ is an interior point), where Dial's con-

cept of link-choice logit probabilities (to avoid path enumeration) results in (Robillard, 

1974): 
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where index a denotes the links ("arcs") of the network, ca the associated "cost" of travel 

(often just the time), xik
r the actual flow along route r (if observed), and δik

ar a Kronecker 

symbol (1|0) indicating whether route r traverses arc a or not. In (6.2), only aggregates, 

the sums over (ik) and r, represent observations (ϕa) - actual traffic counts - and only ac-

cumulated link flows, the assigned va = ∑ik∑r hik
r Pik

a (where Pik
a is the total probability 

that flows i→k use a), are indicators of the goodness of fit in estimating θ. Notably, 

Robillard's derivation of (6.2) relies on the following premises: 

(a) Additive path costs:  (the sum of all link costs c∑=
a

ik
ara

ik
r cC δ a traversed)  (6.3) 

 In vector notation (with ∆ik = [δik
ar] the arc-path incidence matrix for ik) Cik=(∆ik)Tc 
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(b) Constant costs: ca(va) = const. There are no variable link performance functions (an 

uncongested network is presumed). 

(c) Logit probabilities, viz. Dial's model of path choices 
∑
∈

θ−
θ−

=
ikRr

ik
r

ik
rik

r C
CP

)exp(
)exp(   (6.4) 

 that can equivalently be expressed as a product of (nested) logit probabilities at in-

tersections. Rik is the choice set of "reasonable routes i→k" (a reduced network). 

(d) Complete observations: there is an observed flow ϕa and cost ca for every arc a in 

the network, the given data in Robillard's theta calibration process. 

(e) The underlying trip matrix T is likewise given  (not part of the calibration process). 

 

(6.2) is intriguing because of its similarity to Smith's (1979) variational inequality, 

c(v*)T(v - v*) ≥ 0, his DUE equilibrium condition that the optimal cost vector c* = c(v*) 

be orthogonal to any (link flow) change vector (v - v*). Yet in the final analysis, (6.2) 

states something fairly plausible: that the distribution parameter θ be such that total 

estimated travel costs (∑a ca va) equal total observed travel costs (∑a ca ϕa) [subject to 

exogenous costs c and a trip matrix T]. 

 

Based on the continuity of function f(θ) (6.2) Robillard started with an interval a ≤ θ ≤ b 

such that f(a)×f(b) < 0 [different signs] and used the familiar bisection method to (ap-

proximately) solve for the root θ* of a continuous function, f(θ*) = 0. 

 

Fisk (1977) objected to Robillard's crude solution method and his (and Dial's) device to 

trace path probabilities back to link probabilities. She argued that the original objective 

function (in routes) could be solved and that the transformation is unwarranted because 

path costs and their frequency can be computed once and for all (given constant costs 

ca). To that end she proposed a modification of Dial's algorithm for computing path fre-

quencies for each cost Cik
r . Fisk's solution method then is Newton-Raphson with rapid 

convergence, as illustrated by a numerical example taken from Robillard.  

 

However, path enumeration is a costly exercise, as Dial (1971) had argued already, even 

if in Fisk's case, it is just a frequency table: how many trips occur at what cost for each 

O/D pair, supposedly computable in a similar way to Dial's STOCH. Liu & Fricker 

(1996) argued that in view of the data (traffic counts, link flows) calibration becomes a 
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problem at link levels not paths. Besides, they submitted that the trip matrix T cannot 

be presumed a given; rather T must be estimated simultaneously with θ from the traffic 

count data. These are convincing arguments and algorithm T-THET [appendix A.8] fol-

lows the OD⋅Theta method of Liu & Fricker in principle. However, we need to extend 

their methodology in several respects:  

• Congestion: in an urban scenario, link costs ca cannot be treated as constant. Hence, 

we need to calibrate under presumed SUE conditions (a traffic equilibrium). 

• Incomplete data: normally, only a subset L (L ⊆ A) of links a is observed and pro-

vides the input for the calibration process. This raises the question, how to estimate 

link costs ca on unobserved arcs (a∈A\L) - a question not addressed in Liu & Fricker 

(1996). 

• Erroneous or corrupted published formulae need correction. 

 

6.2 Calibrating Theta - the mathematical procedure 
 
Given observed link flows ϕa (a∈L) we seek to estimate a trip matrix T = [Tik] and the 

logit parameter θ such that the resulting SUE model - the estimated link flows va - best 

fit the observed data. It is plausible that the observation errors (va - ϕa) - if the traffic va 

indeed were a (logit) SUE - would be normally distributed. Consequently, a best fit - the 

maximum likelihood estimator L(T,θ) - is equivalent to minimising the sum of squared 

errors, ∑a (va - ϕa)². In the literature (Sheffi 1985, Liu & Fricker 1996) - and in section 

5.4 - an alternative notation for demand (the T matrix) has been termed a flow vector q. 

We resume this notation - a vector q as opposed to a matrix T. A prescript for the serial 

re-arrangement (index m) of the O/D indices (ik) of T is given below. For mathematical 

convenience, and, in a deviation from Liu & Fricker, we introduce factor ½ and define: 

 constPqqL
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where the latter is in matrix notation with suitably defined indices: 
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am Pb ][][ ϕb   and   q = [qm] = [Tik] (6.6) 

Let index m be an enumeration of O/D indices (ik) in column major order, where known 

zero entries are skipped (eg the main diagonal of T if intra-zonal traffic is neglected); m 

= {1,2,3,...} ≅ (21),(31),.. [and index n ≅ (i'k') analogously, a copy of m]. q is a compact 
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vector of unknowns, the T-matrix to be estimated, where compact alludes to omitted 

elements of T. Let P =[Pam] denote a |A|×|m| dimensional matrix of probabilities that arc 

a is used, the accumulation over all routes r (i→k):  (6.7) ∑
∈

==
ikRr

ik
ar

ik
r

ik
aam PPP δ

(6.6) can now be concisely restated as:  and   (6.8) L
T
L PPM = L

T
L ϕPb =

where superscript T denotes a transposed matrix P and subscript L indicates that only 

observed links (L ⊆ A) enter the relationship, viz. the dimensionality of vectors and 

matrices is reduced to |L| ≤ |A| .  

 

It can be shown (Bazaraa, Sherali & Shetty 1993, p. 504) that the KKT conditions for 

minimising function L(q,θ) (6.5) lead to a linear complementarity problem (LCP): 

 bqM =− λ  (6.9) 
  (6.10) 0q =λ
 q ≥ 0; λ ≥ 0 (6.11) 

Vector λ denotes the Lagrangians (duals) on the non-negativity constraint q ≥ 0, where 

the complementarity condition (6.10) is familiar from optimisation theory. Instead of 

problem (6.5) - a quadratic function to be minimised - we have arrived at the LCP above 

for which special algorithms are available, e.g. Lemke's (1968) complementary pivoting 

algorithm, or the PATH solver (Dirkse and Ferris, 1995). We use MINOS, a NLP-solver 

without LCP facilities. However solutions to (6.9 .. 6.11) may be found via a relaxed bi-

linear programming problem (BLP) (Bazaraa, Sherali & Shetty 1993, p. 495): 

minimise  s.t. })1({ mm
m

mm zqzzf λ−+≡ ∑ bqM =− λ ; q ≥ 0; λ ≥ 0; 0 ≤ z ≤ 1 (6.12) 

where z - despite its relaxation - is essentially a vector of binary variables (an auxiliary). 

 

It was noted that - even in a small numerical test case - MINOS failed to find the true 

minimum whereas EXCEL, faced with the same problem, correctly found the global 

minimum. This is probably due to the flip-flop nature of the auxiliary z vector in the 

objective function of the BLP (6.12). Assigning the OBJ to a variable (zf), i.e. adding an 

equation and minimising this variable instead, in no way alters the mathematical content 

of (6.12), but it helped MINOS numerically and overcame the problem. (This assign-

ment to an OBJ-variable is a matter of course in EXCEL.) 
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6.2.1 Extending the methodology to variable costs 
 
The methodology so far presumes that link costs c are constant, the case considered by 

Robillard (1974), Fisk (1977), Liu & Fricker (1996). In our case, it must be recognised 

from the start that in L(q,θ) (6.5), M is no longer a matrix of fixed coefficients, nor is 

the RHS b. By virtue of the probabilities P (6.4), (6.7) - which in turn are functions of 

path costs, ie link costs c - both are implicit functions of q and θ. Hence the first order 

conditions and the ensuing BLP (6.12) have been cast in doubt because the derivation 

has left out some (rather intractable) partial derivatives. Even in Liu & Fricker's case 

this objection can be raised because M and b depend on P. However, in their case, P is 

just a function of θ (when link costs are constant), where a bilevel OD-theta approach 

fixes even theta at the T-matrix estimation stage. Hence, the objection can be waived. 

 

The concept can be salvaged. Suppose, we knew in advance the solution to our problem. 

It would be an equilibrium of the logit SUE model (a steady state condition) and as such 

a fixed point. Given T and θ, optimal link costs ca° would produce choice probabilities 

P°, path flows and arc flows v° = P°q° that result in the very costs c°(v°) from which P° 

was derived in the first place. Consequently, at the point of equilibrium, replacing vari-

able costs ca(va) by their (current) constant value ca° affects no other variable; we still 

have the same SUE. We conclude that the necessary first order conditions derived under 

a constant cost presumption (and fixed theta) must likewise hold for the equilibrium 

point in our variable cost case, for the solution of our T-matrix and theta estimation 

problem. 

 

Moreover, the whole point of calibration - a working hypothesis for all the formulae 

above - is that the data (the observed link flows ϕ) are measurements of this particular 

SUE. Therefore, we seek a fixed point (T-matrix q, parameter θ, link flows v, link costs 

c) such that (6.12) is fulfilled when costs and theta are fixed (at current values) AND all 

variables are consistent with a logit choice model (6.4): an urban transport system in a 

traffic equilibrium where variables and prices are an optimal solution of our stochastic 

assignment - an SUE in MP format. - One difficulty with regression - formulae (6.5) 

and (6.12) - is that a network links traffic streams. The counts are thus not independent 

observations; they are correlated.  
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6.2.2 Considerations in an iterative calibration procedure 
 
Fixing link costs (cn) at current iteration level (n) and using it in an iterative process to 

estimate the (n+1)st solution (flow variables vn+1, costs cn+1) has widespread precedents in 

transport modelling. It occurs, for instance, in the Frank-Wolfe algorithm; Patriksson's 

partial linearisation and PARTAN use it; the method of successive averages (MSA) 

falls into that category, where Sheffi & Powell (1982) have proved convergence even 

without a line search. Under the normal assumptions about continuity and convexity of 

the functions involved and the market forces (the demand/supply pressures of equili-

brating p/c vectors), the scheme has been shown to converge. This thesis relies on the 

same property without further proof; it relies on link costs being uniquely determined by 

optimisation and continuous, ie "averaging" is taken to be a sensible estimation proce-

dure.  

 

Yet iterative adjustment of link costs ca is only required for missing data, for links a∉L , 

where recourse to estimated costs ca(va) is inevitable. Where counts (ϕa) are available, 

we can derive link costs ca(ϕa) and should use those. Although this seems to introduce 

an inconsistency (in cost estimates), the reason is that otherwise available information 

(data) is not used to its fullest. The point is valid even if such data has measurement 

errors or contradicts our working hypothesis of a SUE. As these quasi-observed costs 

ca(ϕa) are constant, it also helps to steady a zig-zagging process that arises from line-

arisation (cost fixing). 

 

Experimenting with various calibration schemes, the final algorithm [Appendix A.8: T-

THET] is based on the following propositions: 

• Liu & Fricker's use of one estimator (least squares) for T and another for θ is not 

backed up by numerical evidence. Whereas the max-likelihood L(θ) (6.1), (6.2) is 

presumably a legacy from Robillard, not surprisingly, it is inconsistent with (6.12) 

and produces less than a best fit (in terms of theta - see numerical example in A.8). 

• Using (6.12) for T and a line search for θ where a quadratic fit (Bazaraa, Sherali & 

Shetty, 1993, pp. 280-281) is used to find theta, works well (mechanically and nu-

merically in a small numerical test case) but some lingering doubts remain because 

of the zig-zagging phenomena observed, the effects caused by linearisation, ie the 
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cost fixing. In consequence, the quadratic fit could be trapped locally because of the 

(unavoidable) zig-zags. 

• The recommended (and finally used) method is to minimise (6.5) - i.e. solve (6.12) - 

over a range of theta, some interval [θº..θ¹], starting at the lower end and using fixed 

increments ∆θ, until (a) θ ≥ θ¹ or (b) the minimum has clearly been passed or (c) an 

iteration limit has been reached. [Criterion (b) was taken as 3 successive deteriora-

tions of (6.5) or its variant (6.14) stated below.] 

• Varying theta should start at the lower end of the range, where cost-sensitivity is 

least so that any misjudged link cost estimate (for missing data only) should have 

less impact (given that the procedure is still at low iteration numbers n). At each θ 

value, (6.12) is solved up to 10 times (or up to a KKT point), using MSA to average 

unobserved link costs, where we reset the average counter at each new θ value. 

Taking up to 10 values is a heuristic. It is based on the notion that an average past 

ten - a sample size of ten or more - would import less than 10 % new values: cost 

estimates are (presumably) reasonably stable by then. It is a similar consideration to 

Sheffi's (1985, p. 332) trade-off between the number of "inner iterations" and "outer 

iterations". 

• For the stopping criterion, we compute: 

link flows:  (6.13) Pqv =

root mean square error: ∑
∈

−ϕ−=
La

aa LvRMSE )1|/(|)( 2  (6.14) 

best lower bound: RMSEBLB
n θθ = |

min  (6.15) 

(6.14) is equivalent to the objective (6.5), a measure of goodness of fit to the ob-

served data. (6.15) takes the minimum over all RMSE's at one θ value; it is an esti-

mate (lower bound) on the OBJ (6.5) as quantified in (6.14). Not every theta will 

produce a KKT point [discernible by the OBJ (6.12) being zero] within 10 iterations 

[cf. Fig. 6.1]; if it does, then it constitutes a reliable data point (θ, BLBθ) and the 

algorithm moves on. Yet the test case (Robillard's net, Appendix A.8) with falsified 

data shows, even unreliable data points [non-zero optima of (6.12)] are useable in 

the sense of "best possible attainment" of problem (6.12). This is reassuring and 

gives confidence that the methodology developed here - our least squares parameter 

estimator - works even under uncertain data and hypotheses. 
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Fig. 6.1 RMSE (=Rx, the last value before the next theta value starts), KKT-points are 

marked (•), Best Lower Bound (BLB) and the regressed parabola y (AM peak).  

• Finally, a regressed parabola through these BLB points of best estimates [Fig. 6.1], 

gives a calibrated theta value: the most likely (global) minimum of the least sum of 

squares over the theta range investigated (marked ∆).  

A more detailed discussion of Fig. 6.1 is postponed until the specifics of the Perth CBD 

case have been presented (section 6.3). Closer grids – a variety of step sizes in tracing a 

theta range – were actually used during the research for this thesis. The result shown in 

Fig. 6.1 gives just one example of many computer runs performed. The minimum of the 

smoothed curve is not visually obtained, but the result of an exact regression. Calibrat-

ing theta has thus turned into an approximate iterative search. There is no longer a set of 

simultaneous equations (6.9)..(6.11) or a plain optimisation. Rather the coefficients in 

problem (6.12) mutate at each step where we aim to find a fixed point (at a given theta) 

such that the mathematical solution reproduces the coefficients of the linear comple-

mentarity problem which it solves. The final result is then a least RMSE within a theta 

range investigated. This heuristic extension and adaptation of proven methods [Liu & 

Fricker's (1996) OD⋅theta algorithm; Powell & Sheffi's (1982) MSA] has been concisely 

stated as the algorithm T-THET, annotated and numerically backed up in Appendix A.8. 
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6.3 Applying the Theta Calibration Methodology to the Perth CBD Case 
 
For the Perth CBD calibration task, Main Roads of WA (MRWA) kindly made the nec-

essary traffic counts available: 179 links out of 396 coded in the model. The data was 

collected over 2 years (97/98 and 98/99) as a single year proved insufficient. Seasonal 

effects had already been taken into account, yet there is still a fair amount of uncer-

tainty: the change in daily traffic volumes over two years in a growing city; the degree 

to which the presumption of a SUE is reflected in the data. Another question is whether 

a data set of 45 % of potential traffic counts is sufficient for the calibration task. But 

when the purpose is to prove the methodology, as opposed to planning for transport 

policy, it is a substantial and relevant application. 
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Fig. 6.2 Perth CBD: road map, traffic counts and presumed origins/destinations 

(the thick green lines are counted links) 
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A map of the area, the road network, and counted links is shown in Fig. 6.2. The area is 

circumscribed by: Swan River (Causeway, Narrows Bridge), Kings Park, Thomas St., 

Railway Pde., continuing Easterly along Roe St., Moore St., Wittenoom St. across to the 

Swan River. The modelled network has 10 centroids, 149 nodes, 396 links (directed 

arcs) of which 179 have observed traffic counts, plus 9 combined links (modelling pro-

hibited turns). Cost functions are explained in Appendix A.9: link performance, node 

delay, modelling prohibited turns. 

 

The paucity of available traffic counts necessitated a crude agglomeration, limiting O/D 

nodes to just ten: 7 on the cordon, and 3 in the interior; they are shown in Figure 6.2 and 

Table 6.1. 

Table 6.1   Centroids (O/D-points of the trip matrix) - Calibrating θ, Perth CBD Case 

Node No. Easting †) Northing †) Description Location 

1 394230.0 6462829.0 Cordon Pt SE Causeway 
2 393703.0 6464305.0 Cordon Pt NE East Parade 
3 392275.3 6464915.2 Cordon Pt N William St 
4 390600.0 6465335.0 Cordon Pt NW Mitchell Fwy / Thomas St 
5 389621.8 6464308.1 Cordon Pt W Kings Park Rd / Thomas St 
6 390658.8 6462990.0 Cordon Pt SW Mounts Bay Rd 
7 390875.0 6462653.0 Cordon Pt S Kwinana Fwy 
8 390638.5 6464436.8 West Perth Hay St / Havelock St 
9 392000.0 6464000.0 Central Perth Forrest Place 
10 393251.7 6463467.8 East Perth Hay St / Bennett St 

†) meters (Australian Master Grid) - confer the Street Directory of Perth 

 

To strengthen the calibration, a further simplification arose from the assumption that in 

the AM-peak the interior points (8..10) would only be destinations (and not origins), 

viz. rows [Tik] (i = 7..10) of the trip matrix to be zero (by presumption). This reduced 

the number of model variables and increased the degrees of freedom. Also, with cordon 

points outside the defined CBD area, there is no sensible net structure (nor data) to esti-

mate traffic between points 3 and 4 [Figure 6.2], hence T34 = T43 = 0 (by assumption). 

As the main diagonal is also presumed zero (intra-zonal traffic is neglected), this leaves 

61 (possibly) non-zero trip matrix elements to be estimated in the AM case. They are 

enumerated in column major order, viz. vector q and matrix T correspond as follows:  

q1 ≅ T21, q2 ≅ T31, .. , q61 ≅ T10,6 [as explained with respect to (6.6)]. 
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Algorithm T-THET (Appendix A.8) applied to Perth CBD with link- and node-delay 

functions, as explained in Appendix A.9, produced a series of results for the morning 

peak, 7-9 AM, shown in Table 6.2 [KKT points are bold]. As Table 6.2 reveals, and 

diagram 6.1 exhibits, there is still "wobbling" between points (θ | BLB) or (θ | RMSE). 

Section 6.4 will analyse this further. In a final regression, a quadratic function,  

y = a (x - x0)² + b has been fitted to data points (x, y) = (θ, BLB). The resulting parabola 

is shown above in Fig. 6.1 with: 

a  = 0.32402831281729 

x0 = 2.59630974325789 = theta  [best estimate] 

b  = 7.01213031566498 = RMSE [at best theta estimate] 

 

Table 6.2   Calibrating Theta - Perth CBD Case: AM Peak 

n θ RMSE BLB y n θ RMSE BLB Y 
10 1.3 7.29808 7.01824 7.55663  106 2.7 7.94220 7.94220 7.01561 
21 1.4 6.94843 6.94843 7.47587  107 2.8 6.43730 6.43730 7.02557 
23 1.5 9.01158 7.48836 7.40158  118 2.9 7.52782 7.05570 7.04201 
25 1.6 9.36613 6.94658 7.33377  120 3.0 7.58387 7.58387 7.06494 
36 1.7 7.43337 7.06101 7.27245  131 3.1 6.76867 6.76867 7.09434 
47 1.8 6.87785 6.87785 7.21760  134 3.2 7.66561 7.48611 7.13022 
56 1.9 7.44957 6.81135 7.16923  135 3.3 6.73482 6.73482 7.17258 
67 2.0 6.89800 6.84056 7.12735  144 3.4 7.59461 7.41287 7.22143 
69 2.1 9.42719 7.43713 7.09195  155 3.5 8.44061 7.21891 7.27675 
80 2.2 7.47959 6.87160 7.06302  158 3.6 9.65032 7.03246 7.33855 
81 2.3 8.97250 8.97250 7.04058  165 3.7 9.02165 6.39777 7.40684 
82 2.4 7.04009 7.04009 7.02462  167 3.8 10.0790 6.83421 7.48161 
93 2.5 6.52449 6.52449 7.01514  168 3.9 6.40860 6.40860 7.56285 

104 2.6 7.47506 7.00108 7.01213  170 4.0 10.0282 10.0282 7.65058 
 

Analogue computations for the PM peak (weekday 1600-1800) gave θ = 1.705538 and 

for the off-peak period θ = 2.750753 (weekday 0900-1600 + 1800-1900). Conceivably, 

theta is different for different times of day: for different trip purposes or (say) linked 

trips occurring in the afternoon, but less so in the morning commute. On the other hand, 

to the extent that θ measures a behavioural parameter (the cost sensitivity of the travel-

ling community studied), we may expect a similar value regardless of the time of day. 

This is the case for the AM-peak and off-peak period, θAM = 2.6 and θoff-peak = 2.75. For 

the PM-peak, not only a "best estimate" at θPM = 1.7 (with RMSE = 6.42984) was found, 

but also, at θPM = 2.675, a KKT-point with RMSE = 6.83934 was observed - clearly not 

much worse. As regards the estimated T-matrix results, they were 23,045 trips/h (AM), 
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27,821 trips/h (PM), and 21,218 trips/h (off peak). This represents all-day trip shares of 

17.0 % (AM), 20.5 % (PM), and 62.5 % (off-peak) - a good accord with traffic engi-

neering experience. Weighting theta values accordingly (and replacing the suspect θPM = 

1.7 with 2.675), gives a generic all-day value of θ=2.709. For the Perth CBD traffic as-

signments, we use only the morning peak (θAM = 2.6). Because the other trip matrices, 

PM and off-peak, needed 88 q elements to estimate compared with only 61 for the AM 

period, θAM = 2.6 is more credible, being estimated on a greater degree of freedom. 

 

6.4 Linearisation, Optimisation and the Fluctuation Phenomenon  
 
We turn to the postponed question of the zig-zagging phenomenon. Multi-dimensional 

search without using derivatives [Bazaraa, Sherali & Shetty 1993, chapter 8.5] is notori-

ous for zig-zagging. The optimisation process is described as "given a vector x, a suit-

able direction d is first determined, and then f is minimised from x in direction d by .. 

[minimising] f(x+λd) subject to λ∈L, where L is typically of the form L = E1 [the one-

dimensional Euclidean space], L = {λ: λ ≥ 0}, or L = {λ: a ≤ λ ≤ b}." Sheffi (1985, pp. 

330-334) is another illustration and so is Fig. 6.1 above. A schematic picture is Fig. 6.3. 

 

 y 

 

 0 x 

Fig. 6.3: Typical illustration of optimising a function f by successive line searches λ, 

where f is approximated by f(x + λd). The ellipses show iso-quants of f. 
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A well recognised example is the Frank-Wolfe algorithm where the objective is ap-

proximated by a Taylor series (rf. PARTAN in Appendix A.7). Taking the ingenious 

model of Beckmann, McGuire & Winsten (1956) - (5.5) without entropy - this leads to a 

gradient ∇v ∑ ∫ c(v) dv = cost vector c = [ca(va)], i.e. (current) constant costs. Whereas it 

enables the decomposition of an otherwise intractably large problem, it has the undesir-

able side-effect of slow convergence and zig-zagging as depicted in Fig. 6.3. Patriksson 

(1994, pp. 101-102) remarks: "The reason for [Frank-Wolfe's] poor performance lies in 

the search direction finding phase [step 2 in PARLIN, appendix A.6.1]; the linear ap-

proximation is valid only locally, but is used globally when solving (STOCH[k]), since 

its variables are not normalized. The extreme point solution to this problem, and thereby 

the search direction generated, will therefore depend more on the structure of the feasi-

ble set than on the objective. The implication is that when the optimal solution is ap-

proached, the search directions will tend to become orthogonal to the steepest descent 

direction, i.e., the directional derivatives will tend to zero."  

 

Algorithm T-THET is no different: we compute a stochastic (logit) loading of a network 

under (current) constant costs cº; precisely, we compute a probability matrix P = [Pam] = 

[Pa
ik]. In reality, matrix P = [Pam] = [Pa

ik] depends on equilibrium costs c (a function of 

the trip demand Tik and route choices of everyone else in a traffic equilibrium) and on θ, 

the very unknowns (q,θ) a best fit tries to estimate. It is a logical circle that T-THET 

breaks by iteratively assuming cost vector cº and θº as given. In Smith's (1979) terms: 

travellers' trip demand and route choice tomorrow is based on cost (and theta) today. 

When parameters are fixed (a temporarily constant cº and θº), the zig-zagging result is 

no surprise: the neglected congestion and interdependence of a traffic ‘game’ (in the as-

signment of tomorrow) removes a feed-back loop of costs in the probabilities of choice. 

At each iteration, our best fit calculus heads straight down a linearity - the same effect 

as just described for Frank-Wolfe, further exacerbated by a pre-set λ (MSA) replacing a 

line search. 

 

Equation system (6.9) is linear. The KKT conditions for a minimised estimator L(q,θ) 

(6.5) do not require a line search. [Besides, vector λ denotes the Lagrangians, not the 

step size.] They can be solved directly for the optimal point of an unconstrained prob-

lem, a Lagrange function L(q,θ) - λTq, where the necessary KKT conditions are listed in 
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(6.9) to (6.11). It is the linear complementarity problem (LCP) where a solution may - 

or may not - exist. Because the coefficients (matrix M, vector b) of the polynomial (6.5) 

are positive, but otherwise "general", the existence of a minimum of L(q,θ) within the 

feasible region is not assured. Indeed, even the small numerical example of Appendix 

8.3 (case c: the worst case scenario of missing data and erroneous counts) provides an 

instance where the LCP has no solution. Before investigating this further, the question 

must be answered, how is the crucial cost vector c derived. 

 

The broken logic circle is the basis for Anas & Kim's (1990) criticism of a (probit) SUE 

model, an inconsistency when - according to Daganzo (1977, 1979), Daganzo & Sheffi 

(1977), Sheffi (1985) and Sheffi & Daganzo (1980) - one procedure (a network loading) 

is used for calibration, and another procedure (an equilibrium assignment) is used for 

the prediction of network flows. Anas & Kim (on p. 90) illustrated this "bifurcation" by 

quoting Sheffi (1985, pp. 366-367), where again a difference between a stochastic net-

work loading and a stochastic equilibration was brought to the attention of the reader. 

 

Without entering into the finer details of the debate, the proposition of Anas & Kim (p. 

90) that one should estimate model parameters using link travel costs to be evaluated at 

the estimated rather than the observed link flows (in either the maximum likelihood or 

the least squares procedures) is rejected in this thesis. It seems tantamount to ignoring 

facts to suit the model, in this case indirect observations: costs from traffic counts. Their 

other conclusion (p. 101), however, that least-squares is the preferable estimation tech-

nique over maximum likelihood agrees with the course pursued in this thesis. Using the 

(indirectly) observed link costs is not a problem, if they indeed reflect a (logit) SUE; in 

that case, they are close to the alternative of estimated cost - but if this is not the case, 

they provide an important signal that would be missed if estimated costs are used as 

Anas & Kim suggested.  

 

6.4.1 Examining the Procedure in View of a Test Case of known Results 
 
Yet the basic thrust of Anas & Kim (1990) is a valid argument, pointing out an inherent 

inconsistency in our method that uses (derived) observed cost wherever possible and - 

in the absence of other options - estimated cost for the rest. Justifying the methodology, 

let us look at a numerical test case: the small example presented in appendix A.8, where 
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we know the true answer from an equilibrium assignment and therefore may judge the 

quality of the reverse procedure (T-THET) in retrieving the original data (θ and trip 

matrix T) from (pseudo) traffic counts.  

 

Details of the worst case scenario - missing data and corrupted (or wrong) observations 

- are found in appendix A.8.3 (case c). The reassuring (and validating) facts are that, de-

spite such an adverse starting point, the correct theta is retrieved (Table A.8.1) and the 

trip matrix as well (reasonably accurately).  

 

We learn from that example firstly, that a high RMSE - a failure to bring the logit SUE 

close to the observations - is due to "wrong data", counts that do not agree with the hy-

pothesis of a stochastic equilibrium. Fig. 6.1 seems to indicate that this is the case for 

the Perth CBD as well - and is likely, given a data collection over two years and an ob-

served dynamic traffic stream rather than a steady state (equilibrium).  

 

Secondly, we learn that non-existent solutions to the LCP problem (6.9) to (6.11) - in-

terdicting coefficients M and b - can be a result of "misfits" in the data (traffic counts) 

and the derived over-all cost structure, the crucial vector c. 

 

But thirdly, we learn that such non-KKT points are no hindrance. When system (6.9) to 

(6.11) has a solution - equivalently, if the objective function value (zf) in (6.12) is zero - 

then q is a true minimum of least squares, the polynomial (6.5) with (exogenous) cost- 

and theta-specific coefficients M and b. If zf > 0 [the only alternative] then the linear 

complementarity problem [LCP: (6.9)..(6.11)] has no solution. It is not a minimum, but 

we cannot move and improve either: solving (6.12), q (and λ) are as close as possible to 

the LCP defined by M and b. The KKT condition that (some component) qn be an inte-

rior point (qn > 0) with slope λn = 0 or qn be at the lower bound of the feasible region (qn 

= 0) with slope λn > 0 is violated: qn is interior and has a positive slope. It illustrates the 

problematic (and inconsistent) cost vector in use. On one hand, it is dictated by external 

observations and "immovable"; on the other hand, it is trying to accommodate an SUE, 

albeit with yesterday's (dated) cost-structure. Such costs ca (a∉L), steadied by and sub-

jected to the method of successive averages (MSA) - albeit only for non-observed traffic 

links - will (eventually) convergence towards a fixed point.  
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6.4.2 Status of the Perth CBD Theta Estimate 
 
The point is that if we accept a relaxation - costs that are not tied to current (equilib-

rium) flows - then the assignment of an estimated matrix (q) is a possible urban traffic 

flow. This is at given costs c as T-THET performs in each iteration. It is not necessarily 

a least sum of squares, a KKT-point of function (6.5), but it is a logit SUE assignment 

at certain (constant) cost that at least provides a data point from which to gauge how far 

this particular flow pattern is away from the target, the observed counts. The minimal 

distance (RMSE) of all such points at a given theta provides a lower bound (because it 

is a relaxation) for the function (6.5) we actually wish to minimise. Distilling the under-

lying trend - the regressed parabola over points (θ,BLB) - gives finally the "best fit": θ 

as the apex of this parabola. In the case of Fig. 6.1, it is the point θ = 2.6, marked by a 

triangle. Robillard's net, the worst case (c) studied in Appendix A.8.3, likewise affirms 

that the inclusion of non-KKT points is a successful estimation procedure.  

 

The best lower bound (BLB) estimate (6.15) - step 6 in T-THET - collects at most 10 

observations or moves on as soon as a KKT-point is detected. The latter is a strategy 

designed to keep the BLB tight (not watering it down after a first KKT point has shown 

up). It is also a heuristic trade-off between "inner iterations" and "outer iterations" as 

mentioned before. It will be noted that the results (Table 6.2) suggest up to 11 iterations 

at a given theta. When this calibration was done, the test was if (n-nº) ≤ 10 then .. - as 

opposed to the modified test (n-nº) < 10 as documented for T-THET in Appendix A.8. 

 

Estimating a trip matrix (q) from traffic counts is in principle an under-specified task: 

the squared number of centroids (network nodes) easily exceeds the number of links. In 

the Perth CBD example, a trip matrix of 14×14 (excepting the main diagonal) has 182 

elements, which is more than the 179 links counted. The best one can hope is to cover 

the whole area "reasonably well" and generate traffic flows that are sufficiently realistic 

to allow the estimation of theta. Estimating a trip matrix is a necessary by-product when 

traffic counts are all one has - it is not the aim of the exercise. But the crude and sparse 

centroid allocation and connections [Fig. 6.2] is a further contributing factor to the esti-

mation difficulties. 
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6.5 A Critical Reflection on the Methodology of Theta Calibration in the Literature  
 
In the following re-examination of the literature, the critique of Anas & Kim (1990) 

needs no repetition. Following Anas & Kim's analysis, least squares (6.5) is preferred to 

maximum likelihood (6.1) because it is less demanding in data collections: link flows vs. 

observed routes. Sheffi (1985, pp. 366-367) also proposed least squares. Analysing and 

demonstrating their case, Anas & Kim used a network of 9 nodes with 24 directed links 

(a synthesised example), complete data and a given T-matrix (of 9×9). The luxury of 

such premises is rare. 

 

Yang, Meng & Bell (2001) solved the problem of "estimating an O/D-matrix and theta 

for congested networks in an SUE" - essentially the topic of this chapter. Their approach 

is different in that (a) a given T-matrix is used, guiding the estimation process, (b) "in 

contrast to .. the iterative two-stage search procedure proposed by Liu & Fricker (1996), 

the proposed equilibrium-constrained simultaneous estimation model is a well-studied 

standard non-linear MP" to be solved by "convergent numerical methods" that "require 

computation of the values and partial derivatives of the objective and constraint func-

tions at each iterative feasible point" (p. 114).  

 

In principle, this is not far from our method, except that forming partial derivatives nu-

merically and finding the optimum is left to standard OR software (MINOS) rather than 

a tedious derivation of the respective mathematical formulae and coding of special algo-

rithms. As Yang, Meng & Bell (2001) describe it: a subroutine for the "computation of 

the constraint function values and derivatives (CCFVD)" and an iterative "successive 

quadratic programming (SQP)" method (pp. 116-117). 

 

The method of Yang, Meng & Bell (2001) has theoretical appeal, but the practicality of 

the proposition with respect to real world applications, i.e. large problems, has not been 

demonstrated. It is significant, that only a small numerical case is presented: Robillard's 

example, a "toy" net as Anas & Kim (1990) choose to call such instances (p. 95). Yang, 

Meng & Bell define [equ. (24)] a |A|-dimensional vector function H(v,q,θ), where H = 

0 defines an SUE. This, in itself, is equivalent to our "big model" P-SUE. To this must 

be added the Jacobians (a) ∇vH (a |A|×|A| ≈ 400² matrix in our calibration case above, or 

even a 550² matrix in the more comprehensive Perth CBD case of the next chapter), (b) 
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∇qH (a |A|×|T| ≈ 400×60 matrix in our AM case), (c) ∇θH (a |A| dimensional vector). On 

top comes matrix B defined as the approximate Hessian of the Lagrange function of the 

optimisation problem [Yang, Meng & Bell (2001), p. 117 with reference to Bazaraa et 

al. (1993) p. 442]. In our case, this is a matrix of (at least) ~ (400 + 60)² second order 

partial derivatives. Admittedly, Yang, Meng & Bell have methodical mathematics in 

their favour, and they don't suffer from zig-zagging phenomena, because they model 

curved functions, not the linearised approximations used here for decomposing the 

model, but their model would appear to be impractical for non-trivial real-world net-

works. 

 

Many of the ideas of Cascetta & Posterino (2001) - fixed point algorithms (MSADR ~ 

method of successive averages with decreasing reinitialisation, FI ~ functional itera-

tion) - concur with the ideas embodied in our algorithm T-THET (A.8). "The rationale 

for this algorithm is that re-initialising the memory after a few iterations allows to get 

rid of intermediate values which are supposed to be far from the fixed-point problem 

solution" (p. 142). However, that paper studies the estimation of O/D-matrices, it does 

not address a theta calibration.  

 

Conversely, our interest in estimating an O/D matrix is secondary: a by-product of theta 

calibration. It is a necessary part of calibration when other information is unavailable - 

travel surveys (questionnaires) or movements from number plate observations - because 

the data, the observed traffic counts, depend on the underlying T-matrix. Yet it cannot 

be assumed a given.  
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6.6 The Next Step  
 
The next chapter uses the calibrated theta for traffic assignment in a case study of the 

Perth CBD. It will entail a 70×70 trip matrix and a more detailed network of 229 nodes 

and 551 arcs. One of the distinctive differences from this chapter is cascade loading: no 

longer will the flow pattern of a single O/D-pair be considered, rather the model lumps 

together all travellers (at a given intersection) that have the same destination (k). It re-

quires a careful network design such that cascade loading is meaningful. 
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7.  The Perth CBD traffic assignment - stochastic versus deterministic equilibria 
 
In this section, we compute a real-world application: the Perth Central Business District 

(CBD). The aim is - apart from detailed practicality issues - to demonstrate the applica-

bility of the P-SUE model and to compare it with its DUE counterpart in terms of com-

puting time and convergence properties. This section presents (i) the data and network, 

(ii) convergence properties, and (iii) the traffic flow results for both cases, a conven-

tional DUE and our logit SUE. 

 

7.1 Data for Perth CBD computations - network and trip matrix 
 
The network refers to 1996, a Census Year and one of the reference points in MRWA's 

data bases, where the co-operation of Main Roads WA is gratefully acknowledged. The 

Ministry for Planning WA likewise generously supported this project with GIS files of 

the metropolitan road network. Finally, DOLA (the Dept. of Land-Administration) has 

produced an electronic Street Directory (StreetExpress 2000) that has been consulted as 

a further reference for co-ordinates of nodes in the road network. The area of the Perth 

CBD is naturally delineated by Swan River, Kings Park, Thomas St, and a Railway Line 

(with approximately parallel roads) as depicted in Fig. 7.1. 
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Fig. 7.1: Perth CBD  

(area and road net including an overlaid spider-net of nodes and arcs) 
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For modelling purposes, the network topology is essential, a graph G(N,A) of nodes N 

(= 229) and directed arcs A (= 551). This net is shown separately in Fig. 7.2.  
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Fig. 7.2: Perth CBD, the topological spider-net of 229 nodes and 551 directed arcs 

 

Unfortunately, the GIS software (ArcView, Arc/Info) has been developed on a user-

friendly uncertainty principle, viz. polylines of the road network need not exactly con-

nect and rarely do. What looks on a map like an intersection - a cross (say) - has neither 

an identical node identifier for all links concerned, nor do these links, if put under a 

microscope, exactly connect. If start or end co-ordinates roughly match then it is good 

enough for display purposes and the proprietary software. However, such data files are 

not suited for modelling purposes, where mathematical precision is required. Another 

problem is that two-way links are not necessarily two separate one-way links in the data 

set. As a consequence, Avenue Scripts had to be developed, where maps like Fig. 7.2 are 

synthesised from a list of nodes (with x,y co-ordinates in AMG, the Australian Master 

Grid) and a list of links, defined by from and to nodes, drawn as straight-line connec-

tions: a spider net (Fig. 7.2) that mirrors model entities (node balance equations and link 

flow variables). Such a visual representation of the network is essential for checking the 

correctness of a traffic flow model, a mathematical program, plus the display and analy-

sis of results. [The Spider Net script is provided in Appendix A.3.5.] 
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The provision by Main Roads of Western Australia (MRWA) of a trip matrix applicable 

to the CBD area (Fig. 7.1) is gratefully acknowledged. The derivation of such a matrix 

is rather involved: MRWA follows a four-step procedure of (i) trip generation, (ii) trip 

distribution, (iii) mode split and (iv) trip assignment. Their metropolitan area of Greater 

Perth ranges up to 150 km in the N-S and up to 70 km in the E-W direction and is di-

vided into 947 traffic zones (for the year 1996). Because MRWA has a major interest in 

traffic assignments for cost-benefit-analyses (CBA), they need 24 hr trip matrices. This 

is (unfortunately) also the case here. There are 45 traffic zones within the CBD area (re-

numbered 1.. 45) and 38 points of entry/exit on the cordon (numbered 46 .. 83). The trip 

matrix for the Perth CBD area is obtained by a full traffic assignment, catching all route 

segments coming in, going out, and within the designated sub-area. This assignment is a 

proprietary MRWA development (MRDLOAD: a variant of Dial's STOCH); it has been 

incorporated into the software TRIPS of MVA Systematica currently in use at MRWA. 

It is not a user equilibrium, rather a simulated walk through the 24 hours of the day. As 

a consequence, the derived trip matrix is largely symmetrical and reflects MRDLOAD. 

There were inconsistencies that, despite a second considerably improved MRWA run, 

could not all be explained or resolved. A clean-up in this study used the following pro-

cesses:  

• removal of pure walk-links (non-vehicle links): nodes 59, 60, 66, 68, 75, 76, 77; 

• nullifying main-diagonal elements (no intra-zonal traffic to be modelled); 

• combining two nodes where appropriate; eg the Kwinana Freeway - even if there 

are physically two separate bands of lanes - does not need two rows/columns in the 

trip matrix: one for coming in, another for going out. Thus, the following nodes 

were combined (see Fig. 7.2): 

 {54,55} ⇒ 84 Mitchell Fwy in/out 

 {56,57} ⇒ 85 Charles St off/on 

 {58,61} ⇒ 86 Fitzgerald St in/out  [58 out = 105 trips moved to 61] 

 {69,70} ⇒ 87 Lord St out/in  [69 out = 0 trips] 

 {78,79} ⇒ 88 Causeway in/out 

 {80,81} ⇒ 89 Kwinana Fwy (Narrows Bridge) out/in 

This clean-up reduced the matrix dimensions from 83×83 to 70×70, where in the end a 

total of 588,381 trips were retained (AAWT: annual average weekday traffic).  
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Estimated trip matrices from traffic count data collected in this area (chapter 6) reveal a 

share of 17.0 % trips for the AM peak (7-9 am), and 20.5 % for the PM peak (4-6 pm). 

For this study, a peak equilibrium flow of 20 % of the trip matrix (within 2 hours) is 

modelled, where flows (a steady state condition) are measured in veh/min, costs (travel 

times) in minutes, and the question whether this represents a morning or an afternoon 

peak is left open. [In fact, the symmetrical matrix obtained from MRWA is neither, yet 

it was the best data available.] The theta used is 2.6, as has been calibrated for the AM 

peak (chapter 6). An arbitrary theta value of 1.3 has also been tested. 

 

Link and node performance functions are explained in the appendix A.9. Node delays 

(under constant cost conditions as is the case with the Taylor series expansion) may be 

added to link costs, which thus comprise two components: the node delay at the en-

trance to the link, and the time to pass through. It creates a potential "error" because 

calculating path costs as a sum of link costs omits a final node delay [if there is one] at 

the destination (k), which is however irrelevant for the assignment, because some added 

(or subtracted) constant has no affect on the logit probabilities of route choice. 

 

As explained before, the choice set Rk (of routes to k) cannot be endogenous, but must 

exogenously be defined a priori by the modeller on theoretical grounds: the dichotomy 

between all links a∈Rk destined to carry flow and the remainder of links a∉Rk with zero 

flow by predetermination. Dial's (1971) proposition to use all links whose from- and to-

nodes are further away from the origin and closer to the destination is a plausible and 

pragmatic prescription, but - as Sheffi (1985, pp. 292-293) remarks - computing shortest 

routes twice (for each O/D pair) is impractical for large networks. The advantages of a 

spanning tree are also ignored. A redefined criterion takes only a single point of refer-

ence, whereas, in contrast to Sheffi and Dial, this thesis uses a tree with its root at the 

destination (see appendix A.5). Another mechanical rule, quite appropriate for a GIS 

based model where co-ordinates are readily available, is the prescription that Rk include 

all links with an end-point closer to the destination k than its starting point. But mecha-

nistic rules are "blind" and cannot cover exceptions; they may exclude links that are 

reasonable, but fail the criterion, and they may include links that should be excluded (eg 

freeway lanes and associated collectors/distributors in certain instances). For the Perth 

CBD, computer generated networks were only a start that needed manual post-process-

ing, which is fine in this case (67 nets), but might be impractical for large nets.  
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The issue is a fine balance between connectivity (there must be at least one route from 

every flow-carrying origin to destination k) and pruning the network by snipping off 

zero-flow links and any cycles. For example, the southbound route of the Mitchell/Kwi-

nana Freeway plus its feeders may be inappropriate for certain destinations.  

 

The situation is further complicated by the fact that it is not just an issue of network 

topology, it is a question of the trip matrix as well. All elements xa | a∈Rk have a strictly 

positive probability of being chosen (by users), hence, the model is infeasible if Rk is 

mis-specified. Clearly, if some trip matrix element is zero, a model in strictly positive 

variables (xa > 0) along a path to be used (a chain of arcs a∈Rk) is infeasible.  

 

In the end, a pragmatic mix of methods was used. In most cases, a shortest routes algo-

rithm was employed (Dijkstra within STOCH[k], appendix A.5), backwards from the 

destination k and stopping as soon as all predecessor nodes of non-zero entries in Tk (the 

k-th column of the trip matrix) have left the loose end list L. [Predecessors are actually 

ordinary successors when a tree of shortest paths is worked backwards.] As Dial (1971) 

proposed, mechanically included in Rk were all arcs a with ρα > ρω [α(a) = from, ω(a) = 

to node, ρ = distance in time units], a super-set of shortest routes. It excluded cycles and 

reduced the net considerably by interrupting a spanning tree before all nodes had been 

reached (characterised by their initialised distance of ρnk = ∞). Nonetheless, it provided 

only a skeleton network Rk that required manual editing: pruning of hanging branches, 

add-ons, direction swaps, visual checks (a network map) plus a quick optimisation (a 

transhipment model) to ascertain net connectivity, a feasibility of flows between origins 

(all the non-zero components of Tk) and the destination k concerned. 

 

Fig. 7.3 is an example of such an Rk network for node 30 - the City Centre (Forrest 

Place, GPO). - The map illustrates further considerations for Rk. Nodes 49 Roberts Rd 

and 62 William St are one-way roads, inward bound. They have zero destination traffic. 

Zero outbound traffic holds also for node 69 Lord St (subsumed into node 87), a strange 

feature of the trip matrix provided (and a result of network configuration in the neigh-

bourhood of node 69 - there are many one-way links). With 3 empty networks - and 

given a 70×70 trip matrix - 67 nets Rk for all k except {49, 62, 87} had to be constructed 

in all. 
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Fig. 7.3: Reasonable Routes, Choice Set Rk to Destination k = 30 (City Centre, GPO) 
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Fig. 7.4 is an instance where co-ordinate based definitions of Rk are convenient to use 

for an initial construct of the decision diagram.  
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Fig. 7.4: The routes decision net Rk for destination k = 51, Thomas St [North] 

 

The destination is node 51, the northern end of Thomas St., and as it happens, there are 

no trips originating East of Havelock St, hence Rk is only the NW quadrant of the CBD, 

as shown in the diagram. Verifying the matrix is outside the scope of this thesis, the em-

phasis being on methodology rather than precise numbers. Further, given a less than 

perfect trip matrix, specification of prohibited turns has been omitted for simplicity both 

in the SUE and DUE cases. The effect is that, at each intersection, travellers have identi-

cal choice sets regardless of where they came from. If this were an important issue, Rk 

would need to be temporarily modified (before and after the optimisation STOCH[k]) as 

is explained in appendix A.9.  
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7.2 Convergence Properties - DUE versus SUE 
 
The speed of convergence of iterative schemes affects computing time and resources. 

The algorithms, Partial Linearisation (for an SUE) and PARTAN (for a DUE) are ex-

plained in the appendices (A.6, A.7). But for different behavioural presumptions (the 

variate preferences expressed in random utilities and ε terms), DUE and SUE both con-

verge to a traffic equilibrium, where anyone's optimal route choice depends on the opti-

mal choice of everybody else, and no-one has cause to switch to another route.  

Convergence - Perth CBD
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Fig. 7.5: Perth CBD, Comparative Convergence SUE versus DUE  (The markers  
  indicate a change from a line search to the method of successive averages) 
 
Methodically, the system needs decomposition to be tractable; this is explained in the 

appendices (A.6, A.7) where PARLIN and PARTAN are documented. It is achieved by 

a (partial) first order Taylor Series expansion of the objective function; i.e., the costs are 

iteratively fixed at current levels. This linearisation - partial for the SUE, complete for 

the DUE - has the undesirable side-effect of zig-zagging results. This has been dis-

cussed in the previous chapter, section 6.4, with reference to a line search over λ, in the 

convex optimisation of a function f(x+λd). Here, the direction d is the difference in the 

link flow of fresh trip assignments (at current costs cl) minus current iterated link flows 

(vl), where l denotes the iteration index. Whereas a traveller is supposed to optimise in-

dividually his/her route choice, i.e. switching flexibility exists for each O/D pair sepa-

rately, the algorithms actually accumulate the assignments so that movements - the line 
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search λ - occurs for the total link flow vector, all freshly assigned commodity flows 

(k) together.  

 

This is true in the DUE case as well as for the SUE. In the DUE, the shortest route re-

ceives an all-or-nothing assignment (even if more than one shortest route exists); this is 

a further explanation for the notably poor convergence of the Frank-Wolfe algorithm 

(see Patriksson, 1994, p. 101). To improve this performance, PARTAN uses two line 

searches: first in the direction of the fresh assignment, then in a line that combines this 

new found point with the previous iterate (vector vl-1). When, in Fig. 7.5, the DUE (us-

ing PARTAN) converged in 22 iterations, then in reality it involved 40 line searches: 22 

first steps, and 18 PARTAN steps (in 4 cases, a PARTAN step was not taken). The SUE 

algorithm (using PARLIN) is implemented with a single line search λ. For a high theta 

(θ= 2.6), it required 31 iterations, whereas for (θ= 1.3), it was finished after just twenty, 

where in each case the same stopping criterion was used (explained below). Tentatively, 

one may conclude - and this is a plausible conjecture - that a smaller theta speeds up 

convergence because it distributes route choices more widely (for a single O/D pair). On 

the basis of the limited evidence, it suggests the ranking DUE (θ = ∞) → SUE (θ = 2.6) 

→ SUE (θ = 1.3). 

 

7.2.1  DUE vs SUE - Objective Function and other Criteria 
 
Before presenting the tabulated computer results that underpin the diagram (Fig. 7.5), it 

is necessary to characterise the conceptual terms that are incorporated in a DUE or an 

SUE model, foremost in their objective function. This is the topic of this section. Differ-

ences between a DUE and an SUE are solely in the behavioural assumptions; in mathe-

matical terms, the distinction is just the objective function, where a DUE is the special 

case (θ→∞), whereas all the essential constraints are identical (the network). 

 

Recapitulating the notation with a focus on total link flows: z(v,c) is the objective (3.2) 

to be minimised, where v is the flow vector [va] (a∈A), c the link cost vector [ca] (a∈A), 

and l an iteration index (a superscript). Vector d is the direction of change, dl = wl - vl, 

where an auxiliary vector wl is computed as a complete assignment of the trip matrix T 

at current costs cl. Any flow vector (vl + λdl), 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1, meets the conservation of flow 

constraints (3.4) and is therefore a feasible flow. It is the basis for the line searches (λ) 
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employed in PARLIN or PARTAN. If the method of successive averages is used, e.g. in 

the later stages of PARLIN, λ is predetermined by the sequence {1/2, 1/3, 1/4, ...}. In 

any case, the iterated new (total) flow vector is  vl+1 = vl + λdl . (7.1) 

The iterated cost vector is a function of current flows, cl+1 = f(vl+1) . (7.2) 

 

For validation, comparison, and research interest - e.g. comparison with publications - 

let a number of model characteristics be defined as follows: 

 

System Cost S: S(v) = cT v (at cost c(vl) and flow vl) (7.3) 

Selfish System Utility:   (at cost c(v∑∫
∈

=
Aa

vc

a
a vvcU

)(

00 d)()(v l) i.e. for λ = 0) (7.4) 

   (at cost c(w∑∫
∈

=
Aa

wc

a
a vvcU

)(

01 d)()(w l) i.e. for λ = 1) (7.5) 

Weighted Entropy: ∑ ∑
∈ ∈

=
Zk Dn

kkx
n

k

xyHH ),(1)(
θθ

w (at implicit auxiliary flow w) (7.6) 

Market Force:  (at cost c(vdcT=∆ l) and direction dl) (7.7) 

Magnitude of Change: ∑
∈

−=
Aa

a AdRMSE )1|/(|)( 2  (a measure of the size of dl) (7.8) 

Best Lower Bound: )(max 0 ∆+= UBLB
l

 (for a DUE - no entropy term) (7.9) 

 )(max 0 ∆+−= HUBLB
l

 (for an SUE) (7.10) 

Best Upper Bound: )(min 1 HUBUB
l

−=  (for an SUE) (7.11) 

 

In a brief commentary, S is the true total travel cost; it removes the "subsidy" implied in 

a selfish user equilibrium. U0 and U1 are the (measured) system cost of a "selfish" user 

equilibrium (total "utility" in measured cost), the first at λ = 0, the second at λ = 1. The 

system entropy H computes when the auxiliary flow vector w is derived, i.e. from the 

assignment with objective function  min zl(w|cl) = U1 - H  [see equ. (3.2) and below].  

This function zl(w|cl) is the system-wide satisfaction (the perceived utility) at exogenous 

current cost cl; it is a function value of the objective (at cl) and - being minimised - thus 

an upper bound, where (7.11) takes a running minimum over all iterations l so far. For a 

DUE, entropy H is absent and the upper bound is effectively U0(vl+1) at the next iteration 

- the constant term of a Taylor series [to be explained below]. 
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Market Force is a label alluding to Smith's (1979) analysis of a DUE, his variational 

inequality. The sign of term (7.7) signifies the angle between the cost vector c and any 

differential vector d of feasible flows; if ∆ < 0 gains can be made by market adjustments 

along d (a finite exchange of traded goods, here a switch in route choice) and the system 

is not yet in a market equilibrium at prices c. [Note that current flows v and (v + d) are 

both feasible as is any convex combination in between. For a DUE, the step λ∈[0,1] is 

sought such that c(v + λd) d = 0 if it exists, otherwise λ = 1]. ∆ (7.7) approaches zero 

also in an SUE, but there it is caused by the magnitude of d tending towards zero. 

 

In a DUE link flows v are unique (Patriksson 1994, p. 43, Theorem 2.5 under premises 

that normally are fulfilled). Section 3.2.3 has shown that the same is true for our SUE: 

the optimal link flow vector v exists and is unique, where the difference vector dl = wl - 

vl tends towards zero for l→∞. A possible stopping criterion in iterative solutions is thus 

RMSE (7.8) having become sufficiently small: RMSE < εd (a model parameter). 

 

Another stopping criterion results from current solution values (an upper bound) and 

estimates of a lower bound. Because the (partial) linearisation of a convex function - the 

auxiliary minimisation problem of a first order Taylor series [to be presented in the next 

section] - provides an estimate of a lower bound (Patriksson, 1994, p. 98), the running 

maximum over all computations so far (l) is a best estimate of the lower bound, where a 

DUE (θ→∞) has no entropy terms H. The Taylor series consists of U0(vl) - the constant 

term - plus (cl)T(wl - vl) - the linear term. The latter equates to (cl)T dl , the market force 

∆. In sum, U0(vl) + ∆ represents the objective function (accumulated for all commodities 

k) of the linearised part of an SUE, where entropy H (the non-linearised part) is sub-

tracted in the best lower bound (BLB) estimate according to equation (3.2). 

 

7.2.2  Iteratively solving for a Traffic Equilibrium 
 
Traffic assignment is solving for an equilibrium: a steady state of the system where 

none of the ‘players’ of the traffic game can improve his route choice by switching to 

another route. In an SUE, travellers have individual preferences (a randomised utility); 

consequently, the system-wide measured utility (U) is modified by a weighted entropy 

term (H/θ), whereas in a DUE, identical preferences are attributed to all travellers and 

the entropy drops out. This is the special case θ→∞ (shortest routes). These different 
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model presumptions affect only the objective function, not the constraint set, which is in 

most real applications too large for computational comfort and needs decomposition. 

This is the topic of this section, where a unified approach is taken, subsuming the DUE 

within the general case, PARLIN, and postponing the PARTAN specialties for later. 

 

Consider the first part of objective (3.2), the measured total (selfish) utility U(v): 

Selfish Utility:  (7.12) ∑∫
∈

≡
Aa

vc

a
a xxcU

)(

0
d)()(v

When we linearise (7.12) by a first order Taylor series at point vl, we obtain: 

 U(vl) ≅ U0(vl) + ∇vU(vl) (w - vl) = U0(vl) + c(vl)T (w - vl) (7.13) 

where w denotes the new variable (an auxiliary vector) and all other terms are constant. 

Constants are irrelevant for optimisation, therefore, minimising (7.13) becomes mini-

mising the linear function c(vl)T w with constant coefficients c. As ∑=
k

kxw , the sum 

of individual commodity flows xk, this OBJ may be rewritten    (7.14). kT

Zk

l xvc∑
∈

)(min

Clearly, (7.14) is separable with respect to k, and so are the entropy terms in (3.2) and 

all constraints (3.3), (3.4), (3.6). Formula (3.5) is an “accounting” that defines v (here 

w), but not a restriction of the problem. The "big model" decomposes therefore into k 

separate optimisation problems STOCH[k] for each commodity k: 

STOCH[k]:  ∑∑
∈∈

−≡
kk Dn

kkx
n

Ra

k
aa

k yHxcz ),(1)(min xx
θ

 (7.15) 

s.t.  ;  ;  (xkkk txR = kkk
D yxR = k ≥ 0) (7.16) 

 

It is a cascade loading of a trip matrix column vector tk, a stochastically distributed com-

modity flow xk (with logit route choice probabilities) through a (reduced) network Rk , a 

(logit) stream pattern towards a single destination k common to all travellers tk. 

 

The algorithm PARLIN is documented in detail in appendix A.6; here an overview may 

suffice:  
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(0) Initialise:  read data; flag := 0; l := 0;  compute link flow v0 using free flow cost c0 

(1) New cost:  compute cost c(vl); 

(2) New flows:  compute ∑
∈

=
Zk

kxw ,  where xk solves STOCH[k] at cost c(vl); 

(3) Converged? compute d = w - vl; ∆ = c(vl)T d;  if (not flag) and (∆ ≥ 0) then flag := l; 

compute BLB, BUB, RMSE;  if RMSE < εd and (BUB-BLB)/BLB < εz then go to 6; 

(4) Line search: if flag then λ := (l-flag+2)-1 else λ := arg c(vl + λd)T d ≈ 0; 

(5) Update: vl+1 := vl + λd; and iterate:  l := l+1; if l ≤ limit then go to 1; 

(6) Finalise: report results, close files, exit. 

This program follows the convention that false is 0, any other value is true. Flag is a 

switch from line search (flag = false) to the method of successive averages (flag = true) 

when the market force ∆ has for the first time become a positive value. Precisely, at (∆ 

≥ 0, first time) flag records the iteration number (l) concerned, so that from then on λ:= 

{1/2, 1/3, 1/4, ..}. The line search is a heuristic as first proposed by Chen & Alfa (1991): 

ignoring the entropy terms in the objective function, it seeks a λ such that the linearised 

part of the objective is minimised in its non-linear form, U(vl + λd) (7.12). As Florian 

(1984, p. 143) remarks, it is equivalent to finding λ which annuls its gradient and is pre-

ferable on numerical grounds. The algorithm tries to find argument λ, λ∈[0,1], within 

the expression above (step 4) such that c(vl + λd)T d ≈ 0 [in case this expression has 

different signs at either end of the interval] or goes all the way (λ = 1). 

 

The implementation (appendix A.6) ensures that λ is within the interval [0,1] – a neces-

sity. The function value S0 (at λ = 0) is negative, otherwise there is no line search and 

MSA is used instead with λ values {1/2, 1/3, 1/4, …}. In the line search case, if S1 (at λ 

= 1) is also negative, the algorithm uses the interval end (λ = 1) as its new iterate. In all 

other instances, we have S0 < 0 and S1 > 0, in which case a root exists within (0,1) as 

S(v) (7.3) is a continuous function. The point (S ≈ 0) is found by bisection, i.e. up to 5 

times halving the interval [0,1] and a final regula falsi (an accuracy of 3 % or better). 

 

But this line search approaches the point of equilibrium only approximately and ∆ may 

turn positive. This can be illustrated by a reductio ad absurdum. Assume (θ→0) so that 

any cost-sensitivity vanishes and maximal entropy means equal distribution between all 
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routes, an identical choice probability regardless of route costs. There is no reason why 

such flow (w), or rather the difference vector d, should form an oblique angle with the 

cost vector (∆ = c(vl)T d < 0). Patriksson (1994, pp. 101-102, cited in section 6.4) notes: 

as the point of equilibrium is approached, the search direction (d) will depend more on 

the model structure (the feasible set) than the objective. Translated into our situation: 

entropy, the distribution effect, will dominate market forces, and the term ∆ = c(vl)T d is 

no longer necessarily negative, making a line search for a root (∆ = 0) nonsensical. It is 

the point (flag := true) when line searches are abandoned and the method of successive 

averages (MSA) is used without turning back, even if ∆ becomes negative again (as it 

does occasionally). This switch is marked in Fig. 7.5; it occurs at iteration 11 for SUE 

(θ = 1.3) and at iteration 15 for SUE (θ = 2.6). 

 

Line searches in PARLIN and PARTAN are bisections: on the proviso that the function 

value left is negative and right positive, the interval is five times halved, followed by a 

linear interpolation (the regula falsi). This gives about 2 digits accuracy. 

 

7.2.3  The special DUE case - Iteratively solving for a traffic equilibrium 
 
In this section, the previous methodology is specialised for a DUE, an objective (3.2) 

without entropy terms H as (θ→∞). It means, that the linearisation (7.13) is no longer 

"partial" but complete. There are no non-linear terms left in (7.15) and the fluctuations 

are more pronounced accordingly. A methodical scheme to counteract this has been de-

vised, the PARTAN method of parallel tangents, here adopted from Florian, Guélat & 

Spiess (1987) and documented in appendix A.7. Specifically, STOCH[k] becomes the 

familiar transhipment model TRANS[k]: 

TRANS[k]:   s.t. ;  x∑
∈

≡
kRa

k
aa

k xcz )(min x kkk txR = k ≥ 0 (7.17) 

Actually, because xk
a = 0 is permitted, there is no need for special networks Rk - the gen-

eral net may be used in model (7.17) that solves for shortest routes (least transport cost). 

The notation is kept nonetheless for compatibility and as a reminder that the k-th row is 

assumed omitted. TRANS[k] is a cascade loading (towards k) along a spanning tree of 

shortest (cost) distances, where solutions of the linear system (7.17) are extreme points. 

It is an all-or-nothing assignment, never a multi-path flow, even if several equally good 

shortest routes exist (or are generated by congestion). This is in contrast to the general 
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P-SUE model with a finite theta (θ < ∞). In a DUE, multi-path traffic assignment comes 

about by the iterative nature of Frank-Wolfe or PARTAN: a convex combination of 

many iterated flows vl (l = 0, 1, 2, ...). 

 

Modifying the sketched PARLIN algorithm above, in a notation aligned with Florian, 

Guélat & Spiess (1987), the PARTAN algorithm implemented here is as follows, where 

superscript "1" is used for the current iterate (l), and "0" for the previous (l-1):  

 

(0) Initialise:  read data;  l := 0;  compute link flow v1 using free flow cost c1 

(1) New cost:  compute cost c(v1); 

(2) New flows:  compute ∑
∈

=
Zk

kxw ,  where xk solves TRANS[k] at cost c(v1); 

(3) Converged? compute d = w - v1;   ∆ = c(v1)T d;    U0(v1)  (7.4)  and BLB (7.9); 

 ∑ −−=
a

aa AvvRMSE )1|/(|))((: 201  (7.18) 

 if RMSE < εd and (U0(v1)-BLB)/BLB < εz then go to 8; 

(4) Line search: λ1 := arg c(vl + λ1d)T d ≈ 0; and first update:   z := v1 + λ1d; (7.19) 

(5) Partan direction: d := zl - v0; (7.20) 

(6) Partan search: compute 
)1)(1)(1(1

1
01max ρ−λ−λ−−

=p  (7.21) 

If pmax ≤ 1 or c(zl)T d ≥ 0 then skip PARTAN steps  

 else find p (1 ≤ p ≤ pmax) such that c(zl + (p-1)d)T d ≈ 0; 

(7) Update: If pmax > 1 then ρ := (p-1)/(pmax - 1) else ρ := 0; 

  v0 := vl ;   v1 := z + (p-1) d;   iterate l := l + 1;  if l ≤ limit then go to 1; 

(8) Finalise: report results, close files, exit. 

 

 

7.2.4  Iteratively solving for a traffic equilibrium - the tabulated results 
 
With these explanations, we return to Fig. 7.5 and present the tabulated results of the 

observed convergence, where the diagram plots the magnitude of change, RMSE as 

defined in (7.8) or (7.18), over iterations (l). Table 7.1 presents the DUE results and 

Tables 7.2 and 7.3 the SUE. 
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Table 7.1: PARTAN - Convergence for the Perth CBD DUE model 

Iter 
 

l 

System 
Cost 
S(v) 

System 
Disutility

U0(v) 

Market 
Force 
∆ = cTd 

Best Low. 
Bound 
BLB 

Size of 
Change
RMSE

1st Line 
Step 
λ1

Max P. 
Step 
pmax

2nd Line 
Step 

p | (>1) 

Partan 
Step 
ρ 

1 8279.892 5664.975 -5467.012 197.963 6.2546 0.3753 1.8434 1 0 
2 8524.847 4812.634 -1060.172 3752.462 5.5227 0.2616 1.8564 1.0018 0.0020 
3 8568.714 4683.002 -298.065 4384.937 2.8685 0.0746 3.1445 1.2085 0.0972 
4 8539.905 4667.107 -303.691 4384.937 0.8158 0.1039 3.9781 2.2661 0.4252 
5 8511.658 4636.167 -357.504 4384.937 2.0449 0.13 1.8120 1.8120 1 
6 8363.784 4598.313 -368.862 4384.937 2.0922 0.0979 1 1 0 
7 8503.950 4578.726 -147.901 4430.825 1.0569 0.1845 3.7832 1.6977 0.2507 
8 8509.965 4558.692 -205.295 4430.825 1.9115 0.0436 2.4063 1.4018 0.2857 
9 8595.013 4551.844 -127.202 4430.825 0.6244 0.0455 2.8739 1.3602 0.1922 

10 8582.428 4548.181 -105.249 4442.931 0.5956 0.0461 3.7804 1.3143 0.1130 
11 8559.540 4545.400 -92.591 4452.809 0.5939 0.0359 5.4248 1.1650 0.0373 
12 8574.091 4543.632 -65.719 4477.913 0.3613 0.0901 6.4317 1.8552 0.1574 
13 8515.168 4539.400 -112.650 4477.913 1.0039 0.0286 3.9177 1.5103 0.1749 
14 8551.127 4537.032 -66.299 4477.913 0.4331 0.0405 4.3301 2.4238 0.4276 
15 8568.920 4533.764 -45.679 4488.085 0.7009 0.0171 2.1733 1.0154 0.0131 
16 8563.463 4533.367 -48.488 4488.085 0.1506 0.0861 8.8060 1.1473 0.0189 
17 8537.228 4531.254 -70.496 4488.085 0.5276 0.0295 7.7030 1.7713 0.1151 
18 8559.787 4529.475 -48.865 4488.085 0.4553 0.0253 6.1399 2.5931 0.3099 
19 8555.338 4527.399 -52.059 4488.085 0.6533 0.0724 2.6587 2.2834 0.7737 
20 8511.155 4523.763 -104.739 4488.085 0.7126 0.0334 1.2545 1.2545 1 
21 8573.284 4520.923 -28.455 4492.468 0.2842 0.0121 1 1 0 
22 8579.656 4520.744 -20.879 4499.865 0.0904    

 

Notes: 

(1) The iterations stopped when RMSE ≤ 0.15 and the (relative) accuracy of the objec-

tive function, (U0(v)-BLB)/BLB = U0(v)/BLB - 1 = 0.0046399 was ≤ 0.005. 

(2) System cost S(v) is total cost (travel time in minutes). Though each agent minimises 

his own route cost, S(v) is not an entity being optimised, therefore it not necessarily 

decreases as iterations progress. 

(3) But disutility U0(v) becomes minimal, although the criterion ∆ has not quite reached 

zero - c and d are not yet exactly orthogonal. ∆ is often the difference between BLB 

and U0(v) - see (7.9). 

(4) RMSE is as described in (7.8) - an average of the magnitude in the swing of flows 

from iteration to iteration. At equilibrium, its size would be zero.  

(5) The remaining columns give line search parameters as explained in appendix A.7. 
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Table 7.2:  PARLIN - Convergence for the Perth CBD SUE model (θ = 2.6) 

Iter 
 
l 

System 
Cost 
S(v) 

System 
Disutility 

U0(v) 

System 
Disutility

U1(w) 

System 
Entropy
H(w)/θ

Market 
Force 
∆ = cTd 

Best Low. 
Bound 
BLB 

Best Up. 
Bound 
BUB 

Size of 
Change
RMSE

Line 
Step 
λ 

0 10607.30 6204.544 5535.588 199.131 -5323.697 681.716 5336.458 12.222 0.5799
1 9019.576 4941.445 11019.72 296.911 -895.280 3749.254 5336.458 11.391 0.1571
2 9112.315 4869.367 5023.935 282.282 -391.812 4195.273 4741.653 5.1435 0.3441
3 8831.716 4806.302 13304.80 308.961 -554.379 4195.273 4741.653 9.9201 0.1132
4 9013.013 4773.379 4851.938 308.683 -175.332 4289.364 4543.255 3.7591 0.3103
5 8802.918 4748.050 12666.30 285.735 -333.844 4289.364 4543.255 8.0799 0.1005
6 8942.576 4729.839 4829.926 306.318 -118.471 4305.050 4523.608 3.0007 0.2532
7 8852.900 4715.545 11407.90 323.409 -200.384 4305.050 4523.608 8.5306 0.0580
8 8949.193 4709.478 4706.986 332.652 -52.653 4324.173 4374.334 1.6254 0.5282
9 8788.812 4695.393 5242.237 287.358 -197.648 4324.173 4374.334 5.1315 0.1457

10 8916.540 4681.260 4898.791 340.136 -19.209 4324.173 4374.334 2.4702 0.0595
11 8906.308 4680.682 4677.916 328.442 -24.833 4327.407 4349.473 0.9965 0.5542
12 8804.412 4674.389 11768.09 311.578 -134.425 4327.407 4349.473 6.8985 0.0608
13 8906.752 4669.936 4771.650 337.698 -6.263 4327.407 4349.473 1.6787 0.0401
14 8905.874 4669.809 4663.508 334.126 -6.792 4328.891 4329.382 0.2329 1.0000
15 8900.791 4663.508 4802.146 338.470 0.132 4328.891 4329.382 1.8099 0.5000
16 8795.444 4689.919 4847.404 305.769 -233.784 4328.891 4329.382 3.6952 0.3333
17 8819.894 4669.236 9544.413 329.035 -120.334 4328.891 4329.382 7.3707 0.2500
18 8662.687 4742.226 5301.500 281.902 -571.271 4328.891 4329.382 5.9847 0.2000
19 8851.590 4679.266 4908.237 317.856 -100.320 4328.891 4329.382 3.8381 0.1667
20 8858.898 4674.864 5384.313 321.335 -57.266 4328.891 4329.382 4.4144 0.1429
21 8853.085 4677.029 4988.577 320.113 -83.390 4328.891 4329.382 4.1025 0.1250
22 8878.175 4674.035 4853.147 327.485 -30.004 4328.891 4329.382 2.7108 0.1111
23 8887.883 4672.841 4745.318 326.507 -25.093 4328.891 4329.382 2.0907 0.1000
24 8893.772 4671.500 4827.027 334.347 -13.005 4328.891 4329.382 2.0693 0.0909
25 8884.350 4671.270 4717.263 322.466 -26.115 4328.891 4329.382 1.8247 0.0833
26 8900.738 4669.761 4718.622 336.159 -6.396 4328.891 4329.382 1.2622 0.0769
27 8894.600 4669.524 4678.759 328.679 -13.341 4328.891 4329.382 1.0022 0.0714
28 8902.113 4668.713 4674.638 335.528 -4.652 4328.891 4329.382 0.6158 0.0667
29 8899.633 4668.445 4664.479 332.414 -7.255 4328.891 4329.382 0.3988 0.0625
30 8901.896 4668.005 4664.242 334.537 -4.556 4328.912 4329.382 0.2393 0.0588
31 8901.403 4667.739 4662.964 333.832 -4.962 4328.946 4329.132 0.1790

 

The iterations stopped when RMSE ≤ 0.25 and (BUB-BLB)/BLB = 4.29575e-5 ≤ 0.005. 

It can be seen that ∆ turned positive in iteration 15; i.e. from then on, there is no line 

search any more and MSA is used. - The items listed are explained in formulae (7.3) to 

(7.11); and the algorithm PARLIN (partial linearisation) is detailed in appendix A.6. 
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Table 7.3:  PARLIN - Convergence for the Perth CBD SUE model (θ = 1.3) 

Iter 
 
l 

System 
Cost 
S(v) 

System 
Disutility 

U0(v) 

System 
Disutility 

U1(w) 

System 
Entropy
H(w)/θ

Market 
Force 
∆ = cTd 

Best Low. 
Bound 
BLB 

Best Up. 
Bound 
BUB 

Size of 
Change 
RMSE 

Line 
Step 
λ 

0 10346.46 5817.595 5366.314 598.996 -3760.305 1458.295 4767.318 9.4818 0.5604 
1 9153.971 4950.024 10641.39 790.697 -745.755 3413.573 4767.318 10.261 0.1367 
2 9358.884 4898.046 4949.895 811.396 -210.645 3876.006 4138.499 4.0706 0.3578 
3 9063.557 4863.676 9393.531 750.145 -341.788 3876.006 4138.499 7.1182 0.1215 
4 9188.661 4841.306 4858.951 792.839 -129.341 3919.125 4066.112 2.4302 0.4080 
5 9071.064 4817.083 10404.92 841.693 -195.249 3919.125 4066.112 7.7975 0.0683 
6 9184.348 4810.062 5226.112 866.920 -19.630 3923.512 4066.112 3.1169 0.0371 
7 9186.870 4809.695 4872.065 859.911 -11.793 3937.991 4012.154 1.5535 0.0927 
8 9166.141 4809.145 4787.241 840.011 -26.729 3942.405 3947.230 0.4695 1 
9 9102.436 4787.241 6570.028 861.901 -24.567 3942.405 3947.230 4.5524 0.0228 

10 9121.246 4786.930 5548.374 865.508 -0.860 3942.405 3947.230 3.3852 0.0013 
11 9122.110 4786.929 5510.667 865.605 0.069 3942.405 3947.230 3.3238 0.5000 
12 8916.424 4900.163 5067.892 747.962 -733.643 3942.405 3947.230 4.9150 0.3333 
13 9104.081 4792.836 5350.283 861.871 -68.258 3942.405 3947.230 5.1133 0.2500 
14 9010.919 4813.616 5138.257 769.801 -185.621 3942.405 3947.230 4.0852 0.2000 
15 9139.243 4792.305 4852.195 859.364 5.448 3942.405 3947.230 1.4847 0.1667 
16 9113.148 4794.765 4817.022 833.164 -22.153 3942.405 3947.230 1.3270 0.1429 
17 9137.195 4792.433 4808.524 851.783 1.414 3942.405 3947.230 0.7509 0.1250 
18 9131.569 4792.847 4793.430 846.350 -3.456 3943.041 3947.080 0.4033 0.1111 
19 9134.548 4792.511 4791.586 847.623 -1.576 3943.313 3943.963 0.1623 0.1000 
20 9135.222 4792.360 4791.639 848.192 -0.805 3943.363 3943.447 0.0853  

 

The iterations stopped when RMSE ≤ 0.25 and (BUB-BLB)/BLB = 2.11611e-5 ≤ 0.005. 

It can be seen that ∆ turned positive in iteration 11; i.e. the 12th link flow and all subse-

quent results are averaged according to MSA (λ = 1/2, 1/3, ...) without any line search. 
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7.3 Traffic Assignments - SUE versus DUE 
 
In this section, the assignment (a traffic volume in veh/min) per link is shown in dia-

grammatic form, where line thickness (pen-sizes 1 .. 8) have been defined as follows: 

1:  0  - 18 5:  72 - 90 [veh/min] 

2:  18  - 36 6:   90  - 108 [veh/min] 

3:  36  - 54 7: 108  - 126 [veh/min] 

4:  54  - 72 8:  126  - 150 (anything above 126, 150 being an upper limit) 

 

The following 6 maps show the aggregate link flow (vector v) separated into North-East 

and South-West streams for clarity. It implies that some origin-destination paths may 

alternate between maps (possibly several times). Modelled is a 2-hr steady state (the 

AM peak): 20 % of the all-day trip matrix obtained from Main Roads of WA. The order 

of maps is first a DUE (θ = ∞), then a SUE using the calibrated theta (θ = 2.6), finally a 

hypothetical case with a substantially smaller value (θ = 1.3, half the previous parame-

ter) to provide a sensitivity analysis. The maps are sized to fit one page (landscape 

format) and rotated left, whereby North is pointing left. The maps are grouped, each 

case (2 pages) together: NE flows on top (left) and SW flows below (right). 

 

The range of theta studied covers the area of interest. Looking at Fig. 5.1, θ = 2.6 is 

already close to the step function and beyond the last line drawn (θ = 2). Higher values 

(θ > 2.6) are not expected to produce very different results. On the other end of scale, a 

hypothesized θ = 1.3 is not backed by calibration, but taking a big step by halving the 

calibrated value purely for theoretical interest. Going further down (θ < 1.3) seems un-

warranted.  
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Fig. 7.6:Perth CBD - traffic flows of a DUE in N or E direction  
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Fig. 7.7: Perth CBD - traffic flows of a DUE in S or W direction  
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Fig. 7.8: Perth CBD - traffic flows of an SUE (θ = 2.6) in N or E direction 
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Fig. 7.9: Perth CBD - traffic flows of an SUE (θ = 2.6) in S or W direction 
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Fig. 7.10: Perth CBD - traffic flows of an SUE (θ = 1.3) in N or E direction 
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Fig. 7.11: Perth CBD - traffic flows of an SUE (θ = 1.3) in S or W direction 
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At first glance, looking at the aggregate - all the various route flows accumulated in the 

link flows - the differences between SUE and DUE are not very pronounced. This result 

concurs with various claims in the literature, eg Sheffi (1985, pp. 336-339). Appealing 

to common sense and plausibility, one can say: as congestion builds up, more alterna-

tive routes rival the shortest (a DUE moves towards a diffused multi-path assignment, ie 

towards an SUE). Sheffi argued that congestion (high cost values, traffic operating at a 

steep segment of cost curves) creates big impacts even for small volume changes ∆v and 

thus a mistaken judgement (because of the error component of utilities) becomes less 

likely - an SUE turns towards a DUE (perfect judgement). Logit probabilities react to 

value differences, hence the effect that Sheffi has advanced is there. Yet more convinc-

ingly, one may argue from the opposite approach: in rural non-congested traffic, DUE is 

implausible, all traffic concentrating on just a few shortest routes. By negation, one ob-

tains the observed result for an urban highly congested scenario: DUE ≈ SUE. 

 

However, sub-surface things are quite dissimilar as the next 6 maps show. Consider the 

assignment between two nodes, the Causeway (node 88 at the far East), and Thomas St 

(node 82 at the far West). According to the trip matrix (all day), there are 2580 trips 

82→88, and 1307 trips 88→82. For our purpose, such asymmetrical trips are the norm 

for a morning or afternoon peak. For the AM peak (2 hr), we take 20 % of the all-day 

value, transforming it into a steady stream, that is for numerical reasons best expressed 

in vehicles per minute: 82→88 = 4.3 veh/min; 88→82 = 2.178 veh/min.  

 

Fixing the respective equilibrium costs (c*) in the DUE and the SUE case, assignments 

according to DUE and SUE paradigms are performed and the results shown in figures 

7.12 to 7.17. We begin with the conventional model, a DUE (Fig. 7.12: 88→82; Fig. 

7.13: 82→88). Cognoscenti of the Perth scene will recognise the truth in these maps:  

(i) Causeway, Riverside Dr, Mitchell Fwy (on and off ramp), Hay St, and finally - cir-

cumventing heavily congested alternatives (Havelock St, part of Thomas St) - using 

the back door to reach the target: Ord St and (at last) Thomas St. 

(ii) In the opposite direction (Fig. 7.13), it is straight down Kings Park Rd, Malcolm St, 

St Georges Tce, Adelaide Tce, Causeway. The alternative shown in Fig. 7.14, going 

down to Murray St just for the access to the Mitchell Fwy (going on and off) - al-

beit a speedy section - is too much of a detour. 
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Fig. 7.12:  Perth CBD: shortest route (a DUE) from Causeway to Thomas St 
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Fig. 7.13:  Perth CBD: shortest route (a DUE) from Thomas St to Causeway 
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These pictures epitomise a weakness in principle of the DUE methodology: an AON as-

signment to a single route to the exclusion of all others, unless there is sufficient con-

gestion. In that case, this effect is lessened by an iterative superimposition of possibly 

many different instances of a shortest route. As flow volumes are not linked to costs, 

there is also inherently an indeterminism of route flows. Florian (1984, p. 141) re-

marked: "Usually, the number of paths used is much larger than the number of links of 

the network... The consequence of this fact is that, in the analysis of particular network 

configurations, the paths used may be obtained, however they do not represent reliable 

information, since they are not necessarily unique." - and we may add: neither are the 

route flow volumes. This is in contrast to the stochastic paradigm, the model solutions 

depicted in figures 7.14 to 7.17. 

 

The main difference in the SUE diagrams, compared with the DUE case, is the traffic 

flow along many routes in accordance with costs, ie shortest routes attract more traffic 

than detours. It has immediate appeal to realism and common sense. In detail, however, 

some question marks remain such as rather meagre flows along Wellington St, Plain St, 

St Georges Tce and Adelaide Tce. The pictures could be deceptive, though; the 

thickness of lines depends on the intervals chosen. In detail, they were: 

Causeway to Thomas St: Thomas St to Causeway: 

Pen 1:   0 - 0.04 [veh/min]  0 - 0.09 [veh/min] 

Pen 2: 0.04 - 0.1 [veh/min]  0.09 - 0.3 [veh/min] 

Pen 3: 0.1 - 0.25 [veh/min]  0.3 - 0.7 [veh/min] 

Pen 4: 0.25 - 0.6 [veh/min]  0.7 - 1.7 [veh/min] 

Pen 5: 0.6 - 1.3 [veh/min]  1.7 - 3.2 [veh/min] 

Pen 6: 1.3 - 2.2 [veh/min]  3.2 - 4.3 [veh/min] 

Max flow:  2.178  [veh/min]  4.300  [veh/min]. 

 

Figures 7.14 and 7.15 depict the calibrated theta result (θ = 2.6), whereas Figures 7.16. 

7.17 are derived with θ = 1.3. - Apart from peculiarities of the trip matrix - the impact of 

all other players of the Nash traffic game - unexpected flows may have to do with the 

modelled link performance functions and node delays that are experimental in nature 

(appendix A.9). Despite their derivation from the literature, they have no tried, verified 

or endorsed usage within a Perth traffic modelling history. Yet these functions are iden-
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tical for our DUE and SUE models. What demonstrably works well in the DUE case 

(Fig. 7.12, 7.13) cannot be far off the mark in an SUE (Fig. 7.14 to Fig. 7.17).  
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Fig. 7.14: Perth CBD - distributed routes from Causeway to Thomas St (an SUE: θ=2.6) 
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Fig. 7.15: Perth CBD - distributed routes from Thomas St to Causeway (an SUE: θ=2.6) 
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Fig. 7.16: Perth CBD - distributed routes from Causeway to Thomas St (an SUE: θ=1.3) 
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Fig. 7.17: Perth CBD - distributed routes from Thomas St to Causeway (an SUE: θ=1.3) 
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Note that each link in the networks in Figs. 7.14 to 7.17 carries traffic, xk
a > 0 ∀a∈Rk , - 

in contrast to the DUE case (Fig. 7.12, Fig. 7.13), where all flows are zero except for the 

single path shown. Looking at "cost", a shortest time (t) for the DUE and a satisfaction 

(s) for the SUE cases, we find: 

DUE: t(88→82) = 17.319 min; t(82→88) = 16.942 min; (θ = ∞; σ = 0) 

SUE: s(88→82) = 16.798 min; s(82→88) = 16.476 min; (θ = 2.6; σ = 0.493) 

 s(88→82) = 14.707 min; s(82→88) = 15.044 min. (θ = 1.3; σ = 0.987) 

 

These values compute as the duals (Lagrangians) on the conservation of flows, (3.4), 

and have been discussed in the context of primal/dual feasibility constraints (3.13), 

(3.14) or (5.8) to (5.10). Recapitulating the key results, they are firstly independent of 

any particular route taken, they are node potentials (n→k). Secondly, they generalise 

the theoretical concept of shortest distance, where satisfaction has been defined in (1.2) 

as the expectation of maximal utility - here the expected minimum of disutility (travel 

cost or time). This expectation depends on the choice probabilities of agents minimising 

their individual disutility (travel time) in a non-cooperative traffic game. This expected 

minimum is an important statistical value for the analyst, but an individual, who is con-

fined to a single AON choice, derives his (dis)satisfaction rather by trial and error in the 

long run. Nonetheless, this expectation is thirdly affected by the magnitude of variations 

in the random utility, where - according to (5.3) - standard deviation σ and distribution 

parameter θ are reciprocal. It means that in the special case θ→∞, the expected value of 

minimal disutility (the satisfaction) becomes the shortest distance (σ=0). In that case, 

the traveller is well aware of this value: it coincides with the utility of his single optimal 

choice. But in general, the larger the variations - the smaller theta - the more the scope 

for optimisation by the players of the traffic game, resulting in lowering the expected 

value - exactly what is observed in the cases above. These results reaffirm earlier re-

marks, eg in the context of the Town/Bypass/Scenic Drive example or our earlier analy-

sis of the dual, namely that an SUE ascribes potential achievements (bottom lines) from 

peoples' (dis)utilities in a more conservative assessment; consequently, estimating in a 

cost-benefit-analysis the potential savings to be made (in travel cost or time) through 

investments in urban transport infra-structure would suit a prudent (cautious) assess-

ment.  
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As an aside, this thesis is not suggesting that travellers have no sense of value (satisfac-

tion) of the trip they undertake, but the point is, for homo economicus, the artificial con-

struct of a decision maker, it is a random variable (a single instance of a modelled value 

distribution), whereas the real person throws neither a dice nor is his/her utility random, 

albeit to the planner, it is an unknown value. In neither case, homo economicus or real 

person, this value is identical with the terminus technicus "satisfaction", the expectation 

E(min cost) imputed by the planner. 

 

Over all, the values are rather high, suggesting that the assumed function parameters for 

link traversal and node delays are probably somewhat too tight, forcing travel at capac-

ity or penalising it (possibly too much) for exceeding the capacity. Before general use, 

these functions would have to be verified and calibrated against observations and meas-

urements in the field - a task beyond the scope and means of this thesis. 

 

On the other hand, the values are not absurd or totally out-of-range, just on the high end 

of the scale; 1-3 minutes more than one would expect, even for the morning peak. As 

this thesis is more concerned with theory than exact numerical results for the Perth CBD 

we may leave it at that, being satisfied that the modelled functions are essentially cor-

rect, as the model results affirm. 

 

The principal result from the application to Perth CBD is that a SUE gives longer trips, 

in this case, on average 9.316 min/trip (SUE: θ = 1.3), 9.077 min/trip (SUE: θ = 2.6) 

compared with 8.749 min/trip for the DUE (θ = ∞). These values follow from system 

costs S(v) as shown in tables 7.1 to 7.3 for 117,676.2 trips in 2 hours or 980.635 trips 

per minute. 
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8.  Conclusion  
 
This chapter ties together the salient points of the core theorems, the modelling princi-

ples and the mathematical programs presented in this thesis. The order of topics is: 

• Some highlights on the Equivalence Theorem and traffic models P-SUE, D-SUE; 

• Some considerations on probit versus logit models and computational aspects; 

• Asymmetric costs - Wardrop's First Principle as Variational Inequality; 

• Looking back and ahead: principles of model design and further work. 

 

8.1 The Equivalence Theorem and resulting traffic models, P-SUE and D-SUE 
 
The Equivalence Theorem is generally applicable to any abstract decision structure, not 

just road nets, on the proviso of logit choice rules: minimising cost whilst maximising 

entropy (with factors 1/θk
n) subject to choice structures (a diagram). It is a convenient 

mathematical tool for computing nested logit models. In urban transport, it opens the 

door for combined models, e.g. trip distribution, mode and route choice. Ultimately, as a 

unifying decision theory and modelling concept, the Equivalence Theorem could realise 

Oppenheim's (1995) program to construe a single (logit) MP model of the 4-step-proce-

dure. It would be an intractably big model, however. For urban traffic assignment, this 

thesis proposes a model that combines individuality (random utility maximisation) and 

market forces with costs that balance demand and supply. System-wide entropy is a 

third distributive ingredient in a single MP model of network flows, where general 

welfare is maximised, meaning that disutility is minimised (a sum of selfish perceived 

user costs). 

 

8.1.1 Traffic Assignment: flows and satisfaction (the primal/dual relations) 

The key theoretical propositions of this thesis are two mathematical programs: the 

primal model P-SUE and its dual D-SUE. These models build upon and extend the work 

of Beckmann, McGuire & Winsten (1956; a DUE), and are distinct from Fisk (1980; a 

logit SUE in route variables) or Sheffi & Powell (1982; a generic SUE). None of these 

antecedents is identical with the model design of this thesis, not even Akamatsu (1997), 

who comes closest.  
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The key theoretical relations are first order Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions, the primal 

and dual feasibility and optimality conditions (3.16), (3.17) for all k∈Z (centroids, com-

modities), where link flows xk are the primal, and satisfaction sk (a node potential) the 

dual variables. For convenience, they are repeated here:  

Primal:  ⊥   (a vector of free variables) (8.1) kkk txR0 −= ks

Dual:  ⊥  (8.2) kRa
k
ax

∈
< ][0 0sR ≥−+

∈∈
kTk

Ra
k
aRaaa kk pvc )(]/)[(ln)]([ θ

The first relation is a conservation of flow condition (at each node n∈Rk) that has satis-

faction as its associated Lagrangian. It is the familiar transhipment model that achieves 

a cascade loading of all journeys to destination k (all commodity flows k). Lagrangians 

can be understood as the (negative) marginal change in the value of the OBJ per unit of 

change in the RHS. Under the specific form of our objective - (3.2): utility U(v) (7.4) 

plus factored entropy Hx(yk,xk)/θ (7.6) - satisfaction sk is computed in a recursive fashion 

(backward from k) according to the dual feasibility (8.2) with xk as its associated dual. 

Computing a logit satisfaction from formula (2.15) is common in the literature, but not 

from expression (8.2). For instance, Akamatsu (1997, p. 353) states a similar formula 

for routes, but neither presents the recursive formula (8.2) for network links nor works 

backwards from the destination. Formula (2.15) is not conducive to mathematical pro-

gramming. An absence/rarity of the alternative definition (8.2) in the literature might 

thus explain why SUE models are commonly quoted in Sheffi & Powell's (1982) ge-

neric form (4.9), a descriptive MP, but not in the explicit MP format of the logit D-SUE 

model that uses (8.2) to define and compute variables sk. (As an aside, the primal model 

P-SUE is not common either.) 

 

In a DUE, there is no need to define special networks: Rk may be the global net G(N,A). 

This thesis makes it a planner's responsibility to define a priori which arcs a to exclude 

(xk
a = 0) so that the remainder has strictly positive flows, xk

a > 0 ∀ a∈Rk⊆G. In such a 

logit model design, the solution is always an interior point (xk >0) and the dual feasibil-

ity constraint (8.2) is binding throughout. The implications are different for decision 

points (nodes n∈Dk) and all others. [Node set Dk has been explained in section 2.3.] 
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8.1.2 Traffic Assignment: the split factor p (a "probability") 

Within these models, the probability pk
a is in the first place a split factor, pk

a = xk
a/yk

n, (or 

share) where yk
n is the total, a throughput at node n destined for k. Because xk > 0, pk

a >0 

for the forward star a∈Ck
n; it is a crucial condition, ensured by model design (the proper 

definition of Rk), otherwise the logarithm is ill defined. There are two cases, (i) node n 

is n∉Dk (a forced decision), in which case pk
a =1, the logarithm ln (pk

a) is zero, and (8.2) 

reverts to the DUE case (3.19) for x > 0. In the second case, (ii) n∈Dk, pk
a < 1, the loga-

rithm is a negative value and costs ca are reduced according to (8.2). This reflects a 

route switching behaviour, the consequence of disutility minimisation under randomised 

costs (ca + ε).  

 

8.1.3 Traffic Assignment: the objective function (disutility U and entropy H) 

The proposed logit SUE traffic assignment generalises current DUE models that are re-

tained as a special case (θ→∞). The concept is a new paradigm based on individualised 

(randomised) utility, but not a totally different direction of development. Specifically, 

the behavioural content is retained: traffic assignment is modelled as a non-cooperative 

equilibrium where satisfaction is optimised, a personal (randomised) expected utility 

subject to the optimal route choices of all other users (assumed ‘fixed’). In terms of the 

OBJ (3.2), the classical cost minimisation [a system-wide disutility U(v) (7.4)] is amen-

ded by another system-wide entity, entropy Hx
n(yk,xk) (7.6), to be maximised as a dis-

tributive element of choices - if the choice set Ck
n has at least two elements. The model-

ler chooses (1/θ) as a balancing factor between the two opposing forces, in our case ap-

plied to the entropy terms Hx
n(yk,xk) that have been defined in (2.3) for a choice set Ck

n. 

The alternative model design - mathematically equivalent - would apply factor θ to the 

disutility U(v) (7.4). Such a model would conform to the fact that in stated and revealed 

preferences only the product θU can be estimated, θ being a scale parameter to be nor-

malised by the planner as he sees fit. This thesis chooses the opposite: a factor (1/θ) is 

applied to entropy. The consequence is that, in our model design, utility is defined and 

measured as the money metric utility [Varian (1984), p. 124], eg as a measured cost (ca) 

or a perceived cost (ca + ε).  
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In the literature, logit models are often cast as entropy maximisation subject to a budget 

constraint (Wilson 1970, Oppenheim 1995). In that case, θ is endogenous (the dual on 

the budget). In our models, theta is exogenous (at the discretion of the planner) and 

budget constraints are superfluous to requirement. Needed, though, is commensurability 

of a decision maker's utility, particularly across inhomogeneous choice sets; for in-

stance, the theoretical concept of a money metric utility. Requiring a money-metric 

utility or equivalent (generalised cost, travel time), the proposed MP models result in 

quantifiable effects of (system-wide or common) utility and general social welfare. 

Satisfaction sk (the differences in node potentials n→k expressed in cost and derived 

from decision paths within some diagram Rk) may thus replace current planning data 

used for cost-benefit-analysis to evaluate transport infrastructure investments and policy 

changes. 

 

The objective function (3.2) of the primal model P-SUE is strictly convex with a glob-

ally optimal and unique solution (section 3.2.3). Even route flows (our vectors xk) are 

unique (because they are tied to costs and explicit in the OBJ). In contrast, this is not the 

case in a DUE, despite the DUE being a special case (θ→∞) of our logit model P-SUE.  

 

The OBJ (4.2) of D-SUE is linear in satisfaction (s) and concave in link costs (c) (a con-

vex sum of integrals to be subtracted). Strong duality holds (Section 4.3), the optima of 

(4.2) and (3.2) are identical; a numerical example is shown in appendix A.4. In conse-

quence, existence, uniqueness and global optimality apply to the D-SUE model in the 

same way that it holds for P-SUE. Yet model size and non-linearity of constraints make 

D-SUE of theoretical interest but of little practical value. 

 

8.2  Logit preferred to probit - MP and computational aspects 

Randomising utility (U = V + ε) - or disutility (ca + ε) - the Normal distribution for the 

errors ε has theoretical appeal, leading to a probit model that, however, defies closed 

formulae. It cannot be cast as a classical MP or be solved as such. Moreover, in our case 

entropy is a genuine ingredient, not a heuristic scheme: a stringent consequence of logit 

probabilities. Lacking an analogue like entropy, a statistical-physical concept to which a 

probit model could resort, the generic SUE model (4.9), embracing logit, probit and 

other probabilities, can be stated in descriptive terms only. It relies on the descriptive 
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definition of satisfaction (1.2) as opposed to a constructive (recursive) mathematical 

formula (8.2) in our logit case. How this particular (probit) model (4.9) in cost-space 

could be dualised and recast in volume-space is an unresolved problem. Sheffi & 

Powell's (1982) integration in parts [of the integral terms shown in (4.2)] renders model 

(4.9) a mixed statement in cost-space (c,s) and in volume space (h,v) but this cannot be 

solved by strict MP. Claims in the literature that this model is unconstrained must be 

taken cum grano salis: All constraints (4.3) to (4.8) as stated for our logit model D-SUE 

are implicated in the descriptive model formulation (4.9). Within such premises, how-

ever, stating and solving model (4.9) is indeed "unconstrained". 

 

The differences between logit and probit are small, and the pro's and con's have been 

studied in sections 5.7 - 5.9. Most arguments against a logit model have been rejected in 

our case, such as an alleged insensitivity with respect to a network topology or corre-

lated routes. This thesis contends that the gain from probit is not worth the pain, that the 

numerical differences are sufficiently small to be discarded for an overwhelming meth-

odological advantage of closed formulae, elegance, stringency and less computational 

effort afforded by strict mathematical programming, a door that has been opened by the 

Equivalence Theorem. 

 

Like other real world traffic models, P-SUE is too large for computational practice. But 

this problem has been solved by partial linearisation (PARLIN), a decomposition and 

iterative optimisation (in constant costs) using STOCH[k] : a transhipment model or an 

algorithm (appendix A.5). However, Dial's (1971) original design is revised and im-

proved, as already amended in the literature. This thesis adds the reversal of Dial's per-

spective from origin to destination and the simultaneous computation of satisfaction. 

Yet a true MP model STOCH[k] is preferable to an algorithm. Mathematical programs 

can easily incorporate side-constraints, a difficulty, if not impossibility in the case of an 

algorithm; besides, professional non-linear solvers such as MINOS have been honed to 

perfection and incorporate many years of software development.  

 

In this thesis, the design is strictly forward looking in time; it models decisions that are 

optimised bottom up from the target (destination). This is preferred to cascade loading 

(decision making) top down from an origin (Dial 1971, Akamatsu 1997). Yet trips are 

bound both by an origin and a destination, so that cascade loading of a trip matrix could 
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happen row-wise or - as is advocated here - column-wise in bundling together all those 

decision makers that share the same objective (destination).  

 

8.3  Application to Perth CBD 
 
The practicability of this thesis' modelling proposition has been demonstrated by a case 

study: the Perth CBD with a trip matrix of 70×70 (117,676 trips during a 2-hr AM peak 

period), a global network G(N,A) of N = 229 nodes (including 70 centroids or cordon 

points) and A = 551 directed links. Given 3 inbound nodes (origins only), it required to 

design 67 networks Rk(N,A) ⊆ G. The parameter theta used was 2.6 as calibrated from 

traffic counts, and in a second run, 1.3 to investigate its sensitivity. 

 

In a detailed analysis, looking beyond the superficial issue whether an SUE or a DUE 

produces similar link flows, the results are quite distinct. In an SUE, link flows spread 

and utilise all links that are deemed reasonable (by the modeller). The expected minimal 

route costs for distances n→k are different as well. In a DUE, it is the shortest distance, 

which is an 'overstatement' compared with the node potential n→k, the satisfaction sk
n 

an SUE computes. 

 

8.4 Magnitude of the Parameter Theta 
 
In this thesis, only two theta values have been used, a calibrated parameter (θ = 2.6) and 

a hypothesized value (θ = 1.3 - one half of the first) for sensitivity purposes. This is too 

small a basis for conclusive deductions. Nonetheless, based on the available evidence, a 

few tentative conclusions may be drawn. 

 

Firstly, the magnitude is larger than had been expected or used elsewhere: Han (2002) 

used θ within the range [0.0484, 0.0633], Main Roads WA uses θ ≈ 0.03 (verbal com-

munication), Liu & Fricker (1996) report a West Lafayette Village network before and 

after changes on May 1991, estimating θ = 0.225 (before) and θ = 0.118 (after) [p. 302]. 

Qiu (2000) is an exception, but his parameter (θ ≈ 15) refers to a ratio of utility values. 

Ben-Akiva & Lerman (1985) state "The parameter [θ] is not identifiable .. so the usual 

procedure is to set it arbitrarily to a convenient value, such as 1" [p. 107]. In the same 

vein, Bierlaire (1998) states that "the scale of the utility may be arbitrarily specified" [p. 
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212], which "is equivalent to assuming a particular variance" [see (5.3)]. In our model 

design, utility is not arbitrarily scalable. By definition, it is the money metric utility, eg 

travel cost measured in time units. As economic theory asserts, monetary values (prices, 

cost) are only definite up to some numeraire (the unit of measurement). With our speci-

fications (time in minutes), the magnitude of theta (2.6) is an unambiguous conse-

quence, an estimation result from traffic counts that cannot arbitrarily be changed. 

 

Liu & Fricker (1996), experimenting with Robillard's net (Fig. 2.3), noted [pp. 293-295] 

that choice rules that are different in the model from what has been observed in the field 

may result in too high parameter estimates. In their example, link flow 2→3→6 is zero 

(in traffic counts) but deemed a possible (partial) route choice in the model. The result is 

that the true parameter value (θ = 1.35) is now estimated at θ = 1.926 [Liu & Fricker 

(1996), Table 2 on p. 295]. In the Perth CBD case, there was reluctance to exclude 

routes that possibly could be chosen by travellers. Where there was doubt, a link was in-

cluded, relying on the estimation process to weed out an unlikely choice by giving it a 

low probability. This has certainly contributed to a high theta. Similarly, the fact that 

RMSE is irreducible beyond a certain level [Liu & Fricker (1996), Fig. 5; this thesis, 

Fig. 6.1] points into the same direction. On the other hand, cascade loading is unavoid-

able for computing efficiency. It means that a net Rk , by its combinatorial complexity, 

offers many more routes than a traveller is likely to consider. The real person may con-

sider just a handful of options. However, to the degree that calibration and application 

are based on identical models, this estimation error is acceptable, causing no obvious 

damage. 

 

Anas (1988) analysed a dispersion constrained model versus an entropy maximisation. 

His findings ascertained that it matters; both models, despite being based on the same 

logit SUE theory, were not equally good estimators. "The results unequivocally and 

rather clearly favour the entropy-maximising model over the dispersion model" [p. 524]. 

Although this is an endorsement of the calibration approach taken in this thesis, neither 

method is unbiased: "the dispersion-constrained model severely underestimates the true 

value" [p. 523]. "The entropy-maximisation model over-estimates the true value", and 

"the EM model, in addition to being much less biased, is highly efficient" [p. 524]. The 

conclusion is that there is a tendency to over-estimate the theta parameter. 
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Anas & Kim (1990) investigated maximum likelihood versus least squares estimators 

for θ, plus a network loading (based on observed cost) versus an equilibration (mod-

elled costs). Network loading was used in model calibration whereas equilibration was 

used in forecasting from the model. Anas & Kim objected to the inconsistency in costs 

when using network loading and advocated equilibration instead. This thesis has argued 

in favour of using (indirectly) observed cost, i.e. those derived from the traffic counts, 

but concurs with Anas & Kim in least squares being the preferred methodology. What 

can be learned from Anas & Kim is that network loading is another possible source for 

biased parameter estimation. 

 

In sum, there are theoretical grounds for presuming θ ≈ 2.6 to be an over-estimate. 

However, even half the value (θ ≈ 1.3) showed comparatively low sensitivity. In view 

of Fig. 5.1 it must be expected that it would require much smaller theta values (0.5 or 

less) to have appreciable effects on distribution. The value obtained by our calibration 

suggests that travellers are fairly cost conscious and tend to shy away from the more 

costly options.  

 

8.5 Asymmetric costs - a Variational Inequality for an SUE 
 
The extension of this thesis' methodology into asymmetric costs is an important next 

step. It would allow more realistic link performance and node delay functions than 

under the restrictive symmetry condition employed so far. Intersection delays depend on 

the magnitudes of all incoming and turning streams, the design and layout of the lanes 

and the intersection, whether there is queuing space for turning, whether it is a signal-

ised intersection and, if so, how it is programmed. None of this suggests a symmetric 

cost function.  

 

This task has not been undertaken in this thesis. However, a foreshadowed layout of the 

procedure, the algorithm A-SUE, and its theoretical roots in the works of Smith (1979) 

and Dafermos (1971, 1980) are provided in appendix A.10. It leads to a uniform cost 

vector c*(v*) at the equilibrium that is iteratively computed using the method of succes-

sive averages and solving a set of variational inequalities: one for each commodity flow 

(k) or network Rk, a logit assignment (at constant cost) cascading towards the destina-

tion k. Existence, uniqueness and stability of the solution follow analoguously to Smith 
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(1979). In essence, the model mimics the optimising behaviour of consumers: a route 

switching to better (less costly) routes tomorrow if there exist such less costly alterna-

tives today. They are required for a logically consistent and precise dynamic definition 

of the ‘traffic game’, a route switching behaviour of optimising travellers. 

 

8.6 Looking back and ahead - principles of model design and further work 

On the outset, there was a vision of five major design principles for a traffic model: 

(a) Realism  People should be treated as individuals - not lumped together as some 

homogeneous average representative. 

(b) Economics Given personal choice sets, classic micro-economic consumer theory 

should explain the observations on utility optimisation principles.  

(c) Know-how Models should use modern decision theory and discrete choice analy-

sis, generalising a standard behavioural proposition (Wardrop's First 

Principle) embodied in transport models of today's practice. 

(d) Analysis In contrast to Monte Carlo simulation, as in a probit model, mathema-

tical programming should be used for computing efficiency and ex-

planatory power, dual values being derived as a by-product.  

(e) GIS Traffic assignments need visualisation; the aim was a capability to 

interface with a geographical information system (GIS). That way, 

model results could be displayed on digital maps, checked for errors, 

and made more comprehensible.  

 

This vision has been fulfilled. 

 

Looking at possible tasks ahead, other than asymmetric cost (A-SUE), a similar prob-

abilistic treatment of urban public transit comes to mind, once again modelling the indi-

viduality of decision makers.  

 

A second task is to mechanise the generation of reasonable nets Rk ⊆ G from a global 

net G(N,A). In computing the Perth CBD, no blindly applicable rule (eg Dial 1971) has 

been found satisfactory, so that the latter was only half-automated and required some 

manual post-generation editing. If this situation prevails, it affects the possibility of the 
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method becoming widely used in larger networks; even more so, when not only a net-

work topology G(N,A) need be considered, but also the trip matrix, because arcs a∈Rk 

must be chosen such that strict positivity (xk
a > 0 ; pk

a > 0) prevails. It is the major differ-

ence to a DUE and potentially a steep barrier to future widespread use of SUE models 

of the kind proposed here. However, appendix A5 proposes a solution to this problem, 

based on a redesigned algorithm STOCH[k]. Essentially, it is a solution already pro-

posed by Dial (1971) but for the swap between origin and destination. 

 

8.7 Summary 
 
In a DUE, route flows are ‘arbitrary’ because conservation of flows is a linear system of 

equations having more variables than constraints. In contrast, within the logit SUE 

models of the thesis, all variables are uniquely determined (proof provided in section 

3.2.3). Therefore, the proposed methodology provides, for planning purposes and policy 

analysis, quantitative results that are unique, more robust and more reliable than current 

tools. It is designed for decision support regarding optimal transport strategies and in-

vestment derived from probabilistic evaluations of the case study. It is more realistic 

because of the modelled individualism and more comprehensive because second- and 

third-best choices and so on are included, not just shortest routes.  
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Appendix A1: Cyclic Networks 
 
The issue of cyclic networks has been raised, particularly in regard to the literature (Bell 

1995, Akamatsu 1996). It is less a question of travel behaviour - people don't go round 

and round in circles - than a matter of methodological interest: are specially designed 

networks (acyclic and goal oriented decision diagrams with matrices Rk) a necessity in 

our case - or could planners conveniently use a general road network as is common with 

DUE models, a feasible region including loops? Investigating we use an illustration 

(Fig. A1.1) often referenced (Bell 1995, Fig. 2; Akamatsu 1996, Fig. 2): a net of 4 nodes 

with trips originating in (1) and terminating in (4).  

 

 

 (2) 
 
 
 
⇒(1) (4)⇒
 
 
 
 (3) 

 
 (2)0 (2)1 (2)2 (2)3   ... (2)n   ... (2)∞
 
 
⇒(1)  ... ... (4)⇒
 
 
 (3)0 (3)1 (3)2 (3)3   ... (3)n   ... (3)∞
 

Fig.: A1.1   A Cyclic Net   Fig. A1.2:   The same net in decision space (time) 

The basic configuration is shown in Fig. A1.1, but the treatment in the literature (Bell 

1995, Akamatsu 1996) is as if it were Fig. A1.2: an infinite series of routes from 1 to 4, 

here listed as: 

• (starting 1→2): (1→2→4), (1→2→3→4), (1→2→3→2→4), (1→2→3→2→3→4), .. 

• (starting 1→3): (1→3→4), (1→3→2→4), (1→3→2→3→4), (1→3→2→3→2→4), .. 

It is a correct model of an irrevocable past and a probable future: a decision diagram 

that is acyclic by nature (Fig. A1.2). Evidently, as routes grow longer costs increase and 

the choice probability diminishes [equ. (3.4) modified for single nested route choices]. 

An infinite series of logit weight matrices [Bell 1995, equ. (8)] or of Markov transitions 

[Akamatsu 1996, equ. (12)] - on the proviso of convergence [the standard case consid-

ered by the authors] - can be summed into a single invertible matrix whereby traffic 

assignment is computable even for an infinite series of routes. This is the point made by 

Bell (1995) and by Akamatsu (1996).  
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Similarly for our MP models: we cannot solve infinitely many node equations (3.4), yet 

there is nothing in the theory preventing an MP model P-SUE from using a node-arc 

incidence matrix Rk as befits Fig. A1.1. In fact, assuming an input flow (at 1) = an out-

put flow (at 4) of 200 [units] and BPR cost functions, an exercise with theta ranging 

from 0.0001 to 0.5 produced nothing untoward in terms of the calculus apart from link 

flows (2→3) and (3→2) as high as 912.3 and node-throughput (y2, y3) > 1000. Whether 

these are realistic models of travel behaviour or produce sensible planning data in terms 

of satisfaction values at nodes 1..3 is another question altogether - but the mathematics 

are there, if a planner wishes to use them. [See also the discussion of feasible regions 

specified in routes versus a network in Patriksson 1994, pp. 36-39.] 
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Appendix A2: Model Extensions 
 
A2.1 Variable Demand (Trip Generation and Route Choice) 
 
Beckmann, McGuire & Winsten (1956) have restated Wardrop's first principle as the 

first order conditions of an MP that at the same time generalises the fixed demand case 

into the variable trip demand: an economic model of maximising consumer + producer 

surplus. This idea has been extended to (logit) SUE models of route choice and has been 

presented in section 5.4. Here, this extended model P-SUE-VD is further illustrated by a 

numerical example: Robillard's net (Fig. 2.3). Being a case of theoretical interest rather 

than numerical, link cost functions ca(va), trip demand Tik = gik(ρ) and its inverse, g-1
ik(T), 

have been assumed linear functions for mathematical convenience. Breaking Robillard's 

symmetry, the axis 4→5→6 is assumed a "major arterial", the other links are "ordinary 

roads"; in all, the data assumptions are (consult Fig. 2.3): 

- links a are numbered in lexicographic order: a1 = 1→2; a2 = 1→4; ... ; a14 = 8→9. 

- free flow times τa are as in Robillard (1974)   Table A2.1: network data (input) 

arc 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
from 1 1 1 2 2 3 4 4 5 5 5 6 7 8

to 2 4 5 3 5 6 5 7 6 8 9 9 8 9
τa 2 2 3 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1

Link costs ca(va) are assumed linear: ca = τa (1 + βa va)  

where β

aaaa

v

a vvdvvca })2/(1{)(
0

β+τ=∫
a = 0.006 for all arcs, except βa = 0.002 for a∈{7,9} - the major arterial. 

 

By presumption, the T-matrix (alias vector q) has only 2 origins O = {1,4}, 2 destina-

tions D = {8,9}, hence 4 elements and inverse demand functions c(q) as follows: 

T18 :  c18 = -0.020*(q18 - 700) ;   ∫ +−=− 18

0

2
1818 .)700(010.0)(

T
constTdqqc

T19 :  c19 = -0.010*(q19 - 1800) ;   ∫ +−=− 19

0

2
1919 .)1800(005.0)(

T
constTdqqc

T48 :  c48 = -0.004*(q48 - 1250) ;   ∫ +−=− 48

0

2
4848 .)1250(002.0)(

T
constTdqqc

T49 :  c49 = -0.006*(q49 - 1500) ;   ∫ +−=− 49

0

2
4949 .)1500(003.0)(

T
constTdqqc

On the right, the optimisation relevant functions (incl. minus sign) are shown, where 

constant terms are irrelevant and the minus sign results from minimising z (5.5), i.e. a 

sign reversal. 
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The model of this example is therefore: 

∑∫ ∑∫ ∑∑
∈

∈
∈ ∈ ∈

∈+−≡
Aa

v

Dk
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T

Dk Dn

k
n

k
a

k
n

x
nika

a ik

k

CaxyHdqqcdvvcz
0 0

/)|,()()(),,,(min θyxvT  (A2.1) 

s.t. ; , where tkkk
D yxR = kkk txR = k = [Tik]; ∑

∈

=
Dk

kxv ; xk > 0; tk ≥ 0 (A2.2) 

Primal and dual model results are presented in appendix A4; here we check (5.11), the 

variable demand as a function of costs. Looking first at the classical case (Beckmann, 

McGuire & Winsten, 1956), where θ→∞ in (A2.1) (no entropy terms, satisfaction s → 

shortest distance ρ), and contrasting it with the SUE case, the results are:  

Table A2.2: variable trip demand (DUE vs SUE) 

Indices DUE SUE 
origin destination shortest d. demand satisfaction demand 

1 8 9.8697 206.5153 9.6960 215.2020 
1 9 12.3406 565.9435 11.4642 653.5764 
4 8 5.0656 0.0000 4.9239 19.0309 
4 9 7.5365 243.9168 7.2202 296.6390 

Table A2.3:  link costs and flows  

network DUE SUE 
arc from to flow va cost ca(va) flow va cost ca(va) 

1 1 2 278.0897 5.3371 310.6861 5.7282 
2 1 4 233.6721 4.8041 277.0775 5.3249 
3 1 5 260.6970 7.6925 281.0148 8.0583 
4 2 3 52.1782 1.3131 68.9429 1.4137 
5 2 5 225.9115 2.3555 241.7432 2.4505 
6 3 6 52.1782 2.6261 68.9429 2.8273 
7 4 5 222.1200 2.8885 329.1819 3.3167 
8 4 7 255.4690 2.5328 263.5655 2.5814 
9 5 6 291.8688 1.5837 313.4528 1.6269 

10 5 8 196.1914 2.1771 281.7425 2.6905 
11 5 9 220.6683 4.6480 256.7445 5.0809 
12 6 9 344.0469 3.0643 382.3958 3.2944 
13 7 8 255.4690 2.5328 263.5655 2.5814 
14 8 9 245.1451 2.4709 311.0751 2.8665 

Let us verify T48: in the DUE case, min cost = min (2.8885 + 2.1771, 2.5328 + 2.5328) = 

5.0656 either way, travelling 4→5→8 or 4→7→8. Yet at q48 = 0, c48 = 5 (see the inverse 

demand function above); hence T48 = 0 because the shortest distance is greater than the 

maximum cost, at which demand sets in (q48 ≥ 0). In the SUE case, demand depends on 

satisfaction (which is less than "measured cost"), s48 = 4.9239 [the dual on the node con-

straint] = -0.004*(19.0309 - 1250) [the inverse demand function]. In all, the generated 

trip matrix T has therefore more trips in the SUE case (Table A2.2) and higher link 

flows va and link costs ca(va) (Table A2.3). 
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A2.2 Trip Distribution and Route Choice 
 
Wilson (1969, 1970) has identified entropy maximisation with the gravity model of trip 

distribution. Citing Ortúzar & Willumsen (1994, pp. 162-169), his model is:  maximise 

entropy, defined as  )ln()(max ikik
ik

ik TTTH −−≡ ∑T  i∈Z, k∈Z, (i≠k) (A2.3) 

s.t.  (attractions) k∈Z (A2.4) ∑
∈

=
Zi

kik DT

  (productions) i∈Z (A2.5) ∑
∈

=
Zk

iik OT

  (budget) (A2.6) ∑ =
ik

ikik CcT

"where C is the (unknown) total expenditure in travel in the system (in generalised cost 

units if they are in use)" [end quote Ortúzar & Willumsen]. 

 

Our notation uses (i,k) for origins/destinations, Z for the traffic zones, presumes neglect 

of intra-zonal traffic (Tik = 0 for i=k), and consistency, ie ∑i Oi = ∑k Dk. The latter firstly 

makes one of the equations (A2.4, A2.5) redundant, and secondly implies that ∑ik Tik is 

constant (exogenous) - the second term in (A2.3) is optimisation irrelevant and may be 

omitted. Finally, strict positivity is required once again: Tik > 0 for all i∈Z, k∈Z, (i≠k). 

 

To illustrate the convenience and flexibility of MP and the logit SUE model possibilities 

opened up by the Equivalence Theorem, we may construe a combined model of trip dis-

tribution (gravity model) and (logit) route choice by (a) stating (A2.3) as minimisation, 

and (b) replacing (A2.6) with the Nash equilibrium of our route choice model P-SUE. 

Such model does not satisfy all criteria of reality, giving travellers freedom of choice 

where to start or to finish their trips within the boundaries (A2.4, A2.5); yet as the grav-

ity model is synthetic (and 'a model of ignorance using entropy'), the sole purpose is to 

demonstrate the mathematics and model design, using the perceived cost (satisfaction) 

as distributive criterion or deterrence within the gravity model. Whilst we may use 

weighted combinations of both objectives, A2.3) and (3.2), most naturally SUE and 

gravity are regarded as being of equal importance, ie we sum (A2.3) and (3.2). In that 

case, θ takes on a further role as balancing factor between route choice entropy and 

entropy of trip distribution, apart from the role of moderating cost sensitivity, shortest 

distance (θ→∞) versus various degrees of satisfaction.  
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Illustrating the point with Robillard's net again and our standard trip data, let us assume 

O1 = 760, O4 = 240, D8 = 160, D9 = 840 (ie 1000 trips in all). With θ→∞, such combined 

model is a DUE; with θ = 1.25, we have an SUE, where the results are as follows: 

Table A2.4: trip demand (combined gravity model and route choice - DUE vs SUE) 

Indices DUE SUE 
Origin destination shortest d. demand Satisfaction Demand 

1 8 9.7094 121.6000 8.7168 109.2007 
1 9 12.3142 638.4000 10.4158 650.7993 
4 8 4.9667 38.4000 4.3620 50.7993 
4 9 7.5715 201.6000 6.5311 189.2007 

 

Table A2.5:  link costs and flows (combined gravity model and route choice) 

network DUE SUE 
arc from to flow va cost ca(va) flow va cost ca(va) 

1 1 2 274.3334 5.2920 272.6436 5.2717 
2 1 4 228.5561 4.7427 240.9036 4.8908 
3 1 5 257.1105 7.6280 246.4528 7.4361 
4 2 3 51.6684 1.3100 59.3228 1.3559 
5 2 5 222.6649 2.3360 213.3208 2.2799 
6 3 6 51.6684 2.6200 59.3228 2.7119 
7 4 5 221.3290 2.8853 262.9413 3.0518 
8 4 7 247.2271 2.4834 217.9624 2.3078 
9 5 6 297.0212 1.5940 272.7529 1.5455 

10 5 8 180.2348 2.0814 225.4804 2.3529 
11 5 9 223.8484 4.6862 224.4815 4.6938 
12 6 9 348.6897 3.0921 332.0757 2.9925 
13 7 8 247.2271 2.4834 217.9624 2.3078 
14 8 9 267.4619 2.6048 283.4428 2.7007 

 

As these examples illustrate, the possibilities of combined and extended MP models are 

considerable, the variations of logit SUE models that can be derived from the Equiva-

lence Theorem. These two examples may suffice to demonstrate the point. 
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Appendix A3: Modelling Tools 
 
In this section, account is given of the various modelling tools that aided in this thesis. 

In the first place, there was a design philosophy that distinguishes it from many stand-

alone systems: EMME/2, TRIPS, TRAMS (Main Road's in-house developed suite of 

transport modelling software).  

 

A3.1 Operating System and Office Suite 
 
Within Office, based on MS-Windows 95, the most important tools were MS-Word, the 

word processor used for this study, and Excel, a spreadsheet cum database. Excel can 

import and export text files, sort and manipulate data records, can produce a variety of 

charts for visualisation, has a considerable library of mathematical functions and an 

optimisation capability for quick and easy trials, and, most importantly, because it can 

output dBASE files, it proved a crucial central piece for inter-operability between the 

text editor EMACS, MS-Word and ESRI's GIS program ArcView. - A word of caution, 

though: output of an edited dBASE file that has grown in length will not be correct. It is 

necessary to delete the old file first before saving the new one in order to have all 

records present in the new file. 

 

A3.2 Text Editor EMACS 
 
It is essential to have a good text editor. The (dated) EMACS Version 20.3.1 is a port 

from UNIX to a Windows NT, Windows 95/98 environment, obtained from: 

 ftp://ftp.cs.washington.edu/pub/ntemacs/20.3 

 http://www.cs.washington.edu/homes/voelker/ntemacs.html 

 ftp://ftp.cs.washington.edu/pub/ntemacs/docs/ntemacs.html 

 

Suffice it to say that EMACS is highly recommendable, much more than just an editor - 

one could call it a work-environment. The most valuable features were very long lines, 

no undesired wrap-around, a display of column/line numbers, the capability of rectan-

gular edits (cut and paste, deletion/insertion of text), and - inherited from programming 

tasks - a pairing of opening and closing brackets.  

 

Besides, EMACS does not try to lock you into any proprietary software; it produces 

plain text files without overheads, binary coding or other unwanted content. 
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A3.3 Mathematical Programming Languages - GAMS, AMPL 
 
GAMS (General Algebraic Modeling System) and AMPL (presumably derived from 

Algebraic Modeling / Mathematical Programing Language) have similar objectives. 

Both aim to free a modeller from programming and let him focus on model design in-

stead, providing a solver-independent means of textual representation of algebraic 

formulae that describe a mathematical program (MP). 

 

Using this kind of standard O.R. software (GAMS, AMPL), one replicates mathematical 

formulae verbally (eg. without Greek summation signs): a descriptive text, the computer 

understands. Such master program controls slaves, a variety of solvers being available 

depending on a customer's requirements and wishes. GAMS is a tool that originated 

under the auspices of The International Bank for Reconstruction and Development/The 

World Bank: 

• each run's print-out keeping a complete record of model specification, verification 

(eg. listing of 3 instances of each equation or variable unless explicitly switched off), 

data input, matrix generation, solver statistics, plus a complete output of the optimal 

solution obtained; 

• running a batch file, but thoroughly checking and compiling it first - no waste of 

time and computer resources; 

• sharing know-how: a library of more than 190 models from all areas of O.R. (agri-

culture, economics, transport & logistics, mathematics, military ..) including pointers 

to the literature where those models are explained. 

 

A student version of GAMS (2.50A) was used. Except for a limited model size, it is a 

fully fledged system with 10 different solvers that cater for a most comprehensive range 

of O.R. applications [limits: ≤ 300 equ., ≤ 300 var., ≤ 2000 non-zero elements, ≤ 1000 

non-linear non-zeroes]. 

 

AMPL's design philosophy stems from inter-active computing: issuing one command 

after another - and it shows: even if one runs batch-files (highly recommended), there is 

considerable time spent in preparation/compilation but it is nothing like GAMS. One 

could easily spend 50 hours computing, only to be told at the final output command to 

"display" results, that there is a syntax error or some undefined item - and hence, all was 
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in vain. Naturally, given this heritage, there is no "goto" despite AMPL bearing a close 

similarity with the C programming language, but on other occasions being quite idio-

syncratic and counter-intuitive. One should also refrain from trying to run more than 

one AMPL quasi-simultaneously or think it safe, once a batch file has been "input" into 

AMPL, that this file could be modified in preparation for a next computer run. AMPL is 

likely to detect a "syntax error" that was not present in the original file, and - as men-

tioned before - the whole run would be in vain. Finally, given its origins, nothing is hap-

pening by itself; unless print-out commands or checking is explicitly stated, it will not 

happen. The computer may have "solved" a problem, but the user is none the wiser: no 

record of the MP model, its data, or its results is forthcoming by itself. [Readers are also 

advised that AMPL is still under construction: model statements that worked in earlier 

versions, not necessarily work any longer, or - in other cases - what seems perfectly 

legitimate according to the user manual and documentation, does not produce the ex-

pected result and some alternative work-around must be found.] 

 

Despite all this, AMPL was used. It meant the same distributor, ILOG, for AMPL and 

its "preferred solver" CPLEX (a market leader). Besides, it was an excellent deal under 

an academic licence. Last but not least, inter-active computing is easier to mould into 

algorithms, iterative solution strategies, or interfacing with the operating system. In fact, 

AMPL's concept of treating model, data (that actually may specify the model) and com-

mands as separate entities was a bonus for the MP efforts of this thesis. 

 

Possibly the most convincing argument is the fact that AMPL obviated the need for any 

other programming language (Fortran, Pascal, C, ..) - all could be done within the "lan-

guage" provided (even without a "goto", using "structured terms" instead); but at times, 

it wasn't easy. 
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A3.4 Mathematical Programming Solvers - CPLEX, MINOS 
 
As explained, GAMS or AMPL is just an empty shell to be supplemented by a solver. It 

seemed naturally to use CPLEX 6.5, the latest version (at that time) and the only solver 

ILOG supported together with AMPL. Particularly, as was touted, its repeated quadratic 

approximations could solve general non-linear objectives. However, there were limita-

tions to such an approach; even more so, as all such repeated iterative approximations 

need to be programmed (eg. in AMPL) by the user. 

 

In order to focus on the real mathematical problems of the models, rather than an (ade-

quate) solution algorithm for NLP models, AMPL was enhanced by a true NLP solver 

MINOS 5.5 (Murtagh & Saunders, 1982, 1983), thus benefiting from years of software 

development. Because of the commercial history, ILOG has a legacy problem, whereby 

they still provide MINOS (compiled and interfaced with AMPL, ready for use) - but 

users are advised that AMPL/MINOS is not (any longer) supported by ILOG.  

 

Experience in computing results for this thesis confirms why CPLEX 6.5 and MINOS 

5.5 are held in high regard as solvers for MP (within their scopes).  
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A3.5 Geographical Information Systems (GIS) - ArcView 
 
Transport modelling needs visualisation of networks for data input (checking) or display 

of results, at a minimum at the level of stand-alone packages like EMME/2, TRIPS, or 

TRAMS, even better a GIS for area maps and overlays of various themes as it is known. 

For compatibility with Government Agencies in Perth/WA and their software (ESRI: 

Arc/Info) - eg an exchange of digital maps - choosing ESRI's PC-ware ArcView was 

"mandatory" or at least "playing it safe". However, the basic package is insufficient and 

add-ons such as Network Analyst and Spatial Analyst are indicated. 

 

Interfacing with other software is not an ESRI strength (at least not with ArcView), yet 

importing dBASE files or exporting WMF files (Windows Metafile graphics) for in-

clusion in MS-Word documents proved sufficient for this thesis. Having the use of a 

digital road map (eg from an outside source), it was hoped that such data - after some 

manipulation as required - could be used directly for the node/arc incidence matrix R of 

the MP models. It could not be done because ESRI is not designed to export the from 

and to nodes of a polyline; its identifiers and co-ordinates, although (in principle) it 

seems possible and such data has been received from Main Roads WA (possibly gener-

ated with Arc/Info). Most disappointing was the discovery that such nodes don't match 

up, eg all the road links forming an intersection do not connect to a single node. The 

latter was a surprise given that ESRI provides tools for generating and displaying a tree 

of shortest routes in a network, based on a road map (say). 

 

But then, ESRI must also cope with manual digitising and its imperfections; thus some 

"snap-on" tolerance is standard. However, for node/arc incidence matrices, these fea-

tures are mathematically unacceptable and attempts in that direction (aiding Main Roads 

on another project) were an abject failure that produced massive infeasibilities in the 

MP model generated from such data (a simple transhipment). 

 

For this thesis, the process was turned on its head: start with a list of nodes (an identify-

ing number plus their X,Y co-ordinates) and a second list of directed arcs: an identifier 

(an automatically generated sequential number), from and to node and any other useful 

data (safely to be ignored by ArcView). Such lists are tables to be either formatted as a 

(column aligned) text file, a spreadsheet or a dBASE file, whichever was required for 
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the task at hand. The link identifier LID - assuming its sequence reflects a sort by (from, 

to) - provided a (1,1)-mapping for MP results, whereby such second table could be 

joined to the first (via LID) and the traffic volume (variable va) be used for a "graduated 

symbol", a map display or view where pen-sizes reflect the quantity of flow. 

 

Using the "application development tool" Avenue that came with ArcView, a script was 

written to generate a spider net from such data. There is a library of 120 sample scripts 

with ArcView, one of which is named "spider"; it is not what was wanted here, but it 

provided a useful starting point. For the record, this script spidrnet.ave is reproduced 

here: 
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' Name:  View.SpiderNet 
'  
' Title:  Create spider net from (a) nodes and (b) link list 
'  
' Topics:  Network, Analysis 
'  
' Description:  Creates a spider net based on a point theme (nodes) 
and a 
' link list (table with FROM and TO fields).  The Output is a new view  
' with the node and spidernet themes with distances stored in the FTAB.  
'  
' Requires:   
'  
' Self:   
'  
' Returns:   
 
' get filenames for nodes and links 
' add nodes table 
patterns = {"*.dbf", "arcdr9", "*.txt"} 
labels = {"dBASE (*.dbf)", "INFO", "Delimited Text (*.txt)"} 
MsgBox.Info("filename for nodes = ?", "") 
files = FileDialog.ReturnFiles(patterns, labels, "Add Node Table", 0) 
for each f in files 
  vn = VTab.Make(f, FALSE, FALSE) 
  if (vn.HasError) then 
    if (vn.HasLockError) then 
      MsgBox.Error("Unable to acquire Read Lock for file " + 
f.GetBaseName, "") 
    else 
      MsgBox.Error("The file '" + f.GetBaseName + "' is not valid.", 
"") 
  end 
  else 
    gui = av.GetProject.GetSelectedGUI 
    if (gui.GetType <> "Table") then 
      GUIName = "Table" 
    else 
      GUIName = gui.GetName 
    end      
    tn = Table.MakeWithGUI(vn, GUIName) 
    tn.SetName(vn.GetName) 
    tn.GetWin.Open 
  end 
end  
 
' make view and point theme 
theView = View.Make 
theWindow = theView.GetWin 
theWindow.Open 
 
' create the point theme, assuming "vn" has fields "x" and "y" 
 
theView = av.GetActiveDoc 
xField = vn.FindField("x") 
yField = vn.FindField("y") 
axySrc = XYName.Make(vn,xField,yField) 
theTheme = Theme.Make(axySrc) 
theView.AddTheme(theTheme) 
theTheme.SetVisible(true) 
theTheme.SetActive(true) 
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' add links table 
 
MsgBox.Info("filename for links = ?", "") 
files = FileDialog.ReturnFiles(patterns, labels, "Add Link Table", 0) 
for each f in files 
  vl = VTab.Make(f, FALSE, FALSE) 
  if (vl.HasError) then 
    if (vl.HasLockError) then 
      MsgBox.Error("Unable to acquire Read Lock for file " + 
f.GetBaseName, "") 
    else 
      MsgBox.Error("The file '" + f.GetBaseName + "' is not valid.", 
"") 
  end 
  else 
    gui = av.GetProject.GetSelectedGUI 
    if (gui.GetType <> "Table") then 
      GUIName = "Table" 
    else 
      GUIName = gui.GetName 
    end      
    tl = Table.MakeWithGUI(vl, GUIName) 
    tl.SetName(vl.GetName) 
    tl.GetWin.Open 
  end 
end  
 
' create links 
 
Proj = TheView.GetProjection 
 
' join coordinates to links based on "from" field 
 
AFld = vl.FindField("From") 
nFld = vn.FindField("Node") 
vl.Join(AFld, vn, nFld) 
 
xField = vl.FindField("x") 
yField = vl.FindField("y") 
 
counter = 0 
total = vl.GetNumRecords 
APtList = {} 
for each r in vl 
  counter = counter+1 
  shpA = vl.ReturnValueNumber(xField,r)@vl.ReturnValueNumber(yField,r) 
  Proj.Projectpt(shpA) 
  APtList.Add(shpA) 
  av.SetStatus((counter/total) * 100) 
end 
 
' Removes any fields joined to the links table  
 
if (vl.IsBase.Not) then 
  av.GetProject.SetModified(true) 
end 
vl.UnjoinAll 
 
' join coordinates to links based on "to" field 
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BFld = vl.FindField("To") 
' nFld = vn.FindField("Node") 
vl.Join(BFld, vn, nFld) 
 
xField = vl.FindField("x") 
yField = vl.FindField("y") 
 
counter = 0 
total = vl.GetNumRecords 
BPtList = {} 
for each r in vl 
  counter = counter+1 
  shpB = vl.ReturnValueNumber(xField,r)@vl.ReturnValueNumber(yField,r) 
  Proj.Projectpt(shpB) 
  BPtList.Add(shpB) 
  av.SetStatus((counter/total) * 100) 
end 
 
' Removes any fields joined to the links table  
 
if (vl.IsBase.Not) then 
  av.GetProject.SetModified(true) 
end 
vl.UnjoinAll 
 
'make a new theme 
 
'v = av.GetActiveDoc 
v = theView 
 
class = PolyLine 
def = av.GetProject.MakeFileName("theme", "shp") 
def = FileDialog.Put(def, "*.shp", "New Theme") 
 
if (def <> nil) then 
  tbl = FTab.MakeNew(def, class) 
  fld = Field.Make("LID", #FIELD_DECIMAL, 8, 0) 
  fld2 = Field.Make("Length", #FIELD_DOUBLE, 8, 0) 
  fld.SetVisible( TRUE ) 
  tbl.AddFields({fld}) 
  SpiderTheme = FTheme.Make(tbl) 
  v.AddTheme(SpiderTheme) 
  SpiderTheme.SetActive(TRUE) 
  SpiderTheme.SetVisible(FALSE) 
  v.SetEditableTheme(SpiderTheme) 
  av.GetProject.SetModified(true) 
end 
 
themeList = v.GetThemes 
themeList.Shuffle( themeList.Get(0), (themeList.Count - 1)) 
v.InvalidateTOC ( nil ) 
 
 
'Draw the spider diagrams 
 
counter = 0 
distList = {} 
 
for each num in 0..(total-1) 
  counter = counter+1 
  av.SetStatus((counter/total) * 100) 
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  shpA = APtList.get(num) 
  shpB = BPtList.get(num) 
  spiderline = PolyLine.make( {{shpA, shpB}} ) 
  dist = shpA.Distance(shpB) 
  distList.Add(dist) 
  theTheme = v.GetEditableTheme 
 
if (spiderline <> nil) then 
  if (SpiderTheme <> nil) then 
    if (Proj.IsNull.Not) then 
      spiderline = spiderline.ReturnUnprojected(Proj) 
    end 
    theField = SpiderTheme.GetFTab.FindField("Shape") 
    rec = SpiderTheme.GetFTab.AddRecord 
    SpiderTheme.GetFTab.SetValue(theField, rec, spiderline) 
    SpiderTheme.GetFTab.GetSelection.ClearAll 
    SpiderTheme.GetFTab.GetSelection.Set(rec) 
    SpiderTheme.GetFTab.UpdateSelection 
  else 
    gl = GraphicShape.Make(spiderline) 
    v.GetGraphics.UnselectAll 
    gl.SetSelected(TRUE) 
    v.GetGraphics.Add(gl) 
  end 
  av.GetProject.SetModified(true) 
end 
end '(FOR) 
 
 
'Add the distance field and distances to the FTab 
 
'SpiderTheme = v.FindTheme(SpiderTheme.AsString) 
 
theFTab = SpiderTheme.GetFTab 
fld2 = Field.Make ("Length",#FIELD_FLOAT,12,3) 
theFTab.SetEditable(true) 
theFTab.AddFields ({fld2}) 
 
fld = theFTab.FindField("LID") 
fld2 = theFTab.FindField("Length") 
counter = 0 
for each r in theFTab 
  counter = counter+1 
  theFTab.SetValue (fld,r, counter) 
  Dist = distList.get(r) 
  theFTab.SetValue (fld2,r,Dist) 
end 
 
theFTab.SetEditable(false) 
SpiderTheme.SetVisible(true) 
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Appendix A4: Duality demonstrated - Robillard's Net 
 
To illustrate the Equivalence Theorem and duality by a numerical example, we take the 

net of Fig. 2.3 (Robillard 1974), albeit with more challenging data: congestion, less 

symmetry in costs of routes, more overlapping routes due to different O/D-choices for 

the trip matrix. Yet for simplicity, in particular w.r.t. the inverse function va(ca) and its 

integral [used in (4.2)], we assume a linear formula for link performance - the same data 

and index sets as already described in appendix A2 (Table A2.1). For brevity, we list 

just the GAMS input of the primal model P-SUE, a description of the problem and its 

data in textual format that is self-explanatory. 

 
A4.1 Primal MP Model Input: P-SUE 
SET  i      nodes     / 1*9 /         ! intersections 
     k(i)   dest      / 8,9 /         ! destinations (centroids) 
     a      arcs      / 1*14/         ! directed arcs (links) 
     d(i,k) decision points 

SCALAR    theta   dispersion  / 1.25 / 
          epsilon low bnd     / 0.001 /  

PARAMETER t0(a) free flow times / 1  2, 2  2, 3  3, 4  1, 5  1, 
                6  2, 7  2, 8  1, 9  1,10  1,11  2,12  1,13  1,14  1/ 
          beta(a) linear congestion factor 
          ca(a)   general cost (travel time) per arc ; ! here not used 
          beta(a) = 0.006; beta('7')= 0.002; beta('9')= 0.002; 

TABLE     g(i,k)  "trip matrix" 
                  8       9 
          1     160     600 
          4             240 ; 

TABLE     r(k,i,a)  reasonable nets (case k) 
        1   2   3   5   7   8  10  13 
  8.1   1   1   1                     
  8.2  -1           1                 
  8.3                                 
  8.4      -1           1   1         
  8.5          -1  -1  -1       1     
  8.6                                 
  8.7                      -1       1 
* 8.8                          -1  -1 
* 8.9                                 
  9.1   1   1   1                     
  9.2  -1           1                 
  9.4      -1           1   1         
  9.5          -1  -1  -1       1     
  9.7                      -1       1 
  9.8                          -1  -1 
   +    4   6   9  11  12  14 
  9.2   1 
  9.3  -1   1 
  9.5           1   1 
  9.6      -1  -1       1 
  9.8                       1 
* 9.9              -1  -1  -1   ; 
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  d(i,k) = sum(a$(r(k,i,a) > 0), r(k,i,a)) > 1; 

VARIABLE 
       x(a,k)   link flow (in subproblem k) 
       y(i,k)   node flow (in subproblem k) 
       v(a)     link volumes 
       z        satisfaction (OBJ) 

POSITIVE VARIABLE x, y, v; 

*****  essential initialisation  ************************** 
       y.lo(i,k)$d(i,k) = epsilon; 
       x.lo(a,k)$sum(i$(r(k,i,a) > 0), r(k,i,a)) = epsilon; 
*****  **************************************************** 

EQUATION 
       cost       define obj fct 
       node(i,k)  node balance for commodity k  
       nest(i,k)  define y          ! y(i,k) 
       flow(a)    traffic flow accumulation; 

* linear formula:    t(a) = t0(a)*(1 +     beta(a)*v(a)) "true time" 
* integrated over v: s(a) = t0(a)*(1 + 0.5*beta(a)*v(a)) "pseudo time" 

cost.. sum(a, t0(a)*(1 + 0.5*beta(a)*v(a))*v(a))   ! Beckmann integral 
     - sum((i,k)$d(i,k), y(i,k)*log(y(i,k)) - sum(a$(r(k,i,a)>0), 
                         x(a,k)*log(x(a,k)))) / theta =E= z ; 

node(i,k)$sum(a$(r(k,i,a)>0), r(k,i,a)) ..  
       sum(a$r(k,i,a), r(k,i,a)*x(a,k)) =E= g(i,k); 

nest(i,k)$d(i,k) ..  sum(a$(r(k,i,a) > 0), x(a,k)) =G= y(i,k); 

flow(a)..            sum(k, x(a,k)) =L= v(a); 

model main /all/; 
 
OPTION NLP=MINOS5; 
solve main using nlp minimising z; 

[The input of the dual MP model is analogous, a textual description of D-SUE.] 

 
A4.2 MP Results:  (i) Objective Functions 

MODEL STATISTICS [primal model] 
 
BLOCKS OF EQUATIONS       4     SINGLE EQUATIONS       34 
BLOCKS OF VARIABLES       4     SINGLE VARIABLES       49 
NON ZERO ELEMENTS       138     NON LINEAR N-Z         35 
DERIVATIVE POOL          39     CONSTANT POOL          15 
CODE LENGTH             747 
 
GENERATION TIME      =        0.110 SECONDS    1.4 Mb      WIN-18-096 
 
EXECUTION TIME       =        0.160 SECONDS    1.4 Mb      WIN-18-096 
               S O L V E      S U M M A R Y 
 
     MODEL   MAIN                OBJECTIVE  Z          
     TYPE    NLP                 DIRECTION  MINIMIZE 
     SOLVER  MINOS5              FROM LINE  111 
 
**** SOLVER STATUS     1 NORMAL COMPLETION          
**** MODEL STATUS      2 LOCALLY OPTIMAL            
**** OBJECTIVE VALUE             6179.1375 
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MODEL STATISTICS [dual model] 
 
BLOCKS OF EQUATIONS       5     SINGLE EQUATIONS       56 
BLOCKS OF VARIABLES       5     SINGLE VARIABLES       71 
NON ZERO ELEMENTS       190     NON LINEAR N-Z         29 
DERIVATIVE POOL          17     CONSTANT POOL          17 
CODE LENGTH             424 
 
GENERATION TIME      =        0.390 SECONDS    1.4 Mb      WIN-18-096 
 
EXECUTION TIME       =        0.390 SECONDS    1.4 Mb      WIN-18-096 
 
               S O L V E      S U M M A R Y 
 
     MODEL   MAIN                OBJECTIVE  Z          
     TYPE    NLP                 DIRECTION  MAXIMIZE 
     SOLVER  MINOS5              FROM LINE  116 
 
**** SOLVER STATUS     1 NORMAL COMPLETION          
**** MODEL STATUS      2 LOCALLY OPTIMAL            
**** OBJECTIVE VALUE             6179.1375 
 

A4.3 MP Results:  (ii) Volumes  (link flows of commodity k) 

---- VAR X           link flow (in subproblem k) [primal model] 
 
            LOWER          LEVEL          UPPER         MARGINAL   
 
1 .8         0.0010        36.4469        +INF             .           
1 .9         0.0010       234.7092        +INF             .           
2 .8         0.0010        81.5645        +INF             .           
2 .9         0.0010       161.7611        +INF             .           
3 .8         0.0010        41.9886        +INF             .           
3 .9         0.0010       203.5297        +INF             .           
4 .8          .              .            +INF            1.3482       
4 .9         0.0010        58.0415        +INF             .           
5 .8         0.0010        36.4469        +INF            EPS          
5 .9         0.0010       176.6678        +INF            EPS          
6 .8          .              .            +INF            2.6965       
6 .9         0.0010        58.0415        +INF            EPS          
7 .8         0.0010        20.5417        +INF            EPS          
7 .9         0.0010       247.3018        +INF            EPS          
8 .8         0.0010        61.0228        +INF            EPS          
8 .9         0.0010       154.4593        +INF             .           
9 .8          .              .            +INF            1.5441       
9 .9         0.0010       272.0647        +INF            EPS          
10.8         0.0010        98.9772        +INF             .           
10.9         0.0010       131.9301        +INF            EPS          
11.8          .              .            +INF            4.6821       
11.9         0.0010       223.5045        +INF            EPS          
12.8          .              .            +INF            2.9806       
12.9         0.0010       330.1061        +INF             .           
13.8         0.0010        61.0228        +INF             .           
13.9         0.0010       154.4593        +INF             .           
14.8          .              .            +INF            2.7183       
14.9         0.0010       286.3894        +INF             . 
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---- EQU SFCT        satisfaction  [dual model] 
 
            LOWER          LEVEL          UPPER         MARGINAL   
 
1 .8        -INF             .              .            36.4469       
1 .9        -INF             .              .           234.7092       
2 .8        -INF             .              .            81.5645       
2 .9        -INF             .              .           161.7610       
3 .8        -INF             .              .            41.9886       
3 .9        -INF             .              .           203.5297       
4 .9        -INF             .              .            58.0415       
5 .8        -INF             .              .            36.4469       
5 .9        -INF             .              .           176.6678       
6 .9        -INF             .              .            58.0415       
7 .8        -INF             .              .            20.5417       
7 .9        -INF             .              .           247.3018       
8 .8        -INF             .              .            61.0228       
8 .9        -INF             .              .           154.4593       
9 .9        -INF             .              .           272.0647       
10.8        -INF             .              .            98.9772       
10.9        -INF             .              .           131.9301       
11.9        -INF             .              .           223.5044       
12.9        -INF             .              .           330.1062       
13.8        -INF             .              .            61.0228       
13.9        -INF             .              .           154.4593       
14.9        -INF             .              .           286.3894       
 
 
But not this vector: ---- VAR F           link flow (case k)  [dual model] 
 
            LOWER          LEVEL          UPPER         MARGINAL   
 
1 .8          .              .            +INF             .           
1 .9          .           271.1561        +INF             .           
2 .8          .           160.0000        +INF             .           
2 .9          .            83.3256        +INF             .           
3 .8          .              .            +INF            EPS          
3 .9          .           245.5183        +INF             .           
4 .8          .              .            +INF            EPS          
4 .9          .            58.0415        +INF             .           
5 .8          .              .            +INF            EPS          
5 .9          .           213.1147        +INF             .           
6 .8          .              .            +INF            EPS          
6 .9          .            58.0415        +INF             .           
7 .8          .           160.0000        +INF             .           
7 .9          .           107.8435        +INF            EPS          
8 .8          .              .            +INF            EPS          
8 .9          .           215.4821        +INF             .           
9 .8          .              .            +INF            EPS          
9 .9          .           272.0647        +INF             .           
10.8          .           160.0000        +INF             .           
10.9          .            70.9073        +INF             .           
11.8          .              .            +INF            EPS          
11.9          .           223.5044        +INF             .           
12.8          .              .            +INF            EPS          
12.9          .           330.1062        +INF             .           
13.8          .              .            +INF             .           
13.9          .           215.4821        +INF             .           
14.8          .              .            +INF            EPS          
14.9          .           286.3894        +INF             . 
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A4.4 MP Results:  (iii) Link Costs ca(va) 

---- EQU FLOW        traffic flow accumulation  [primal model] 
 
          LOWER          LEVEL          UPPER         MARGINAL   
 
1         -INF             .              .            -5.2539       
2         -INF             .              .            -4.9199       
3         -INF             .              .            -7.4193       
4         -INF             .              .            -1.3482       
5         -INF             .              .            -2.2787       
6         -INF             .              .            -2.6965       
7         -INF             .              .            -3.0714       
8         -INF             .              .            -2.2929       
9         -INF             .              .            -1.5441       
10        -INF             .              .            -2.3854       
11        -INF             .              .            -4.6821       
12        -INF             .              .            -2.9806       
13        -INF             .              .            -2.2929       
14        -INF             .              .            -2.7183       
 
 
---- VAR C           link cost  [dual model] 
 
          LOWER          LEVEL          UPPER         MARGINAL   
 
1          2.0000         5.2539        +INF             .           
2          2.0000         4.9199        +INF             .           
3          3.0000         7.4193        +INF             .           
4          1.0000         1.3482        +INF             .           
5          1.0000         2.2787        +INF             .           
6          2.0000         2.6965        +INF             .           
7          2.0000         3.0714        +INF             .           
8          1.0000         2.2929        +INF             .           
9          1.0000         1.5441        +INF             .           
10         1.0000         2.3854        +INF             .           
11         2.0000         4.6821        +INF            EPS          
12         1.0000         2.9806        +INF             .           
13         1.0000         2.2929        +INF             .           
14         1.0000         2.7183        +INF             .           
 

A4.5 MP Results:  (iv) Satisfaction sk
n (perceived disutility) 

---- EQU NODE        node balance for commodity k  [primal model] 
 
           LOWER          LEVEL          UPPER         MARGINAL   
 
1.8       160.0000       160.0000       160.0000         8.7346       
1.9       600.0000       600.0000       600.0000        10.4106       
2.8          .              .              .             4.6641       
2.9          .              .              .             5.9076       
3.9          .              .              .             5.6771       
4.8          .              .              .             4.3537       
4.9       240.0000       240.0000       240.0000         6.5394       
5.8          .              .              .             2.3854       
5.9          .              .              .             3.8562       
6.9          .              .              .             2.9806       
7.8          .              .              .             2.2929       
7.9          .              .              .             5.0112       
8.9          .              .              .             2.7183       
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---- VAR S           satisfaction (at i in subproblem k)  [dual model] 
 
           LOWER          LEVEL          UPPER         MARGINAL   
 
1.8        -INF            8.7346        +INF             .           
1.9        -INF           10.4106        +INF             .           
2.8        -INF            4.6641        +INF             .           
2.9        -INF            5.9076        +INF             .           
3.9        -INF            5.6771        +INF             .           
4.8        -INF            4.3537        +INF             .           
4.9        -INF            6.5394        +INF             .           
5.8        -INF            2.3854        +INF             .           
5.9        -INF            3.8562        +INF             .           
6.9        -INF            2.9806        +INF             .           
7.8        -INF            2.2929        +INF             .           
7.9        -INF            5.0112        +INF             .           
8.9        -INF            2.7183        +INF             .           
 

A4.6 MP Results:  (v) Conclusion 

These examples illustrate the primal-dual relationship of models P-SUE ⇔ D-SUE as 

already stated on the LHS and RHS of equations (3.4), (3.5), (4.4). The optimal values 

of interest to the modeller can be computed either way, but the primal model P-SUE is 

more concise and possesses mathematical advantages: it has linear constraints and is 

non-linear only in its objective function. 
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Appendix A5: Dial revisited - STOCH[k] 
 
In this section, an algorithm is presented as an alternative traffic assignment method to 

the constant cost case P-SUE (3.1). Such algorithm has been pioneered by Dial (1971) 

and since become known as STOCH. The version here revises Dial in several aspects: 

• it is destination (k) oriented, ie it reverses Dial's origin based cascade loading; 

• it includes a loop over all destinations (extending Dial's exposition of a single O/D-

pair or a single origin); it initialises and accumulates the link flow vector v and thus 

computes a complete network assignment from a given T matrix; 

• it incorporates Trahan's (1974) improvements on Dial (credited to Robillard 1974); 

• it includes the computation of satisfaction sk
n , the expectation E(min cost n→k). 

 

STOCH[k] may well serve as a subroutine in algorithm PARLIN (appendix A6). It is 

based on Dial (1971, 2001), but incorporates ideas of Robillard (1974), Trahan (1974), 

Akamatsu (1997), and the dual relationship (8.2). The shortest route calculus is a mix 

between Dijkstra (1959) and Dial's (1969) algorithm CACM 360, ie there is no need to 

search for the min-distant next node. A loose end node list L is maintained, using a 

bubble sort for maintaining a topological order within L. Like CACM 360, list L is in 

fact one of the aims of this particular implementation of a spanning tree calculus. 

 

Dijkstra's algorithm is implemented here as a swarming out from the root k: consecutive 

backward stars (the next node from list L, ie in ascending order of distance) are scanned 

and their from nodes examined for shortest distance updates (if any). If the reached node 

is "new" (still at its initial distance of infinity), the topological list L grows, otherwise its 

size does not change. In any case, a bubble-sort keeps L in ascending order of node-dis-

tance. No effort has been made to improve code efficiency: a bubble-sort is not the most 

efficient sort, nor is a potential yet harmless repeat of the command store node avoided. 

The trade-off is that it would take other (frequently used) commands to circumvent this. 

 

The effectiveness of an algorithm depends on its logic, not on clever data storage. Yet, 

for computing efficiency and convenient notation, let us stipulate as follows: n is an in-

dex into a node table (n = 1..N) that contains data such as (X,Y) coordinates, free flow 

times (τ), capacity (κ) etc. - see appendix A9 for the specification of time functions used 

in this thesis and the data they require. Similarly, a is an index into an arc table (1..A) 
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that contains data such as from and to nodes, road class (γ), number of lanes (µ). α(a) 

and ω(a) are operators (or look-up functions) that return the start node ia (end node ja) of 

arc a; ia := α(a) (= from); ja := ω(a) (= to). Often it is assumed that (ia ja) uniquely identi-

fies an arc; we do not stipulate such a limitation, allowing for many arcs that connect 

the same node-pair - but a itself is a unique identifier (a label, in our case an index). 

 

Data and the global net G(N,A) need only be input once, where the topology is (by pre-

sumption) stored twice: as a node oriented list (iC, aC) of forward stars (choices C) and a 

similar list (jB, aB) of backward stars, more precisely defined as follows: 

 

forward aC = list of arc labels a (sorted by from) 

 iC = list of break points in aC such that all arcs aC[ν] , ν∈(iC[n-1]+1, .. , iC[n]), 

form the forward star Cn at node n. The length of this index list iC is N+1, a 

first entry (iC[0] = 0) being for convenience. iC[n] = iC[n-1] indicates Cn = ∅ 

(an empty set); |Cn| = card(Cn) = iC[n] - iC[n-1]; Υ
n

n AC =  (the super-set of 

all arcs, the complete net) and ∅=mn CC Ι  for n ≠ m, because each arc has 

a single from node, ie belongs to a unique forward star C. 

 

backward aB = list of arc labels a (sorted by to) 

 jB = list of break points in aB such that all arcs aB[ν] , ν∈(jB[n-1]+1, .. , jB[n]), 

form the backward star Bn at node n ... and so on, analoguously. 

 

To test the algorithm (using an AMPL script), a global net G(N,A), that had arcs a 

labelled consecutively in lexicographic (from, to) order was used; a separate list aC was 

in that case superfluous.  

 

In our model design, limiting route choices to reasonable sets requires for each destina-

tion k an exogenously defined net Rk ⊆ G(N,A), here understood as a list of arcs a∈Rk. 

In consequence, globally defined forward or backward stars must be intersected with Rk 

- Ck
n = Cn ∩ Rk , where ∪n Ck

n = Rk; and analogously, Bk
n = Bn ∩ Rk , where ∪n Bk

n = Rk - 

for a target-specific application of the STOCH[k] algorithm. The existence of a single 

net Rk (unified choice sets) - hence the validity of cascade loading (to k) - is presumed. 
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For convenience and better understanding of STOCH[k], the crucial formulae of Trahan 

(1974, p. 320) - his improvement on Dial (1971) - is restated here as implemented: 

 link weights: )exp( aa cw θ−=  ∀a∈A (A5.1) 

Recursion (backward pass), starting at the destination k: 

 node weights: , 1=kw 0=nw  (n≠k), accumulate  ajnn wwww +=  (A5.2) 

  where arc a = n→j is a branch within the backward star Bj

 satisfaction:  thereafter, once shortest distance n→k has firmed up 0=ks

  θ++= /)/ln( njajan wwwscs  where arc a = n→j (A5.3) 

  is a branch within the spanning tree of shortest routes (to k) 

Recursion (forward pass), starting at the farthest point from k (the end of list L): 

 initial volumes: qn = if n∈Z then Tnk else 0;  [node throughput] (A5.4) 

 assignment: for a∈Cn { najna wwwqx /=  where arc a = n→j (A5.5) 

   qj = qj + xa;   va = va + xa}  [accumulate]  

 

There are obvious advantages over Dial's original proposition (Trahan 1974), eg link 

weights wa to be computed once and for all (A5.1), skipping Dial's step 0 (preliminaries) 

and accumulating node weights wn (A5.2) simultaneously with shortest distances by a 

Dijkstra-style (1959) once-through of nodes and backward stars, a simplified logit as-

signment calculus using node weights (where the number of nodes in a network is less 

than the number of arcs), less computer storage, ...  

 

Satisfaction sn is per capita - a volume independent item - and therefore may also be 

computed during the backward pass. In this implementation, it is the last action before 

node n is dismissed, ie after the scan of the backward star Bn .  

 

Briefly introducing the notation: nL is the current length of list L, p and q are pointers to 

its content, d = [dn] is a vector of shortest node distances, r = [rn] a spanning tree [an arc 

chain] of shortest routes n→k, wa and wn are vectors of arc (node) weights respectively, 

sn are satisfaction values, and qn are the quantities (of commodity k) that pass node n. 

continue is a jump to the end of the current loop.  
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A5.1 STOCH[k] - a goal oriented version of Dial's algorithm 
 
initialise read data: network G(N,A), topology (iC, aC), (jB, aB), θ, trip matrix T, etc.; 
 for a∈A {va := 0; wa := exp(-θ ca)}; 

commodity for k∈Z {  [for each destination k do STOCH] 

initialise  reset data; read Rk; if Rk = ∅ then continue; p := 1; Lp := k; nL := 1;   
 for n∈N {dn := ∞; wn := 0; sn := 0; qn := (n in Z) ? Tnk : 0}; dk := 0; wk := 1;  

backward repeat {   j := Lp;   construe backward star Bk
j = {aB | j} ∩ Rk; 

for a∈Bk
j  {   n := α(a);   dist := dj + ca;  [examine backward star] 

if dist < dn then {   rn := a ; [update tree] 
if dn = ∞ then {nL := nL+1; L[nL]:= n};   dn := dist; [add n to L] 
q := nL; while Lq ≠ n {q := q - 1}; [find n∈L] 
while d[Lq-1] > dist { Lq := Lq-1; q := q - 1}; Lq := n; [update L] 

} [no action, if dn ≤ dist] 
wn := wn + wj wa;  [accumulate node weights] 

};  [end backward star Bk
j] 

if p > 1 then {  q := rj;   m := ω(q); [pick branch of spanning tree] 
sj := cq + sm + ln (wm wq / wj) / θ; [compute satisfaction at node j] 

}; 
p := p + 1;  [step on through L] 

} until p > nL; [no loose ends left in L] 

forward repeat { p := p - 1;  n := Lp;   construe forward star Ck
n = {aC | n} ∩ Rk; 

for a∈Ck
n  {   j := ω(a); [process forward star] 

xa := qn wj wa / wn ; [assign link flow for commodity k] 
qj := qj + xa ; [pass flow volume on to next node j] 
va := va + xa ; [accumulate link flows for all commodities k] 

};  [end forward star Ck
n] 

} until p = 2; [traffic assignment of flow k complete] 

results output xk, sk, dk, rk, Lk (or whatever); [results per commodity flow k] 
 } [end commodity loop] 

finalise output v; close files; 
 
Note:  x[i] is an alternative for writing xi - the i-th component of vector x. It is used 
to avoid subscripts on subscripts; yet subscripting is the preferred notation above (hope-
fully for greater clarity). 
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A5.2 Reflection and comparison - algorithm versus mathematical program 
 
It is of theoretical interest to reflect on and compare both methods. Firstly, STOCH[k] 

does not check for connectivity of the graph. If some nodes are 'orphans', the spanning 

tree will not reach those, but the assignment, the forward pass, will move through nodes 

within the spanning tree (= all n∈L) and ignore any other. The algorithm is easily 

amended, eg by adding-up controls or checking whether the final length nL of list L is 

indeed N. In contrast, 'orphans' will create infeasible solutions within an MP, because 

all flows must be strictly positive (xk > 0). 

 

This raises a further point of interest: arc and node weights are strictly positive (wa > 0, 

wn > 0 ∀ (a,n)∈Rk), but in the forward pass - the assignment - any link flow xa or node 

throughput qn could be zero and would be promulgated as such. In fact, there is no 

check on signs and negative flows are neither detected nor ruled out by the calculus as 

such. (It is easy to implement such additional sign checks.) 

 

These notions lead to a methodologically interesting point: if we wished, the creation of 

special cycle-free networks Rk is unnecessary. With the global network G(N,A), simply 

constructing a spanning tree of shortest routes rules out any cyclic path elements - each 

node n is placed just once within the topologically ordered list Lk, where nL = N (but for 

exceptional cases). Assignment of traffic (the forward pass) along forward stars of a 

topologically ordered node list, starting at the farthest, is (a) feasible and (b) reasonable, 

if we accept any path leading closer to the destination as reasonable.  
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Appendix A6:  the PARLIN algorithm - iterative solution of the P-SUE 
 
Solving the logit SUE model P-SUE poses no problem as such, given the availability of 

standard (commercial) MP software. GAMS 2.5 and AMPL 6.6 have been used as alge-

braic modelling languages for P-SUE with CPLEX 6.6 and MINOS 5.5 for solvers. The 

only difficulty is model size. It is a problem shared by DUE models as well and has pro-

duced decomposition methods and various iterative solution strategies such as Frank-

Wolfe (1956), PARTAN or the Partial Linearisation (PARLIN) method (Evans 1976; 

Larsson and Migdalas 1990; Larsson, Migdalas and Patriksson 1993; Patriksson 1993a, 

Patriksson 1993b, Patriksson 1994, pp. 104-111) - a method that generalises Frank-

Wolfe and includes it as a special case.  

 

PARLIN expands the first term in (3.2) into a Taylor series but leaves the entropy terms 

intact. This leads to (temporarily fixed) costs and enables a decomposition, where the 

auxiliary problem is non-linear (to be solved by MINOS 5.5). We call it 

STOCH[k]:  ∑∑
∈∈

−≡
kk Dn

kkx
n

Ra

k
aa

k yHxcz ),(1)(min xx
θ

 (A6.1) 

s.t.  ;  ;  (xkkk txR = kkk
D yxR = k ≥ 0) (A6.2) 

It is a cascade loading (expressed in link volumes xk) of all flows with destination k (= 

commodity). An alternative solution method is Dial's revised algorithm (appendix A5), 

here useable because of (currently) constant costs ca. It is a (probabilistic) multi-path 

assignment according to costs in contrast to standard transhipment models that compute 

shortest routes, where the cascade loading n→k is always a single AON choice, even if 

several shortest routes n→k exist. (This is at the core of the poor convergence of Frank-

Wolfe.)  

 

Matrices Rk and Rk
D are parsimonious, different for each k. Bracketed sign constraints 

are a reminder that the solution is an interior point: xk is strictly positive. For that reason 

it is impossible to use a general all encompassing network, as in the DUE case. Not all 

nodes n∈Z may be a destination; eg in the Perth CBD instance, there were 3 nodes on 

the cordon that were one-way streets leading into the CBD area - never a destination 

point for exiting. For notational convenience, we allow STOCH[k] to be an "empty 

problem" in that case, a case to be skipped in any loop concerned (for k in Z …). 
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A6.1 PARLIN - a Partial Linearisation algorithm for P-SUE 

 Step 0: initialise read data (T-matrix, network); cost c := τa+τn; v:= 0; flag := 0; 

  for {k in Z} {read Rk; solve STOCH[k]; v := v+xk}; S := cTv; 

for {l in 0..limit} { [iteration loop] 

 Step 1: new cost compute new cost c := ca(v) + cn(v);  [link+node] 

 Step 2: assign trips H := 0; d := 0; for {k in Z} {read Rk; 

 solve STOCH[k];  d := d + xk;  H := H + z(xk)}; 

   S := cTd;   H := S - H; [just entropy] 

 Step 3: converged? U0 :=  ; U∑∫
a

v

a
a dvvc

0
)( 1 :=  ; [system utility] ∑∫

a

d

a
a dvvc

0
)(

   d := d - v; [change vector] ∆ := cTd;  [cost criterion] 

   if ∆ ≥ 0 and not flag then flag := l;     

   if l then { BLB:= max(BLB,U0-H+∆);  [best lower bound] 

  BUB:= min(BUB,U1-H)} [best upper bound] 

         else { BLB:= U0-H+∆; BUB:= U1-H}; 

   test := ∑ −
a

a Ad )1|/(|)( 2   [RMSE, average change] 

   if (test < εd) and (BUB/BLB - 1 < εz) then break;   

 Step 4: line search lo := 0; up := 1; S0 := ∆; S1 := cT(v + d) d; 

  if flag then {λ := 1/(l - flag + 2)}  [MSA starts with ½] 

   else if S1<0 then λ:=1; else { 

   for {n in 1..5} { [bisection] 

   λ := (lo+up)/2; test := cT(v+λd) d; if test = 0 then break; 

 if test>0 then {up:= λ; S1:= test} else {lo:= λ; S0:= test}; }; 

   if test and (S0<0) and (S1>0) then  λ := lo - S0(up-lo)/(S1-S0)}; 

 Step 5: update v := v + λd;   report progress and intermediate results; 

};   [end iteration loop l] 

 Step 6: finalise report results; close files; exit.  

 

This algorithm PARLIN resembles in notation and structure the AMPL script in which 

it has been coded. Consequently, there is a syntactic similarity with C-programming, no 

go to statement, just a break (leaving current brackets). For storage efficiency, vectors 

and variables are re-used and thus have more than a single meaning, eg d, H, test.  
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Explaining the notation, costs are subscripted a for arc and n for node, but in general, c 

is a link-cost vector that combines both (appendix A9), initially a free flow time (τa) and 

a node delay (τn). Such a combination is efficient and permitted for fixed costs (ch. 7). v 

denotes the accumulated link flow vector, flag a control to switch between line search 

(initially) and MSA (method of successive averages - towards the end of the algorithm). 

Z are the zones (centroids) of the network and k the destination (commodity). Rk is the 

envelope of routes (from all n∈Z to k), STOCH[k] denotes the problem (A6.1), (A6.2) - 

alternatively, the algorithm of appendix A5 - with solution xk. It omits the constant term 

of the Taylor series as optimisation irrelevant; however, if best lower and upper bounds 

are to be computed, the terms U (system utility at λ = 0 and λ = 1) must be evaluated. S 

denotes the (total) system cost - more for information than for algorithmic necessity. 

 

l is the iteration counter, where limit is a suitable upper bound. Costs c are based on cur-

rent assignment (v). H is the entropy part in OBJ (A6.1), initially just the accumulated 

objective function, H = ∑k z(xk), to be corrected in step 2 (using S = cTd). d is ultimately 

a difference vector, (as usual for iterative assignments using a line search); but initially, 

d is the auxiliary assignment, d = ∑k xk (also used for computing U1).  

 

U are (selfish) user costs, the true objective function values [first part of (3.2)] and first 

terms in the Taylor series (= constants). U0 is at v (λ=0) and U1 at d (λ=1); they are only 

required, if BLB (best lower bound) and BUB (best upper bound) are to be computed - 

estimates for the true OBJ (3.2) - and (possibly) used for terminating the iteration: Their 

computation uses a switch (if l then .. else ..) between first time settings (l=0 ~ false) or 

updates (l≠0 ~ true). The auxiliary (complete) assignment d is corrected (= d - v) and 

becomes the difference vector. The line search over a uni-variate function in λ seeks to 

find that point where the first order condition, ∆ = cT(v + λd) d = 0. [As an aside, it is 

the DUE optimisation criterion, generalised by Smith (1979) as a variational inequality 

∆ ≥ 0 that defines a DUE.] Quadratic or cubic approximations, possibly using gradients, 

are too involved for our cost functions and the OBJ (3.2). Instead, straightforward bisec-

tion is used, up to 5 times, with a final regula falsi estimate, giving λ with an accuracy 

of about 2 digits - supposedly good enough to move on with iterations. If ∆ > 0, vector 

d is not a direction of descent (in U); a line search (trying to minimise U) is nonsensical 

and flag is set to the current iteration number (l) so that from now on MSA is used. 
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In preparation for a potential iteration stop (converged = true), RMSE is computed (= 

test variable): the average magnitude of change in vector d. In the example, iteration 

stops if both criteria are met: test<εd and (BUB-BLB)/BLB <εz - a converged OBJ (3.2). 

 

If d is not a direction of descent (for U), then MSA is used for the rest of the algorithm 

(no switching back), ie the series λ = 1/2, 1/3, 1/4, 1/5, ...  Either the solution converges 

within the specified iteration limit - or the computation is stopped because this limit has 

been reached. In any case, results are reported, files closed, and the algorithm exits. 

 

A6.2 Reflection on PARLIN 
 
More details from a theoretical perspective are found in chapter 7. Ideally, a line search 

(over λ) would compute true values of the OBJ, but that would require evaluations of xk, 

yk, and v at intermediate point (v + λd) - an impractical proposition plus a denial of all 

the decomposition benefits. The strategy above contents itself with initial rapid moves 

towards a SUE ≈ a DUE, leaving finer adjustments (MSA) to last. Chen and Alfa (1991) 

recommend the same idea of ignoring entropy terms in their algorithm 2, demonstrated 

on the Fisk (1980) model. It presupposes that vector d is a direction of descent, which is 

only initially the case. At the later stages, cTd ≥ 0. This is easily understood, when one 

considers a very low theta (θ→0) and consequently consumers choices being almost in-

sensitive to route cost: in that case, there is no reason why d should be - in terms of cost 

[= measured utility U = the first part in OBJ (3.2)] - a direction of descent. Yet even at 

higher θ values, when we are close to the DUE optimum (cTd ≈ 0) entropy dominates. 

Therefore, in the vicinity of closure, consideration of just U is insufficient for iterating 

towards the point of equilibrium and the line search would have to consider all of the 

OBJ - an impracticality. The remedy is MSA: a proven method to converge to the SUE 

without requiring a line search because λ is predetermined - and a refinement beyond 

Chen and Alfa (1991).  

 

It has been observed (and is affirmed in the Perth CBD case) that stopping on the basis 

of the objective function value (BUB, BLB) might be "premature"; RMSE - waiting for 

a change vector d ≈ 0 - is much tighter and theoretically more satisfactory. 
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Maher (1998) raises an interesting point when he proposes to use the "unconstrained" 

dual objective (4.9) for a logit SUE model and the line search (λ). Let us reproduce his 

objective function, partial derivative - stated under reference to Sheffi (1985) - and the 

gradient along the search direction [Maher 1998, pp. 541-542, equ. (5), (6), (7)]:  

(logit) SUE: minimise ∑∑∫ ∑ −+−=
rs

rsrs
a

x

a
aaaa xSqxcxxxcz a )()(d)()x(
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Maher uses Sheffi's notation and explains ".. in which ca(xa) is the cost-flow function for 

link a, qrs is the demand between O-D pair (r,s) and Srs(x) is the value of the satisfaction 

function arising from a stochastic loading based on the current solution x." Earlier on he 

states: "The solution to the SUE problem is iterative in nature, with the link flows at it-

eration n, x(n), giving rise to a set of link costs c(n) which are used in a stochastic loading 

to produce an auxiliary flow pattern y(n). The flow pattern is then updated by the familiar 

formula: 

 )( )()()()1( nn
n

nn xyxx −λ+=+   (A6.6) 

in which λn is the step length taken along the search direction (y(n) - x(n))." [of course, 0 ≤ 

λn ≤ 1 is required]. 

 

These explanations indicate that the objective z (A6.3) is seen a function in x with a 

(vector) parameter x: z = z(x,x). Looking at Sheffi (1985, p. 317, equ. [12.23]) we find:  
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where ∂z(x)/∂xb is "a typical term, that is, the partial derivative of z(x) with respect to 

the flow on link b." Pk
rs is the probability of choosing path k [on condition (r,s)] and δ is 

Kronecker's symbol (= 0|1) denoting whether path k (r→s) uses link b or not. tb (time) is 

Sheffi's notation for link cost (cb). Trying to reconcile his formula (A6.7) with Maher's 

expression (A6.4), clearly the double-sum in (A6.7) is identified with auxiliary vector y: 

the allocation of the trip matrix at current cost c(x), where indeed the probabilities Pk
rs 

are functions of those costs (and only costs). 
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Although it is not clear that this understanding of Maher's OSLA (optimal step length 

algorithm) coincides with the author's intention, Maher's numerical example (albeit with 

a slightly different path of convergence) was successfully replicated using GAMS. 

Transcribing the OSLA problem and the dual objective as a maximisation into the 

notation of this thesis: 

 

0. Set up an initial (total) flow pattern v(0), typically by carrying out a stochastic load-

ing based on free-flow link costs [eg use P-SUE]. Set the iteration counter n to 0. 

1. Compute new link costs c(n) based on the current flow pattern v(n), carry out a (logit) 

stochastic loading, using these link costs, producing an auxiliary (total) flow pattern 

w(n), and in the process, accumulate satisfaction, ∑=
ik

ikikTsS0  [eg using STOCH[k], 

the MP model or algorithm]. These results allow to compute the objective function 

z0 and its gradient g0 at λ = 0: 

  ∑ ∑∫−≡
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 Alternatively, the producer surplus in (A6.8) can be computed by integration in parts 
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2. Compute link costs c(n) based on the auxiliary flow pattern w(n), and do another round 

of stochastic loading (at these costs), computing ∑=
ik

ikikTsS1 , z1 and g1 at λ = 1: 
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3. These four function values (two at λ = 0, two at λ = 1) allow to approximate z= z(λ) 

as a (cubic) polynomial such that function values and slopes fit at the interval ends 

(0 ≤ λ ≤ 1). Let z(λ) ≡ a + bλ + cλ² + dλ³, then the coefficients are derived from:  

z(0) = a = z0; z'(0) = b = g0; z(1) = a + b + c + d = z1; z'(1) = b + 2c + 3d = g1; hence 

d = -2(z1 - z0) + g0 + g1; and c = 3(z1 - z0) - 2g0 - g1 . The first order condition for an 

extreme value (a maximum) is ∂z/∂λ = b + 2cλ + 3dλ² = 0. There will be only one 
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root within (0 ≤ λ ≤ 1):  )3/()3( 2 dbdcc −−+=λ  [d is initially negative]. 

In case d ≈ 0, the approximation is quadratic and - as Maher proposes - a quadratic 

polynomial could be used regardless with )/(2/ 100 gggcb −=−=λ .  

4. Update   and increment n by 1. 

If 

)( )()()()1( nnnn vwvv −λ+=+

v(n) ≈ w(n)  stop; otherwise return to step 1. 

 

Maher provides a numerical example: three parallel routes with c1 = 3 + v1; c2 = 2 + 2v2; 

c3 = 2.5 + 1.5v3; (θ = 1) and a total flow of 1. In that case, the OSLA algorithm is easily 

verified on a spreadsheet, eg using the log-sum formula (2.15) for satisfaction. As in the 

paper (Maher 1998, Tab. 1), the algorithm converges (after 6 cycles) to v = {0.2592348, 

0.4056898, 0.3350754}; c = {3.259235, 2.811380, 3.002613}; satisfaction S = 1.909213; and 

z = 1.62682125; where the latter equals z0 and z1, but is not max z(λ) = 1.761303. Inter-

estingly, for iterations 3 to 6, z(λ) was only quadratic (d ≈ 0) and λ ≈ ½ throughout. In 

hindsight, this is to be expected, because the equilibrium converges towards v ≈ w (the 

auxiliary vector is identical with the assigned flow), hence the polynomial z(λ) becomes 

(almost) symmetric, z(λ ≈ 0+ε) = z(λ ≈ 1-ε) - a nice affirmation of the procedure above. 

 

This might suggests abandoning a line search altogether and using λn = ½ regardless. It 

is a plausible scheme, but lacks the theoretical proof of convergence that presupposes  

  for n→∞ and  for n→∞ (A6.12) ∞→λ∑
n

i
i ∞<→λ∑ L

n

i
i
2

[Patriksson 1994, pp. 102-103]. This condition is met by λn = 1/n, the method of succes-

sive averages (MSA) used in the final stages of PARLIN. 

 

OSLA has not been incorporated into PARLIN for historical and other reasons. Major 

deterrents here are the link performance functions and node delays used for the Perth 

CBD model. The gradient is fairly involved so that formulae (A6.9) and (A6.11) are 

difficult. In consequence, one would rather use a third point (λ = ½) and an approximat-

ing parabola through z0, z½, and z1 in order to estimate a step length λ. In our case, in 

particular as an existent, well-debugged, well-performing algorithm PARLIN was at 

hand, this idea has not been further pursued. Yet in principle, the proposition of using a 

primal model P-SUE for traffic assignments, and the dual model D-SUE for an optimal 
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step length λ certainly warrants further investigation, specifically, because analytically, 

entropy is not discarded, but (implicitly) taken into account in λ estimates. 
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Appendix A7:  the PARTAN algorithm - iterative solution of the DUE 
 
Studying the convergence characteristics of the Frank-Wolfe method, Patriksson (1994, 

pp. 101-102) reports on poor convergence, zig-zagging iterations and cyclic flows being 

retained. The arithmetic or sublinear convergence in the order of O(1/n) [as he says in a 

footnote, quoting a colleague who wishes to remain anonymous] "amounts to the Frank-

Wolfe method being convergent, but just almost". In Patriksson's analysis, this stems 

from a linear OBJ being valid locally but used globally and the extreme point solution it 

generates. "The implication is that when the optimal solution is approached, the search 

directions will tend to become orthogonal to the steepest descent direction, i.e. the direc-

tional derivatives will tend to zero."  

 

This problem of zig-zag has led to PARTAN, effectively a line search along two lines in 

order to improve convergence: first the standard step of steepest descent, then a second 

search along a line combining this point with the previous iteration point (Luenberger 

1989, pp. 254-257; Bazaraa, Sherali & Shetty 1993). The method of Florian, Guélat & 

Spiess (1987) has been adapted and coded in AMPL, using memory saving techniques 

such as letting superscripts 0 and 1 refer to vectors (or parameters) of iteration (l-1) and 

(l), where only the last two need be kept. The notation follows Florian et al., λ being the 

first line search factor, z the result at that point, and p the second line search factor for a 

PARTAN step (if any), where only p ≥ 1 is considered: 1 ≤ p ≤ pmax , p = 1 + ρ (pmax - 1); 

where rho (0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1) is the actual step taken in the PARTAN direction. The criterion 

for the line search is ca(v) d ≈ 0 , the KKT condition that at the minimum, equilibrium 

costs ca be orthogonal to any descent vector d. 

 

As this method is well documented, it suffices to present the implementation, specifi-

cally to compile a list of formulae used. There is firstly a transhipment model: 

TRANS[k]:  ∑
∈

≡
kRa

k
aa

k xcz )(min x  s.t. ;  xkkk txR = k ≥ 0 (A7.1) 

It computes flows along shortest routes, where k-specific matrices Rk are not required. 

The notation indicates that - by definition - the k-th row is omitted. With temporarily 

fixed cost, (A7.1) is linear and CPLEX 6.6.0 has been used for solving. Alternatively, 

any shortest route algorithm can be used [eg Dijkstra, appendix A5] for a cascade load-

ing of the network: all commodity flows (in link volumes xk) with destination k.  
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Secondly, the crucial line-search parameters and update factors are: 

 

1. Lambda: estimating λ, a bi-section (5 times) of the interval [0,1] is used followed by 

a final regula falsi. Current assignment is to λ1 after prior archiving its value in λ0.  

2. Maximal PARTAN step: 
)1)(1)(1(1

1
01max ρ−λ−λ−−

=p  (A7.2) 

3. PARTAN step: if pmax ≤ 1 then p := 1; else p is estimated through (5 times) bi-secting 

the interval [1, pmax], followed by a final regula falsi.  

4. Rho:  if pmax > 1 then 
1

1

max −
−

=ρ
p

p ; else ρ := 0; (A7.3) 

5. Update: let w be the auxiliary (total) link flow vector, w = ∑k xk (from A7.1), an 

assignment at current costs c(v), then the iterative solution of a DUE problem is: 

 z := v1 + λ1d where d := w - v1 (A7.4) 

  v1 := z + (p-1)d where d := z - v0 (A7.5) 

  v0 := v1 [archive vector v1 prior to new assignment] (A7.6) 
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A7.1 PARTAN - an algorithm for a DUE using parallel tangents 

 Step 0: initialise read data (T-matrix, network); cost c := τa+τn; pmax:= 0; p:= 1; 

v1 := 0;  

  for {k in Z}  {solve TRANS[k]; accumulate v1:= v1 + xk}; BLB := ca(v1) v1; 

for {l in 0..limit} { [iteration loop] 

 Step 1: new cost compute new cost c := ca(v1) + cn(v1);  [link+node] 

 Step 2: assign trips d := 0;  

for {k in Z | ∑i Tik}  {solve TRANS[k]; and accumulate, d := d + xk};  

 Step 3: converged? S := cTd;  U :=  ; [system utility] ∑∫
a

v

a
a dvvc

0
)(

   d := d - v1; [change vector] ∆:= ca
T(v1) d; [cost criterion] 

   if l then  BLB:= max(BLB,U+∆);  [best lower bound] 

       else  BLB:= U+∆; 

   ∑ −−=
a

aa Avvtest )1|/(|))((: 201 ; [RMSE] 

   if (test < εd) and (U/BLB - 1 < εz) then break;   

 Step 4: line search λ lo := 0; up := 1; S0 := ∆; S1 := ca
T(v1 + d) d; λ0 := λ1; 

   if S1<0 then λ1 := 1; else {  

 for {n in 1..5} { [bisection search] 

   λ1 := (lo+up)/2; test := ca
T(v1+λ1d) d;  if test = 0 then break; 

 if test>0 then {up:=λ1; S1:=test} else {lo:=λ1; S0:= test}; }; 

   if test and (S0<0) and (S1>0) then  λ1 := lo - S0(up-lo)/(S1-S0)}; 

   z := v1 + λ1 d; [update link flows] 
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  if l then { [skip first time] 

 Step 5: PARTAN d := z - v0; [PARTAN direction] 

 Step 6: line search p lo := 1; test := 0; up := 
)1)(1)(1(1

1: 01max ρλλ −−−−
=p ; 

 S0 := ca
T(z) d;   S1 := ca

T(z + (pmax-1)d) d;  

 if pmax ≤ 1 or S0 ≥ 0 then p := 1; else  

   if S1 ≤ 0 then p := pmax ; else {  

for {n in 1..5} { [bisection search] 

 p:= (lo+up)/2; test := ca
T(z +(p-1)d) d; if test=0 then break; 

  if test>0 then {up:=p; S1:= test} else {lo:=p; S0:=test}; }; 

 if test and (S0<0) and (S1>0) then p := lo - S0(up-lo)/(S1-S0);  

} [end else, S1 > 0; end else, pmax > 1] 

  };  [end if l] 

 Step 7: update if pmax > 1 then ρ := (p - 1)/(pmax - 1); else ρ := 0;  

 v0 := v1 ; v1 := z + (p-1) d;  [update link flows] 

};   [end iteration loop l] 

 Step 8: finalise report results; close files; exit. 

 

 

 

AMPL is a structured language without a "go to label" statement. One needs to use "if .. 

then .. else .. " and "break" (out of the current bracket). 0 is false, anything else is true. S 

is total system cost, U the current OBJ (= selfish costs) and BLB an estimate for the best 

lower bound [Patriksson 1994, pp. 97-98]. For stopping, two criteria are shown, where 

either suffices in practice. Patriksson [1994, equ. (4.4)] is tighter than Florian, Guélat & 

Spiess [1987, equ. (14)]. The line search bisects the interval (5 times) and finishes with 

a regula falsi estimate for λ1 (or p). Because of finite accuracy and ε-tolerances, some 

(small) negative link flow values occurred - at least in the Perth CBD case. Therefore, 

computing v1, d, or z (step 0, step 2, step 4, step 7) was actually coded as vector x := 

max(value, 0) - but these are minor details, left out above for clarity. 
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Appendix A8:  T-THET - calibrating Theta and a T-matrix from traffic counts 
 
This section presents the algorithm used for calibrating theta from traffic counts in the 

Perth CBD case. Theoretical issues are discussed in chapter 6 including precedents in 

the literature (Robillard 1974, Liu & Fricker 1996) that are not applicable in our case 

because the premises (constant cost, complete data set of observations) fall short of re-

quirements. After the algorithm, named T-THET (trip matrix and theta), we look at a 

numerical test case (Robillard's net - Fig. 2.3) that illustrates the extended scope of the 

procedure,  

 

A8.1 T-THET - an iterative algorithm for calibrating theta 

Step 0: initialise n:= -1; nº:=1; read data (counts ϕa, network, θº, θ¹, ∆θ, n¹); 

va
(n) := if a∈L then ϕa else 0; compute costs ca(va);  

stop := false;  BLB := 999999; θ := θº; 

Step 1: new link costs  if n >-1 then for a∉L ca
(n):= ca(va

(n));    if n >1 then  [cost] 

      {n*:= (n-nº) mod 10; ca := (ca
(n) + n* ca

(n-1))/(n*+1) }; 

Step 2: arc probabilities for each O/D-pair (for each index m) do  {read net RO/D; 

      solve STOCH[k] with trip demand Tik = 1; [probabilities] 

      result (flow vector) xk ⇒ Pm}; [m-th column of matrix P] 

Step 3: estimate T-matrix M := PL
TPL ;  b := PL

Tϕ;  solve (8.12) [zf ≡ OBJ];  q ⇒ T; 

Step 4: new link flows v(n):= P q ; (6.13)  [full P matrix, not PL] 

Step 5: objective compute Rx := RMSE ;  (6.14) [the OBJ] 

Step 6: criteria compute zx := ∂L/∂θ; (6.2)  [curiosity - not used] 

   ∑ −−=∆ −

m

nn
q Mqq )1|/(|)( 2)1()(  (A8.1) 

   if zf < ε then report results;  [a KKT point] 

   if zf ≥ ε and (n-nº) < 10 and (Rx < BLB - εL or ∆q > εT)  then 

 {BLB := min (BLB,Rx); n := n+1; skip step 7}; 

Step 7: new theta stop := z1 < z2 < z3 < BLB ?;  (z1,z2,z3) := last 3 BLB's; 

   θ := θ+∆θ;   BLB := 999999;   n := n+1;   nº := n; 

Step 8: iterate  if not {stop or n > n¹ or θ > θ¹} go to step 1; 

Step 9: finalise report results, close files 
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A8.2 Comments and Caveats 

(1) Superscripts 0 and 1 usually denote left and right ends of an interval; eg θº ≤ θ ≤ θ¹ 

(with increment ∆θ), or -1 ≤ n ≤ n¹ (the iteration limit). Starting at -1 gives precur-

sory loops before the normal routine sets in. Specifically, n is the iteration counter, 

where nº records the start of the current theta series used for n* = (n-nº) mod 10, the 

divisor (+1) in the cost-averaging formula (step 1). 

(2) Constant costs are a gradient method and suffer from zig-zagging (Bazaraa, Sherali 

& Shetty 1993, Fig. 10.21, p. 473) - exemplified in Fig. 6.3. This phenomenon is 

worsened, because not only a trip matrix is to be estimated from traffic counts, but 

- to substitute firm data in case of missing observations - for some link costs also. 

The effect of wide swings is exacerbated because choice probabilities are sensitive 

to costs. However, traffic is (in our model) in equilibrium by presumption. In terms 

of primal space (flows) and dual space (costs), it is a fixed point that - taken in time 

period n - replicates itself in period (n+1). We may thus "smooth" the fluctuating 

cost estimates by using the method of successive averages, here applied to the dual 

variables (costs).  

(3) Effectively, the iterative traffic assignment used in T-THET is an emulation akin to 

Smith's (1979) analysis that bases travellers' route choices tomorrow on their expe-

rience today - not necessarily what the name suggests, just two epochs so named 

for convenience. It is required by logic to make "change" (of a chosen route) a pre-

cise concept. In that sense, T-THET emulates the dynamics of an (urban) transport 

system, where the new assignment is based on an averaged cost of previous assign-

ments. We start with an MSA-type cost averaging afresh at each new theta, where 

only unobserved link-costs need such estimation. Experience suggests that, after 10 

iterations at the most, values have sufficiently stabilised to allow moving on; alter-

natively, an exact solution to the LCP problem is deemed sufficient.  

(4) Despite its lineage from equilibrium modelling, the algorithm de facto represents a 

dynamic model: logit route choices based on a given cost vector c and a given θ. It 

fits the flow pattern to partially observed traffic counts. Neither the necessary KKT 

conditions (6.9)..(6.11) of "best fit" (= least squares) nor the equilibrium condition 

of a fixed point (a traffic equilibrium of the urban transport system) are necessarily 
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met. Nonetheless, our computed q and ensuing "current link flow vector v" [step 4, 

(6.13)] are technically feasible. They could have been observed (counted) albeit 

under relaxed restrictions. Within a relaxation, the optimum is at least as good as in 

the more restricted feasible region. Consequently, when we take BLB as the mini-

mum of (Rx) (over identical θ's), we have an estimate of the minimal RMSE (6.14) 

at that point (not quite a best lower bound). Minimising L(q,θ) (6.5) is identical to 

searching for a minimal RMSE, the Rx-results computed in step 5. It is done sepa-

rately (eg in EXCEL) in calculating a regressed parabola through the BLB-points 

obtained: all BLB-values of the interval θ∈[θº..θ¹]. When the LCP condition is met 

[ie zf = 0, the OBJ (6.12)], we have a KKT point and move on to the next theta, 

because we want the BLB to be tight (including the KKT condition, if possible) 

rather than watered down by further iterations with the same theta. Nevertheless, 

we still take BLB as the minimum over all points at that θ, ie it may be the latest Rx 

obtained (and in most cases is), but not necessarily so. 

(5) Fixed costs ca (including node delays) and a given theta unequivocally determine 

the coefficient matrix M and RHS b in the linear complementarity problem (LCP) 

(6.9)..(6.11). Evidently, a solution to (6.9) s.t. sign constraints (6.11) exists (as can 

easily be shown), but the complementarity condition (6.10) may or may not be fea-

sible. In that respect, solving (6.12) is rather neat as it finds "best solutions" even if 

the LCP is infeasible. 

(6) In the algorithm, it is not just a route choice but a decision whether to travel at all 

that is included in the model: each time a changed T-matrix or a different vector q, 

where the size of change is measured by ∆q (A8.1 - step 6). The condition that the 

assignment be an equilibrium (that it reproduces the cost vector c on which it is 

based) is thus relaxed. 

(7) This methodology is heuristic in nature, but is supported by numerical evidence as 

will be demonstrated next.  
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A8.3 Calibrating Theta - A Numerical Test Case 

Let us look at a numerical test case (Robillard 1974, Fisk 1977, Liu & Fricker 1996). 

# # #

# # #

# # #

1 2 3

4 5 6

7 8 9

 
  Fig. A8.1   Robillard's Network 

In contrast to the cited literature, we need variable link cost. Also Liu & Fricker's choice 

of a trip matrix is unfortunate as trips 2 → 8 can only use a single path; there is no alter-

native and hence little scope for a stochastic assignment to many routes. For all these 

reasons, the numerical example below is different from the publications (notwithstandig 

verification of their numerical results). The chosen data are:  εL = 5e-4;  εT = 2e-3; 

θ = 1.25 T-matrix 8 9 BPR formula:  ))/(15.01( 4
aaaa vc κ+τ=

 1 160 600 where capacity κa = 200 for all links except 
 4 - 240 for the 'highway' → →  with κa = 400. 

τa - the free flow travel time - is as listed in the literature and repeated below (Tab. A8.1) 

As in Liu & Fricker's case, the T-matrix contains a zero element (T48) on purpose for 

testing the methodology and linear complementarity conditions (q⋅λ = 0) in case λ > 0. 

 

A8.3.1  Test Specification 
 
The procedure is to compute a SUE with a (presumed) T-matrix and theta. These 'per-

fect results' are then made imperfect for assumed traffic counts. They provide a bench-

mark for the goodness of fit for the reverse process, estimating T and θ from (pseudo) 

counts. Table A8.1 shows (left) the remaining input data (τa), an exact SUE in columns 

3 and 4, where the 'observed' traffic counts ϕa (column 4) are integer rounded flows. 
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Table A8.1 Input Data and Results in the Test Case 

network free flow exact solution count case a case b count case c 
arcs a time τa costs ca flows va ϕa flows va flows va ϕa flows va

1 2 2 2.911420 264.0459 264 263.907 264.010 - 264.038
1 4 2 2.672526 244.7242 245 243.154 243.915 245 241.112
1 5 3 4.120413 251.2299 251 252.842 252.041 251 251.373
2 3 1 1.000097  31.9104 32 31.468 31.908 42 31.821
2 5 1 1.272231 232.1355 232 232.439 232.102 - 232.217
3 6 2 2.000194  31.9104 32 31.468 31.908 22 31.821
4 5 2 2.054113 260.6781 261 258.945 260.970 - 266.244
4 7 1 1.236222 224.0461 224 226.040 224.276 204 223.407
5 6 1 1.025045 255.6934 256 256.323 255.881 256 256.977
5 8 1 1.319459 241.6079 242 240.482 242.059 242 245.567
5 9 2 2.694984 246.7422 247 247.421 247.173 - 247.290
6 9 1 1.641431 287.6038 288 287.791 287.788 288 288.798
7 8 1 1.236222 224.0461 224 226.040 224.276 244 223.407
8 9 1 1.818261 305.6540 306 305.303 305.675 306 305.237

RMSE  1.33675 .450618 10.7026
n (iter)  6 3 45
theta θ  1.25 1.27357 1.24746 1.24917

 

 

A8.3.2  Methodological Variations and Results 
 

Table A8.1 shows (right) results under three different estimating procedures (case a, b, c 

to be detailed below). The algorithm used is T-THET with appropriate modifications for 

the theta estimate (steps 6 and 7). However, the line search was not taken over a prede-

fined interval to be re-evaluated in a second regression (eg in EXCEL). Rather it started 

θ at the low end (so that cost sensitivity is less at the initial stages) and progressed in set 

steps until a TPP was found (or the iteration limit reached). TPP is used in the literature 

as a short name for a three-point-pattern: in our case of minimisation, z1 > z2 < z3. When 

such a pattern was found, the line search stopped and a quadratic fit was used for itera-

tive refinements of theta (Bazaraa, Sherali & Shetty 1993, pp. 280-281). In case (a), no 

line search was used, but the method prescribed in Liu & Fricker (1996): a regula falsi 

for θ in [1, 1.5]. We turn to the alternative estimation prescriptions, cases (a), (b), and 

(c). 
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Case a: is a faithful replica of Liu & Fricker's method. In 

particular, matrix T is estimated from (6.12) whereas θ is 

estimated from (6.2). The results are shown in column 6 

(Table A8.1) and on the right (T). Link flows look good 

after only 6 iterations, but θ = 1.27357 (demanding a 5 digit

5e-6, for stopping iterations), is a poor retrieval of the origin

weakness of using one objective for the T-matrix (least squ

(max likelihood). 

 

Case b: There is no apparent logic why T should be esti-

mated from one estimator (6.5) and theta from another, 

(6.1). It is possibly a legacy from Robillard who did not 

face the trip matrix estimation problem. In proposing the roo

fectly valid methodology. On the other hand, these conflicti

(6.5) - were puzzling and prompted the design of a "revised 

ble that measurement errors in the observations are normal

(6.5) is an "obvious choice". The revision showed immediate

The iterations (n = 3) neglect precursory runs (there were 

RMSE = 0.450618 are significant improvements over case a

 

A8.3.3  The Effect of Missing Data and Count Errors 
 
The results from a fairly different case c are shown in the 

The count data (second last column) is distinct from cases (a

• not all links were observed: links 1-2, 2-5, 4-5, 5-9 wer

out of 14 or 29 %). Omission of links was governed by

set needed to ensure that no ambiguities were introduce

sults were - at least in principle - still unique. 

• some links had "measurement errors" (highlighted in Ta

bias, links 2-3-6 and 4-7-8 were chosen and distorted su

reflected the "true value", taken from the correct SUE (c

The assumed data (col 8) were: ϕ2-3 = 32 + 10; ϕ3-6 = 32

224 + 20. However, whilst such deliberate distortion p
T-matrix 8 9 

 1 161.22  598.683 

 4 0 241.832 
 accuracy, an error less than 

al 1.25. It demonstrates the 

ares) and another for theta 
T-matrix 8 9 

 1 160.66 599.305 

 4 0 241.331 
t of (6.2) he designed a per-

ng estimators - (6.1) versus 

Liu & Fricker". It is plausi-

ly distributed and therefore 

 success (Tab. A8.1, col 7). 

two). The θ = 1.24746 and 

. 

last column of Table A8.1. 

) and (b) by presumption: 

e deemed "not counted" (4 

 the rule that the remaining 

d and that the T-matrix re-

ble A8.1). Not to introduce 

ch that their mean flow still 

ol. 3 and 4 in Table A8.1). 

 - 10; ϕ4-7 = 224 - 20; ϕ7-8 = 

reserves the mean flow (no 
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bias), the convexity of cost functions results in (minor yet unavoidable) distortions, 

eg the partial path costs (deduced from the distorted counts) exceed the true route 

costs: c23(42) + c36(22) > c23(32) + c36(32). 

The results (last column of Table A8.1) appear to validate 

the methodology. This is the more remarkable as 4 out of 

10 - or 40 % of the data - were 'in error'. The estimated T-

matrix is 'reasonable' but - due to the introduced errors - 

less accurate than case (b) or (a). Total flow towards destination 9 (≈ 841) is a fairly 

good estimate, but the split between origins 1 and 4 is less so. Interestingly, the OBJ in 

(6.12) did not quite reach zero, as it should (OBJ = 0.0195111 ≡ y4, the Lagrangian on 

T-mat entry q49 = 248.539); yet it neither invalidated final iteration results nor the meth-

odology. This example illustrates possible causes for (6.9)..(6.11) to be infeasible: (i) 

the data (traffic counts) might not support a hypothesised logit model; (ii) observation 

(or measurement) errors. Reason (i) can be ruled out in our artificial test case. As re-

gards (ii), the RMSE in case (c) is high, but this is unavoidable, given the data errors. 

T-matrix 8 9

 1 163.737 592.786

 4 0 248.539

 

The encouraging fact, illustrated by this example, is that despite violated complementar-

ity, the algorithm converges and finds a satisfactory theta. [The T-matrix is a necessary 

by-product, but of lesser interest.] In that sense, solving (6.12) is a good approach for 

the model would be 'infeasible' as a strict linear complementarity problem (LCP).  

 

Case c started with θ = 0.9, used increments of 0.1, and did not move on unless theta 

was within εL-tolerance or the T-matrix was stable (εT-tolerance). The log-file states: 

θ = 0.9: iterations n =  -1 ..   2 

θ = 1.0: iterations n =  3 .. 12 

θ = 1.1: iterations n =  13 .. 28 

θ = 1.2: iterations n =  29 .. 32 

θ = 1.3: iterations n =  33 .. 42 three-point-pattern (TPP) established 

quadratic fit: iterations n =  43 .. 45 final result: θ = 1.24917 

The latter estimate outperforms cases (a) and (b) despite its 'worst case scenario' and 

despite an LCP infeasibility of 0.0195111 in the final T-matrix solution (6.12). 
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A8.4 Calibrating Theta - Conclusion 

In the Perth CBD scenario, it was uncertain whether the traffic counts reflected an SUE 

- as a working hypothesis, of course. Besides, the link and node delay functions were 

more complex than the BPR formulae used for Robillard's test net and zig-zagging ap-

peared more pronounced. Consequently, to ensure that the estimating procedure was not 

locally trapped in an accidental TPP, theta estimation resorted to a two staged process: 

firstly a log-file of points z(θ) = BLB (= RMSE, step 5) over a θ interval that starts at 

the low end, stepping up until the minimum of the curve z(θ) is truly passed (defined as 

four increasing values, z1 < z2 < z3 < BLB - step 7 in T-THET) or until a preset itera-

tion limit is reached. In a second regression analysis, a quadratic approximation over the 

points z(θ) obtained defines the final result: theta = the apex of the regressed parabola. 
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Appendix A9: Link and Node Performance Functions 
 
The purpose of this chapter is to provide mathematical formulae such as the link- and 

node-performance functions to be used in the Perth CBD case. All theoretical back-

ground is in the literature, foremost Huber (1982), Robinson, Levinson & Goodman 

(1992), Tisato (1991), and Akçelik (1991).  

 

A9.1 Definitions, the Fundamental Diagram 
 

Definition: time mean speed ut:  ∑
=

=
N

i
it u

N
u

1

1  (A9.1) 

is the average over measurements taken at the same spot (location = const.) 

Definition: space mean speed us:  ∑
=

=
N

i is uNu 1

111  (A9.2) 

is the harmonic mean, an average over simultaneous measurements (time = const.). It 

can be proved, eg in circular scenarios, that high-velocity cars have a higher probability 

of being observed than slow moving vehicles, hence ut ≥ us. Wardrop (1952) first devel-

oped the relationship: 

 
s

s
st u

uu
2σ

+=  where σs² is the variance about the space mean speed (A9.3) 

The Fundamental Diagram is the q-k curve: kuq s=  (v = us χ) (A9.4) 

It is a traffic stream model were q = mean rate of flow [eg veh/h], us = space mean speed 

[eg km/h] and k = mean density [eg veh/km]. To avoid ambiguity with commodity k we 

will henceforth use χ (chi) for the vehicle density. Likewise, in line with the notation up 

to now, we will write v (link volume va) in place of q (although q appears sometimes in 

the text, in particular in connection with quotations from the literature). 

 

Let superscript 0 indicate the left end of the interval (χa ≈ 0), ie uºa is the associated free-

flow speed; let χj
a denote the jam density at which both, the velocity and the flow rate 

have become zero (a stand-still) - the right end of the density interval - then a linear 

model (Greenshields 1935) yields the maximal flow rate (κa : the link's capacity) at the 

mid-point. Let variables (v, χ) referring to this maximal capacity point be denoted by a 

superscripted 1, then Greenshields' model reads: 
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Linear Model: )1(0
juu

χ
χ

−=  [a linear decrease from uº to 0 for 0≤χ≤χj] (A9.5) 

 flow v(χ): )(
2

0
juv

χ
χχ −=  [a parabola in χ, χ¹ = χj/2 ⇒ v¹ = (uº χj)/4] (A9.6) 

 flow v(u): )( 0

2

u
uuv j −= χ  [a parabola in u, u¹ = uº/2 , ⇒ v¹ = (χj uº)/4] (A9.7) 

For stable conditions - the avoidance of traffic break-downs - the crucial condition is the 

speed range uº ≥ u ≥ u¹ (= uº/2): the left half of the fundamental diagram (A9.4) where  

0 ≤ χ ≤ χ¹ (= χj/2). Link flow v as a function of speed (A9.7) can be restated with 

reference to the max-capacity point, ie in translated co-ordinates (v¹ - v) and (u - u¹): 

 21
0

21
1

1
1 )()( uu

u
uu

u
vv

j

−=−=−
χχ   where χ¹ = χj/2, and u¹ = uº/2 (A9.8) 

Within the stable range, uº ≥ u ≥ u¹, v(u) is monotone and the inverse function u = f(v) 

is well-defined:  

 )(
2

)( 1
00

1
1

1
1 vvuuvvuuu j −+=−+=

χχ
 for 0 ≤ v ≤ v¹   (ie 0 ≤ χ ≤ χ¹) (A9.9) 

 Similarly, (A9.6) can be restated in shifted co-ordinates: 

 21
0

21
1

1
1 )()( χχ

χ
χχ

χ
−=−=− j

uuvv  (A9.10) 

 

A9.2 Road Characteristics - Fundamental Data 

The adaptation from the literature, particularly AUSTROADS (1988) and Akçelik 

(1991), defines parameters for the linear model (A9.5) as listed in Table A9.1. v¹ is 

identified with the so called serviceable flow rate [SFR] that by definition is about 75 % 

of the theoretical maximum which presents an unstable border case (the apex of the 

parabola). The level of service (LOS) is defined in equal increments (∆χ = 10 % of χj) - 

see notes. Centroid connectors are a pro forma road class 6 definition (for modelling 

convenience). 
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Table A9.1: Parameters for Greenshields' Model  [pc is short for "passenger car units"] 

Item Road 
Class 1

Road 
Class 2

Road 
Class 3

Road 
Class 4

Road 
Class 5 

Centroid 
Connector

uº [km/h] 120 100 80 60 40 20
v¹ [pc/h] 2250 2000 1700 1350 1000 2500
χj [pc/km] 75 80 85 90 100 500
LOS ∆χ [pc/km] 7.5 8 8.5 9 10 50
 

Notes: 

(a) Road Classes are (Akçelik 1991):  

1. Freeway 
2. Arterial Road (uninterrupted) 
3. Arterial Road (interrupted) 
4. Secondary Road (uninterrupted) 
5. Secondary Road (high friction) 

(b) jam density χj is derivable from v¹ and uº - see (A9.6) -  χj = 4 v¹/uº  

(c) LOS defines the level of service such that (AUSTROADS 1988): 

 LOS A (0 ≤χ≤ ∆χ): generally free flow conditions  

 LOS B (∆χ ≤χ≤ 2∆χ): relatively unimpeded operation 

 LOS C (2∆χ ≤χ≤ 3∆χ): stable operating conditions with manoeuvring becoming 

more restricted and motorists experiencing appreciable tension in driving.  

 LOS D (3∆χ ≤χ≤ 4∆χ): high density flow where speed and freedom to manoeuvre 

are severely restricted. Convenience and comfort are reduced even though 

flow remains stable.  

 LOS E (4∆χ ≤χ≤ 5∆χ): unstable flow at or near capacity with poor levels of com-

fort and convenience. The range ∆χ has been chosen such that E defines the 

end of the useable flow range: 5∆χ = χj/2 = the point of maximal flow v¹ - 

given the linear model (A9.5); in short, ∆χ = χj/10 by definition.  

 LOS F (5∆χ ≤ χ ≤ χj): forced flow in which the amount of traffic approaching a 

point exceeds the amount that can be served, and queues form, characterised 

by stop-and-go waves, poor travel times, low comfort and convenience, and 

increased accident exposure. In our model, this range, v ≥ v¹ , is replaced by 

an artificial penalty function [see below].  
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A9.3 Link Performance Functions 
 
The options considered were: 

(a) Akçelik's proposition:  ]})11(16)1()1[(1{ 2
01

20
0 vv

xxxvtt −+−+−+= α  (A9.11) 

 where x = v/v¹ (the degree of saturation) and α = 0.17 (a parameter). 

(b) Akçelik's (1991) time-dependent form of Davidson's function. 

(c) Greenshield's inverse (A9.9): u = f(v) that computes time as distance/speed. 

 

For our modelling purposes, options (a) and (b) are too unwieldy; besides, they are time 

dependent, ie. they don't apply to a steady-state condition for which our models are de-

signed. Option (c) thus seems an acceptable compromise between a user-friendly but 

possibly too simplified BPR formula (appendix A8.3) and the complexities of cases (a) 

and (b) above. 

 

Given link flow volume v, speed u can be derived form the Fundamental Diagram. In 

fact, there are two branches:  

(i)  formula (A9.9) for the stable range (0 ≤ χ ≤ χ¹), and  

(ii) )()( 1
0

11
1

1
1 vvuuvvuuu j −−=−−=

χχ
 for the over-saturated state (A9.12) 

However, both functions u = f(v) are defined only for the interval v∈[0..v¹]; hence link-

performance - time t = d/u [distance d divided by average speed u] - is defined only for 

v ≤ v¹. In analogy to the BPR quartic function, let us define: 

Travel time t:  t = d/u(v)  where u = f(v) is defined in (A9.9)  for v∈[0..v¹] (A9.13) 

 4
1

1 )(
v
vtt =  where t¹ = d/u(v¹) = 2d/uº  for v ≥ v¹ (A9.14) 

(A9.14) is a penalty function, a last resort in (a) allowing capacity violations to occur if 

they arise within the model, but (b) at the same time driving travel behaviour towards 

recognition of the limited capacity on the link. Iterative trip assignments will adjust 

over-saturated links downwards as drivers 'feel the pinch' in using over-saturated links. 

A more realistic modelling of over-saturated cases requires simulation: how queues 

build up over time and space, possibly blocking intersections up-stream and - horribile 

dictu - potentially even causing grid-lock situations in the network. It would simulate 
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how queues dissolve in subsequent flow periods with less demands. Simulation of that 

kind requires dynamic models and high resolution (at least at vehicle platoon levels if 

not at individual cars) - it is beyond the scope of modelling here. In our case, the power-

4-function seems a reasonable compromise, a resemblance to US BPR recommenda-

tions in their Highway Manual. Besides, the time function (A9.13-14) is continuous, 

strictly monotone and symmetric and thus meets all essential requirements for the 

traffic assignment problem, when the variational inequality (Smith 1979), is to be 

solvable as a mathematical program (Florian 1984, p. 141). 

 

Formulae for the integral ∫ca(v)dv , where cost is taken as travel time (A9.13-14) are:  

)}2/)1(ln(1{)(/
0

zzdvudvd
v j

aa ++−χ=∫  where )/(1 1vvz −=  for 0≤v≤v¹ (A9.15) 

)}1(1.0)2ln(1{)(/ 5

0
−+−χ=∫ zdvudvd j

a

v

a  where  for v¹≤v (A9.16) 1/ vvz =

da (in front of the integral) is a distance; inside, d indicates an infinitesimal element dv.  

 

Care must be taken with the units; ie when cost is measured in time, the result (A9.15-

16) is a timeless cost-integral in vehicles; for example, da in km and χj in veh/km with 

the integral as cost [h] × flow [veh/h] or as cost [min] × flow [veh/min]. It is not the 

number of cars in the link, which is cava.  

 

Link performance (A9.13-14) or integrals (A9.15-16) are presumed to hold for a single 

lane and to be additive for multi-lane road links (a neglect of inter-weaving effects).  

 

In our model, the necessary data for links are thus: from and to node, length, road class, 

and number of lanes. For illustration, Fig. A9.1 depicts the single lane road class 4 per-

formance function (A9.13-14) - plus over-saturated time, t = d/u(v) based on (A9.12) - 

for a link of 1 km length. 
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Time-Flow Diagram
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Fig. A9.1: Link Performance Function (Road Class 4 - single lane, 1 km length) 

 

Patriksson's (1994) proposal to use side constraints (upper bounds on link flows) instead 

of 'artificial penalties' has strong appeal within our mathematical programming frame-

work but it has unwanted consequences: such constraints are not compatible with model 

separation. Unravelling and solving a Cartesian product of multi-commodity network 

flows - one commodity at a time - is not conducive to global constraints, it would re-

quire the 'big model'.  
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A9.4 Intersection Delays 
 
Following Huber 1982, equ. (15.147), the average delay tn at a signalled intersection is: 

)1(2

2

ρ−
=

c
rtn  where ρ = λa/λd [= va/vd, the arrival rate to departure rate ratio] (A9.17) 

r = red time [sec],  c = cycle time [sec],  g = green time = (c - r) [sec]. 

 

Queues must clear, ie g vd > c va  (A9.18) 

otherwise formula (A9.17) is not applicable. According to Huber, (A9.17) is also the 

dominant term in formulae developed by Allsop, by Wardrop or by Webster. Thus it 

represents a reasonable approximation of a rather complex situation.  

 

The delay of a standard crossing is a function of all flows concerned, tn =f(input,output), 

where input is short for 4 flow rates (q1,q2,q3,q4) and output for another 4, (q5,q6,q7,q8). In 

optimal signal settings, this would be the case, ie green-, red- and cycle-times would ad-

just to traffic volumes. However, in planning models such as ours with some long-range 

time horizon, this is not a feasible proposition. Moreover, cost functions must have a 

symmetric Jacobian matrix, otherwise Beckmann, McGuire & Winsten's (1956) elegant 

mathematical programming formulation is invalid and the assignment problem, satisfy-

ing Wardrop's first principle, would become an exercise in variational inequality. Under 

these circumstances, the following variant of (A9.17) is proposed: 

 
ρ

τ
−

=
1

1
nnt  where 

n

nq
κ

ρ =   and ∑
∈

=
nCa

an vq   for ρ ≤ 0.9 (A9.19) 

 ( )49.0/10 nnnn qt κτ=  for ρ ≥ 0.9  [define ρ' = qn/(0.9 κn)] (A9.20) 

qn denotes total node throughput (= output ∑k yk
n but not = input if n is a centroid, n∈Z; 

throughput = input   iff n∉Z).  ∑
∈ nBa

av

 

Because (A9.19-20) is a function of a self-referencing variable qn, the Jacobian is sym-

metric. One may visualise (A9.19-20) an expanded network with intersections split into 

two nodes: an entry point (A) and an exit point (B). All traffic must then go through the 

bottleneck A→B. For efficiency, we will however attach the node delay (cost cn) to each 
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departing link so that link costs ca = ta + cn , where ta is stated in (A9.13-14) and cn in 

(A9.19-20). Such combined costs are a correct procedure because in our iterative solu-

tion algorithms costs are (temporarily) fixed. (Any potential node delay at the final node 

k is absent in this scheme of combined cost; yet if there were such delay, it would affect 

all routes ending at k; and - because a constant that has no bearing on the choice prob-

abilities - it has no effect on the traffic assignment.) Cost-functions (A9.19-20) have all 

necessary properties for solving the traffic assignment problem - a variational inequality 

- via a mathematical program: they are continuous, monotone, and symmetric.  

 

With respect to signalled intersections, weights should reflect windows of opportunities 

(the time slot green out of the cycle time) which then - from number of lanes, road class, 

opposing traffic flows .. - would translate into limits and expected waiting time for pass-

ing that node. Unfortunately, such formulae violate cost-symmetry and therefore are not 

useable for MP. The proposed approximation (A9.19) is thus a necessary compromise. 

 

In formulae (A9.19-20), τn is the basic time, eg τn = r²/2c, when looking at (A9.17). But 

τn may not necessarily be derived from a signalled intersection. For instance, letting τn = 

0, node n has nil delay associated with it (eg a point of divergence); or τn = 6 [sec] might 

be appropriate for a merge (eg an on-ramp to the Mitchell Fwy). In that sense, (A9.17) 

provides a wide range of modelling flexibility to capture any real situation concerned. 

 

"The typical capacity of a through lane at a signalised intersection, where the intersect-

ing roads have approximately equal flows, is between (0.45 × 1800 =) 800 veh/h and 

(0.45 × 2000 =) 900 veh/h." (Akçelik 2000, p. 6 citing Taylor et al. 1996, point 31). 

Akçelik endorses and illustrates this point with 120 s cycle time, a two-phase system (~ 

equal flows), 10 % loss (inter-green time per phase-change = 6 s) and saturation flows 

in the range of 1800..2000 veh per hour and lane (possibly as high as 2200 veh/h for 

larger intersections). On that basis, and illustrating (A9.19-20), the free flow delay 

factor τn = r²/2c = 63²/240 = 16.54 sec/veh or 0.2756 min/veh and the average delay at 

capacity (90 % of κn) is 10 times as much, 2.756 min/veh. 

 

Developing a rule of thumb, we adopt a nominal capacity of 1000 veh/h/lane, 90 % of 

which are 900 veh/h/lane, a reasonable value from a practitioner's point of view. Total 
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intersection throughput κn would thus be 4 × 1000 veh/h for example, of which 90 % 

(3600 veh/h) could pass before a penalty function takes effect: the switch from (A9.19) 

to (A9.20). This value of 3600 does not meet condition (A9.18) that queues must clear 

if all approaches (exits) operate at or close to capacity (eg 1350 veh/h/lane for road class 

4) - yet as a reasonable node delay function, (A9.19) and (A9.20) may be an acceptable 

approximation. [Concerns that node capacity and link capacity should match, could be 

alleviated by presuming that intersections have been designed such that this is the case, 

eg special turning lanes etc. Under such a premise, the rule of thumb is 1500 veh/lane so 

that 90 % equals 1350, the lane capacity.] 

 

The integrals of (A9.19-20) are: 

∫ −−=
q

nndqqt
0

)1ln()( ρκτ  for 0 ≤ qn ≤ 0.9 κn (0 ≤ ρ ≤ 0.9) (A9.21) 

∫ −+=
q

nnnnqtdqqt
0

)8.110(ln2.0)( κτ  for qn ≥ 0.9 κn [tn defined by (A9.20)] (A9.22) 

The node performance function of the numerical example above is illustrated in Fig. 

A9.2 (κn = 4000 pc/h), where the "penalty" starts at q ≥ 3600 pc/h (= 60 pc/min). 
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Fig. A9.2: Node Performance Function (Road Class 4 - normal intersection) 

This concludes the exposition of link performances and node delays used for the Perth 

CBD case study. The next section explains, how prohibited turns are treated. 
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A9.5 Prohibited Turns 
 
Modelling prohibited turns within MP, ie without recourse to algorithmic procedures, 

being confined to sets of simultaneous equations, requires topological modifications of 

the net (one way or the other). It requires a modification of the MP model. 

 

It is of course possible to expand a node (an intersection n) into a network of its own, 

connecting (or not connecting) entry points with respective exit points (some newly 

created to and from nodes of the arcs concerned). But such a blow-up of the system can 

be avoided, as will be demonstrated with reference to a SUE (Fig. A9.3 and Fig. A9.4). 

 

Consider a normal intersection, eg a cross between two two-way roads running in N-S 

and E-W directions. Under our SUE model prescriptions, such an intersection will al-

ready have been reduced to a cross of one-way links (because cycles are excluded in 

decision networks Rk). Let the initial situation be as depicted in Fig. A9.3 where a right 

turn S→X→E is (supposedly) prohibited. 
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volumes are correctly evaluated. Reversing the substitution immediately ensures that the 

next iteration's costs (link performance plus node delays) are also correctly evaluated. 

Further, the line search operates on the correct (auxiliary) flow vector d, respectively a 

correct change vector d-v (cf. PARLIN algorithm, appendix A6). 

 

We analyse now the question "what if X∈Z?" Firstly, X cannot be a destination (k). In 

network Rk there are no links (arrows) away from k, hence the starting point (Fig. A9.3) 

does not arise. 

 

If X is an origin, then it is assumed that the right turn prohibition does not apply to trips 

starting at that point; ie the centroid X can be identified with the intersection X (node X 

shown in Fig. A9.4 and A9.3). Should the situation be different, there still should not be 

a problem to model the choice sets (and costs) correctly - if need be by temporary al-

teration of the network (matrix Rk, cost vector ca, flows xk in STOCH[k]). Note that 

even our 'combined cost' of link performance plus node delays don't interfere with this 

scheme (because costs are constant at each iteration) and that the link costs of the 

substitute, c(S→X) + c(X→N), include the node delay at X (if any) as well as at S. 
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Appendix A.10 The A-SUE algorithm - a logit SUE in asymmetric costs 

(an outline of solving a variational inequality) 

Smith (1979) proved existence, uniqueness and stability of traffic (DUE) equilibria for 

asymmetric costs c(v). Symmetric costs are too restrictive for real world applications, 

e.g. intersection delays are usually non-symmetric. To sharpen Wardrop's first principle 

mathematically, he defined "a traffic distribution [as] a Wardrop equilibrium when no 

driver has a less costly alternative". In a dynamic sense, using two time periods called 

today and tomorrow for convenience, he proposed: "a driver may use the same route 

tomorrow. However, if he does change a route then he must change to a route which 

today was cheaper than the one he actually used today." From these presuppositions 

Smith (1979) deduced a variational inequality (VI) : 

 0  (A10.1) )()( ** ≥− vvvc T

where v* denotes the (existent, unique, stable) point of equilibrium, the link flows of a 

DUE. The c(v*) are the link costs at that point and (v - v*) is any feasible variation, a 

(small) deviation from the equilibrium link flows v*. If v* is seen as today's traffic and v 

as tomorrow's, then another reading of (A10.1) is: the system is not in equilibrium as 

long as there exist a feasible variation (v - v*) such that c(v*)T (v - v*) < 0, coming to rest 

only when vectors c(v*) and (v - v*) are either orthogonal (for an interior point v*) or 

(A10.1) holds at the lower bound (v* ≥ 0).  

 

Yet a VI is difficult to solve analytically, except when c can be identified with the gradi-

ent ∇vU of some other function U(v). Taking (v - v*) as an infinitesimal change dv, the 

equilibrium condition (A10.1) can be restated as ∇vU(v*) dv ≥ 0. It is the necessary con-

dition of a constrained optimisation problem: minimise system disutility U(v) (the total 

selfish travel cost) s.t. side-constraints that define the feasible region. 

 

However, this elegant solution hinges on integrability: the vector of link costs must be a 

gradient (c = ∇vU) of a twice differentiable function U(v) as exemplified in the sum of 

integrals in OBJ (3.2) [or formula (7.4)]. Integrability of c is the case iff its Jacobian 

[∂ca/∂vb] is symmetric, i.e. if ∂²U/∂va∂vb is independent of the sequence of differentia-

tion. Costs are often assumed separable, ca = f(va), where the symmetry is trivial because 

the Jacobian is zero except for the main diagonal. Whereas (A10.1) is general and ad-
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mits asymmetric cost c(v), it follows that our optimisation models P-SUE or D-SUE are 

valid iff costs are symmetric. 

 

Translating Smith's elegant definition (A10.1) of Wardrop's DUE, the behavioural 

aspects of a traffic equilibrium, into the stochastic context of an SUE under logit choice 

rules, we take a shortcut. Expanding the OBJ z(x) (3.2) [vectors v and y are auxiliaries 

that may be expressed in x] into a Taylor series (at point x*) and taking the linear terms, 

we get ∇xz* (x - x*). In a multi-commodity network flow model of link flow vectors xk 

(cascading towards the destination k), we derive from (3.9) or (8.2) the following varia-

tional inequality for a logit SUE under Wardrop's redefined behavioural proposition that 

no driver could reduce his disutility by switching to another route (improve his satisfac-

tion (1.2) by choosing another p vector for his optimal mixed strategy): 

 VI for a logit SUE:  ∀k∈Z (A10.2) 0)(]/)(ln)([ *** ≥−θ+
∈

kkT
Ra

k
aa kpc xfv

Superscript * denotes the equilibrium values - alternatively, when it is interpreted as an 

assignment process, * denotes the values of today. The vectors in expression (A10.2) are 

defined for all arcs a∈Rk , where xk* is strictly positive. For all other arcs, a∉Rk, xk
a = 0, 

pk
a = 0 by a priori specification with the VI (A10.2) being silent on costs ca (a∉Rk). v* is 

the total link flow, v* = ∑k xk*; vector p is the split (or share) per forward star Ck
n (as 

usual),  , with n the (common) start node of a, n = α(a) ∀a∈C∑
∈

=
k
nCa

k
a

k
a

k
a xxp *** / k

n . fk is 

any other feasible commodity flow (likewise a cascade loading towards k).  

 

The presupposition that ε in (ca+ε) is Weibull-Gumbel distributed implies that vectors fk 

and xk* are logit choice allocations at constant costs c(v*) [eg computed by STOCH[k] – 

postulate (iv), formula (1.1)]. If (A10.2) is violated, then there is scope for traffic redis-

tribution such that the social (anti-)welfare function z(x) (3.2) is reduced: the total dis-

satisfaction ∑ik sikTik (where c is a model parameter, ie treated exogenous). 

 

Smith's (1979) point was - and the same applies here - that the behavioural premises and 

Wardrop's theoretical conclusions are operational regardless of whether costs c(v) are 

symmetric or not. If travellers optimise their route choices, and if a logit distribution is 

assumed, then the variational inequalities (A10.2) follow for an equilibrium (defined as 
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the absence of better choices), where the distribution of ε-terms in (ca+ε) determines 

whether it is a DUE [θ→∞, σ→0, VI (A10.1)] or an SUE [VI (A10.2)]. Analogous to 

the analysis by Smith (1979), the variational inequality (A10.2) is valid even for asym-

metric or inseparable costs c(v) because the formula can be interpreted as an assignment 

process allowing movement 'downhill' whenever (A10.2) is violated, i.e. some travellers 

are then made better off. 

 

It would be absurd to suggest that travellers optimise a general welfare function; rather, 

the contention is that the equilibrium of the traffic system - not unlike some examples in 

physics - can be characterised by an extremal value (e.g. Daganzo 1982). Such an extre-

mal value is attained by the behavioural maxim of individuals that (in a single minded 

non-cooperative way) just optimise their own utility and switch to another route if it is 

beneficial. In Smith's (1979) case, the VI (A10.1) characteristic of an equilibrium, it is 

total travel cost [at c(v*)] that is minimal and cannot be reduced by any traveller switch-

ing to another route. In our case it is total satisfaction, the term ∑ik Tik sik [formula (4.1) 

at constant cost] or the first term in Sheffi & Powell's (1982) model (4.9) that is maxi-

mised. When stated as a cost, and because the cost (or dissatisfaction) is additive, total 

dissatisfaction [the expected minimal perceived travel cost at measured cost c(v*) - the 

equilibrium cost vector taken as a (constant) model parameter] equates to the expession 

∑k (c(v*) + (ln pk*)/θ)T xk* , a sum over exactly the terms found in VI (A10.2), which 

have been stated for each k separately.  

 

For a proof, there is firstly Smith's (1979) argument that optimisation at the margin - an 

infinitesimal reallocation of flows (vector dx of travellers switching to a better route if 

exists) - implies that the total cost (at equilibrium constant values) cannot be reduced. In 

his case, it meant c(v*)T v* being minimal; in our case, it means ∑k (c(v*) + (ln pk*)/θ)Txk* 

is a minimum. With the first vector (treated) a constant parameter, this total perceived 

cost decomposes into a sum of separable terms. Secondly, note the additive recursive 

formula (8.2) for computing satisfaction, where the contribution of each arc a is detailed 

on the right. It is also the case, that when θ→∞, the sum over k of VI (A10.2) reverts to 

VI (A10.1), the DUE case. In sum, even when it is not possible to state an optimisation 

problem, because costs are asymmetric functions c(v) [in general potentially depending 

on the complete vector v], the VI (A10.2) captures users' optimising behaviour (treating 
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them as price takers). It can be used (see algorithm A-SUE below) to compute a logit 

SUE even then, because the characterisation (A10.2) allows movement downhill to-

wards an equilibrium if it is violated.  

 

VI (A10.2) looks complicated due to a cost vector that is no longer universal - c(v) - but 

diffused and commodity dependent, (c(v*) + (ln pk*)/θ), i.e. varying according to choices 

(preferences) and the respective destination k. The random variable (ca + ε) depends on 

link a belonging to Rk or not, on the network structure [whether node n = α(a) is a deci-

sion point (n∈Dk) or not], and which parameter θ is assumed.  

 

Still, Smith's behavioural presumptions are valid, namely an equilibrium implies that no 

driver has a less costly alternative route and - eliminating zero effects - if an individual 

changes his route [tomorrow] then to a less costly one [today]. But cost is no longer an 

objective term, it has become a subjective (random) term, called perceived cost. The ex-

pected contribution to minimised perceived route costs, the additive cost element pro-

vided by link a, is exactly the term ca + (ln pk
a)/θ shown in (8.2). The measured cost 

component ca is still objective and independent of the usefulness (in view of some de-

sired destination k) of link a, but the rest is not. VI (A10.2) is the quintessential content 

of Wardrop's first principle in a new paradigm of individualism under randomised costs 

(a Weibull-Gumbel distribution of ε-terms) leading to a logit choice model within a 

stochastic user equilibrium, where traffic flow volumes and route costs (travel times) 

are firmly linked. It leads to a new algorithm A-SUE. 

 
A10.1 Algorithm A-SUE - a logit equilibrium computation under asymmetric costs 
 
This algorithm computes a logit SUE for asymmetric costs. It is based on VI (A10.2) 

and uses the method of successive averages because MSA requires no line search yet is 

convergent nonetheless (Powell & Sheffi, 1982). Let the following be defined:  

• G(N,A), the global net, a node-arc incidence matrix of dimension |N|×|A|;  

• the set Z of traffic zones (alias commodities k), k∈Z⊆N;  

• a matrix R of dimension |A|×|Z| whose elements are Kronecker δ's, where the k-th 

column Rk specifies the envelope of reasonable routes to k (Rak = 1 for all arcs a to 

be used, else Rak = 0);  
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• a decision matrix D (of size |N|×|Z|), denoting in column k whether node n is a deci-

sion point (Dnk = 1) or not. D can be derived from G and R: if  ≥ 2, then 

D

∑
∈

>
kRa

naG )1|(

nk = 1 else 0. In words: the sum over row n takes only arcs a∈Rk and skips the (-1) 

elements in the node-arc incidence matrix G; 

• a matrix X (X = |A|×|Z|), where the k-th column Xk is (today's) commodity flow xk*; 

• a matrix S (S = |A|×|Z|), where column Sk is (today's) expected min-cost vector, Sk = 

c(v*) + (ln pk*)/θ - the satisfaction increments per arc a (w.r.t. destination k); 

• model parameters: θ; (iteration) limit; modification flag mflag (0 if none, else 1); a 

suitable tolerance eps such that (A10.2) is regarded as violated iff (⋅) < -eps.  

 

With these preparations, the algorithm A-SUE runs as follows: 

 Step 0: initialise read data: T-matrix, network G, matrix R, cost functions c(v), 

θ, limit, eps; compute D and c(0);  [free flow cost] 

  for {k in Z} {solve f := STOCH[k] at c(0); set Xk := f};  

for {l in 0..limit} { mflag := 0; [start iteration loop] 

 Step 1: new cost ∑
∈

=
Zk

kXv : ; c := c(v);  [split pk
a for α(a) = n∈Dk only, use Xk] 

 for {k in Z} for {a in Rk} compute ;  θ+= /)(ln: k
aa

k
a pcS

 Step 2: assign trips for {k in Z} {solve f := STOCH[k] with cost vector c(v);   

  if SkT(f - Xk) < -eps then {mflag := 1; λ := 1/(l+2);  

 Step 3: update  Xk := (1-λ) Xk + λ f}; }; [switch routes for some drivers] 

 Step 4:  converged? if not mflag then break; [no change in X matrix] 

};    [end iteration loop over l] 

 Step 5: finalise report results; close files; exit.  

 

This algorithm A-SUE has not been implemented and tested; it is a task left for future 

research. At the end, matrix X contains all equilibrium commodity flows (columns Xk) 

and in matrix S, all satisfaction increments (columns Sk) from where satisfaction values 

for any route n→k can be deduced by summing up along the links a concerned (a∈Rk).  

 

Whereas the algorithm A-SUE deals with vector variables (c, pk, sk, xk, f), maintaining a 

cascade loading for computing efficiency, this is no limitation to the freedom of choice, 
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the route switching afforded to the modelled travellers. For instance, suppose there is 

only one O/D pair of travellers (partially) switching to another route, then the difference 

vector (f - xk) reflects the changed traffic volume - and only the change - where (A10.2) 

gives its decremental impact on total (dis)satisfaction at constant costs of today. More-

over, we may use STOCH[k] the algorithm (Appendix A5), or STOCH[k] the mathe-

matical program (3.1) or (A6.1)/(A6.2), to compute a logit traffic assignment f at (iter-

ated) constant asymmetric cost c(vl). In either case, the model is not in routes, but in a 

network Rk that affords decision makers the freedom to optimise not only their O/D trip 

in toto but also part of the trip from any intermediate point n of the journey. Despite A-

SUE using vector variables, an optimising behaviour selecting a route tomorrow based 

on random variations around the measured cost c(v) of today is actually canvassed for 

any node pair (n→k), n∈Rk, k∈Z, i.e. for all choices that exist within the feasible 

region: a given network, supply (cost functions) and fixed trip demand T. 

 

A10.2 Algorithm A-SUE - methodological reflections 
 
Usually, asymmetric cost functions are "diagonalised", c = c(v) with vector v held con-

stant except for (va), one element at a time that may vary (Florian & Spiess, 1982; Notes 

by Florian, undated; Sheffi 1985, pp. 335-336). It produces a diagonal Jacobian matrix 

and allows the usual optimisation calculus. Whereas at first glance A-SUE is similar to 

Sheffi's (1985, p. 336) algorithm for asymmetric cost, it is neither a diagonalisation nor 

an AON assignment as is the case in his method for a probit model. Yet convergence 

relies on MSA in both cases. 

 

In contrast, A-SUE mimics the dynamics of a traffic game where players base their 

route choices tomorrow on the experiences (costs) of today. The cost vector c(vl) is thus 

an (iterated) parameter of the optimisation model(s), but not a variable being optimised 

as such. Rather, (stochastic) cost optimisation is achieved indirectly as the players of the 

game are price takers and simply exchange costly routes for cheaper ones, costs being 

defined individually (ie as a random variable) and swaps being permitted (in the model) 

iff the new route is strictly cheaper (in today's cost). Specifically, the nexus between a 

given cost vector c(v) and the expected equilibrated flow volumes xk is not random but 

analytically defined in a logit model [postulate (iv), formula (1.1)]. Moreover, with a 

constant cost vector, there is no difference between a (stochastic) system optimum and a 
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(stochastic) user optimum, nor are there any congestion interdependencies between the 

commodity flows (xk). The problem decomposes into |Z| independent flow optimisations 

and step 2 computes flows xk accordingly from a primal model STOCH[k]. Precisely, 

A-SUE computes an auxiliary vector f (= fk) and allocates a predetermined fraction λl = 

{1/2, 1/3, 1/4, ...} to any (today) less costly routes by a partial exchange xk ⇔ f. 

 

Vector fk is the optimal allocation of trips tk at cost c(v), solving a primal logit model 

(3.1) that balances minimal transport cost c(v)T fk with maximal entropy Hx(yk,fk)/θ. This 

model is linear in volumes (yk,fk) and strictly convex in distribution [vector pk(c)] for the 

entropy terms linearly (with factor yk
n/θ) sum strictly convex functions (pk

a ln pk
a) that 

are defined in pk
a ∈ (0,1]. Within such decomposed model fk is unique (a link flow, not a 

route flow) where current cost c is an ‘exogenous’ model parameter, a given. 

 

It is interesting to note that assignment in A-SUE is based on primal model relations 

whereas the convergence check [the optimality or equilibrium condition (A10.2)] uses 

dual model relations: a set of half-spaces through (xkl) [∀ k∈Z at today's flows], where 

the boundary is a hyperplane with normal Skl. If the direction of descent (fk - xk)l lies not 

in the half-space defined by (A10.2), two surfaces intersect; firstly the primal objective, 

stated as the surface c(vl)T (f - xk)l - {Hx(f) - Hx(xk)}l/θ = 0 that runs through xkl, and sec-

ondly the hyperplane (Sk)lT (f - xk)l = 0 also going through xkl. Both are functions of f and 

evaluated at the auxiliary flow vector fkl. If equilibrium had been reached, both surfaces 

were tangential at the (converged) fixed point (x1*, x2*, .. xk*, .. xZ*), ie at the respective 

commodity's equilibrium flow xk*, where the hyperplane (based on today's cost c(vl) ≈ c* 

and commodity flow allocation xkl ≈ xk*) would be a supportive hyperplane. There exists 

a unique and universal cost vector c(v*), a market price equilibrium, where all these tan-

gentiality conditions are met (with v* = ∑k xk*). 

 

The proof that MSA converges is based on a theorem by Blum (1954) and due to Powell 

& Sheffi (1982) [see also Sheffi & Powell 1982, or Sheffi 1985]. Whereas these articles 

focus on probit models, the proof of convergence does not depend on such specifics.  

 

An equilibrium is - by definition - a fixed point, a situation where a universal parameter 

c(v) generates flow patterns xk (on condition of nets Rk and trip demands tk) that repro-
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duce the flow volumes v = ∑k xk on which the cost-sensitive distribution was based: c* = 

c(v*) and xk* = xk*(c* | Rk, tk) where v* = ∑k xk* . In the terminology of above, today's cost 

produce a flow distribution tomorrow that is identical with the flows of today; the net-

work flows of the traffic game have settled into a timeless steady state.  

 

Readers interested in rigorous mathematical proofs will find the relevant sources listed 

in Patriksson (1994, pp. 83-92) where specifically variational inequalities, fixed points 

and non-linear complementarity models are explored as alternative specifications in the 

case of Wardrop’s equilibrium, reinterpreted a ‘traffic game’ by Smith (1979). Here a 

few pointers may suffice: 

• Having one cost vector c' for subproblem k' and a different cost vector c" for sub-

problem k" (k' ≠ k") is ruled out; cl(v) is always unique and identical for all k (at 

each iteration l and in the limit). Measured link supply cost c(v) don't depend on k. 

• Route flows hr, equivalently link flows [xk
a] | a∈Rk - the feasible regions - are com-

pact (closed and bounded); consequently the limit point xk* of the sequence {xk}l, 

xk∈Rk, is also a vector within Rk (according to a theorem by Weierstrass).  

• Cost functions c(v) will (under normal circumstances) be positive, continuous and 

monotone, ie (c(v') - c(v"))T(v' - v") ≥ 0 (strictly monotone, equality implies v' = v").  

• Consider a single arc a, a member of the forward star Ck
n ⊆ Rk, where n = α(a). The 

satisfaction value (the incremental contribution) of this arc is ca(v) + (ln pk
a)/θ. With 

ca(v) as parameter, this is a function in ∑
∈

=
k
nCa

k
a

k
a

k
a xxp  that is monotone in xk

a. But 

the parameter ca(v) itself is (by presumption) monotone in v, thus in xk
a. The sum of 

monotone functions is monotone, therefore Sk(xk | c(v)) is monotone in xk. 

• Existence of solutions to VI (A10.2) follows from continuity of c(v) - hence conti-

nuity of Sk(xk | c(v)) - and the boundedness of the feasible region xk∈Rk (Patriksson 

1994, Theorem 3.1). 

• Uniqueness of solutions to VI (A10.2) follows from strict monotonicity of c(v) - 

hence of Sk(xk | c(v)) (Patriksson 1994, Theorem 3.2). 

 

In sum, it is hard to imagine a real world application where the required properties (con-

tinuity, monotonicity) of cost functions will be violated; existence, uniqueness and con-

vergence of A-SUE seems assured.  
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